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?o determane the effectz on and the role of
industry in the event of i.Tplernentation of
report
a chemical weapons treaty, this
analyzes the way in which the prcposed
treaty
can mash with the U.S. regulatory
.Rystem, examines whether and how existinq
reporting and inspection requirements or
requ.lations can be used to facilitate
domestic implementation, studies the
domestic implmentation procedures and
experience gained fron the

U.S. -International Atomic Energy Agency
Safeguards Agreemnt, and develops some
general observations and reco mndations
pertaininq to legislative
and regulatory
approaches to U.S. treaty imiplementation.KCi
The authors describe the background of the
present chemical arms control system and
cuinmarize the'.U.S. Draft Convention; list
the specific chemicals that are included in
either
the U.S. Draft or the Rollinq text
and indicate the chemical-specific
provisions, review the major regulations
that are relevant to trea~y chemicals at.d
consider how databases associated with
these regulations can be used for treaty
comliance; identify producers of certain
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treaty
chemicals and present case studies
on two such chemicals; review and analyze
the most pertinent arms control precedent
for the type of domestic impleoAntation
scheme envisioned under the Chemical
Weapons Convention.
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PREFACE

This report describes the findings of a study of isAues be-ring on
U.S. domestic implementation of a comprehensive chemical weapons
arms control treaty now being draftd at the United Nations Conference on Disarmament. It should be of interest to defense and arms
cont-ol planners, analysts, and negotiators, as well as industry
representatives, government regulators, and others who are likely to be
affected by national and international programs for implementing the

The study was sponsored by the Office of the Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition; it was carried out in the Applied Science and
Technology Program of the National Defens Researcb InstitUe,
RAND's OSD-supported fed.erally funded research and development
center.
The rep-rt reflects events that occurred before August 1, 1989.
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SUMMARY
Not since the First World War has the world been so aware of the
existence of chemical weapons. The ta-geting of civilians and miilitary
personnel in the Persian Gulf and the proliferation of chemical
weapons capability to over 20 nations, some of whom are simultaneously acquiring missile and other systems that could deliver chemical agents against cities, air baos, and other arm targpa have alerted
national and international leaders to the breakdown of restraints
against chemical weapons ue. Both siwerpowers and a number of
other ntions have encouraged, for reasons that are humanitarian but
have important national security and politial dimensions, the
strengthening of the pnesent system of chemical weapons arms control
that is based on the Geneva Proto•ol and the reluctance of nations to
initiate gas warfare. For over a decade, the United States has been

engaged in complex multilateral UN-sponsored negotiations and
bilateral negotiations with the Swviet Union to draft a comprehensive
arms control treaty that would prohibit the production, stockpiling,
transferring, and use of chemical weapons. The treaty, when completed, is expected to go beyond the Geneva Protocol and the Biological
Weapons Convention by including a system of monitoring to effectively
verify complimane. The system, as currently defined, is to be implemented by an international agency and includes a series of dwclara-

tions. reporting requirements, on-site monitoring by instrumenta, and
on-site inspections. Virtually all parties involved in the negotiations
believe that on-site procedures are necesary to compensate for the
inability of surveillance by national technical means (NTM) to provide
suflcient verification capability. Both the Januwry 198 Paris Confer-

enre and tte international debate surounding tOw lUbyan chemical
facility at Rabta undorsc oe the importance of rigorous on-site inspection in verifying that chemical weapons have been produced or used.
Althou•h satellite imagery and intelligence data provided early information on Rsbta. the-a %ax considerabe interest in establishing
"ground truth.w
Privately owned commercial facilitif a well a" defense installation*
will be affecter by the treety because ofth desire to vnfy the nonproduhtion of chemical weapons and the .ondiveram of key chemical precursors that are but one or two reaction steps removed fhom possible

chemical weapons (CW) Production. A domestic implementation system will be necessary to asaire that the United States ia in compliance
with the treaty anw to facilitate the verification of U.S. compliance by
the internationa treaty agency.
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or two additional reaction steps. There are roughly between 10 said 30
of these sites in the United States (perhaps 100 worldwide) producing
some millions of pounds annually of these chemicals.' The facilities
would be declared, he subject to stringent reporting requirements, and
be subject to routine (systematic) on-site inspection by an international
team
The second type is a facility producing widely used high-volume toxic
chemicals such as phoagene or hydrogen cyanide. In the United States,
production is in the billion pounds rrznge. Facilities producing such ciemcals wou~d not be declared or subject to routne inspection, and only
aggegate national data would be required. Although these chemicals are
no longer taken seriously asweapons by the major powers they could be
used in regional or domestic conflicts against unprotected civiliansi and
troo"i. In addition. the extreordi nary tibiquity and high volume of them~
chemicals combined with a typical material balance acc-aracy of 5 to 10
percent imply that millions of pounds worldwide could potentially be
diverted to CW use without being detected by material accounting.
The t hird type of facility, whose inclusion in the treaty is still controvo-riial. produces highly toxic chemicals that are not designated as
che-mcal warfare agents. Proponents of iaiclustion claim that declarnog
and inspecting these facilities could reveal the parameters, of the civilian mnduatn~al beow thot could poterntially be con-verted to produce toxic
chemical weapons. Several proposals for registering thfse (acilities as
well at thooe that enujd prodiuce key precursors and exposing them to
ad hur, inspecitons arm also under discussion,
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It is generally agreed that surveillance by NTM alone will be inadequate for treaty monitoring of technologically advanced countries and
that verification, to be effective, will require a combination of NTM,
monitoring, and routine on-site inspection (OS!) of declared facilities,
and short-notice or challenge inspection of undeclared but suspect
si.es. Since ;.uspect facilities w-il not be restricted to decelared sites,
virtually all production plants &s well as otiier suspicious sites could be
subject to short-notice challenge OS. Although the full impact of the
reaction to the Libyan CW plant has not yet been felt at Geneva,
several major issues have surfaced that could materially infhunce the
treaty's ve ification scheme. Dewpite a lack of empirical data, there is
now general agreement that a single OS! of a suspect plant cannot adequately determine whether CW or its precursors have been produced
recently or whether they are likely to be produced in the near fitture.
Even a single rigorous short-notice inspection, involving legitimate
daya of up to 48 hours, is not likely to detect recent CW production
in a multi-purpose complex.
Furthermore, the media-reported U.S. reluctonce to reveal certain
information regarding sensitive intelligence and satellite sources suggesta that even if a comprt.ensive ban were to be implemented, the
United States and other nations could require considerable time to
convince allies and others that a potential circumvention of the treaty
has occurred.
Related to the issue of offcti've verification is the need to define
militarily significant quantities for chemicals whose diversion to military purposes could be important. Militarily significant quantities are
highly sc"nario dependent and are influ-ened by a number of ýactors
that are not well characterinzd. For etampl., quantities that cmld
alter the p"c, or course of a European war could be in the range of 10'
tons. quantities to seriously degrade a number of vulnerable key facilitirs in Europe might he an order of magnitude lss, and quantities that
could be valuable if used by less developed adversaries in regional conflicts or won against indigenous populations could be in a much lower
range. Presumably. treaty pmprosal will reflect them various scensrios
as the focus of inter'et shifts from FAt-West issues to nonproliferation
and preventing the prmotution. possession. or use of CW by lesu
d•'evped corntris The shifting foc' ciKld •l•o alter the final confiviratton of the treaty toward emphasis on controlling diversion.
ezpor•. and the international distribution network that supplied
Libya. Iran. and Iraq with CW know-how, technologiy, and materials.
The s"ivities o( the Austlia Group. a kxwc affiliation of industrial.

andt Wesm~m nations plus Japan. arr ints ndid "s a first multilstwal

step in contrling proliferation by haranniainag export controls on
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chomica

that could fawlitatw CW production. Thus a number of

additional changes in the treaty can be anticipWed before it is in final
form, with corresponding modifications in the requirements for domestic implementation. To avoid instant obsolescence under these circumstances, the study team has attempted to strike a balance between
findings that are generic and those that are more dettiled.
Our priacipal observatwon,
cmnclusiona and recommendations
include the following.
o The Chemical Wepons Convention (CWC) diffem from other
arms control agreements because of the central role of privat*
inmustry in producing chemicalti that hew legitimate commerci use b.t could be diverted to CW production. Trftty negotiators from the Arn.
Control and Disarmament Agency
(ACDA}, Dearn
t o( Deftnes, and the Daatnm of State

bmv* been covut
with represetatives of the chemical
industr using the nwhnis o( a spcca pawl of the Chen-ical Manuactrer

industry

Associatin (C'MA), tio dowinanit chemical

organization

reproemntr4l

nwaly

200

chemical

mafacturng firum which produce 90 paItset of US. chomi.
aa. As U.S. industry and the pnetl members he
become
gpk
t
about the trmty and how it might P, act their

Sons.

they and their counterparts in Japan

d Westem

Europ* have begun to play a more active role in influencing
policy. Although industry's role is unofficial and 4viaory. it is

becoming a major participant in the negotiatiowi

However, a

number of swaoller enterprises including producers, suppliers,
ptocemor, tradenr, brokers. and ahappers who could be affected
by the treaty have not yet been brought into US. treaty deliberntona
An aeressive attempt should be made to involve
them firms and tc ensure awareness of the *ecial problems

they pow. perhaps through other more ,spciau

d trad asmoci-

atios, one of several federal agenciti that already monitor or
egulate chermical ativitees. or sa8 announc*mnt n the Fedprol
Re•we soliciting comments and participation. In addition to
the absence of smallar firma, top managment of the larger
chemical companei may rnot he complettiy inwam of the various
rsinamifiktns of the CWC a.nd its pooential impart ort all their
dviatn mind subsidiaries 6Pspit* the active ml* playec by
CMA znd the concurrenco of its ldudersaWp. If history ist
gide, the support of high-I•eel industry otecutiwe will be
futqueid during rsti•cation or other congr2aekoa hevrings.
e T-h 1.)S. chemical industry p~n, nly suppi~t the cow"
nfr a
wwpre

m

chemical
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weapons treety, in cotrast to the 1925
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opoition to the Ge.wva Protocol by a number of industiy
rpreontatives and the American Chemical Society. Although
chemical company representatives support the treaty, they queetion the effectiveness of a sytem that omits surveillance of
trade-,s, brokers and shippers who may facilitate the international distribution of chernical weapons-reiated materiai. To
remedy this omission, they are attempting to fornuitae an international reporting, monitoring, and inspection system for contro.lig exports and imports of pertinent chomicals and technology
for possible inclusion in the CWC. lndustry is becoming
!,'wreesingly sensitive to the potentially intrusive nature of on-site
tisay verification, and is starting to prms for a verifcation systoa that could be les etingent than is included in the U.S. Draft
or the Rolling Text, claiming that burlens and risks to industry
should be commensurate with corresponding improvements in
verifiability. Industry, h,ower, may not be sufficient!y aware of
the goverument's interest in beawacing equity. effectveness, and
effiiency and the posibility that procedures that appea. onerous,
unwieldy, and not vcy effective in the technotogically sophisticatad U.S. setting could be effective and perhap" even necessary
to detort or deter noncompliance elsewhere. Amierican industry is
beginning to seek alternatives to routine OS! of facilitie. that produce key precursorm. It claim, that roitine inspections are not
tiiky to enhance the ability to detect cheatin.g or deter dive",ion
to diicit purposes, and that *uch inspections would have limited
capacity to verify material accounting data r*p•rled by e signatory. lndurry would prefer that key pracurwt facilities be
inspected only as a rpsult of ahort-notice chilerge cf sites that
are suspected of noncumplisine or diversion, preimablv to be
roquested infreqwently. The use of waste, oflhwnt, and other
forms of externl
monitoring as a possble subetitute #or rmutine
OSI may also deserve ronsidration, with such monitonng to he
coordinated with caroful scrutiny t,: product and shipping matenals. Eztrmal inspeion.. althoult
t able toconfirm the *ccouracy at material am-ounting records, cam.d h*,Ip ceterraine whether
a facility is prOfducing trmaty-hmnned aubmtancs end could deter
noncoMmvknce ty the rrMtino 4urvedlmrnce
c o is that might
hbe tarolvrd in vilahting ttw terms o~f 'be treaty I,,u•ever. evahit.

ing the efttvono'venw, of external monitoring r#eires a soh•tsntial
datWe. moo of which is not o availah4.
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*Indkistry is most concerned abou the loss of intellectual property such as proprietary material, trade secrets, and conficiential
business data. Such loss would result p-imtarily, from on-site
inspections but also from data reported for purposes of treaty
compliance. We suggest that the Internatio,,al Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEAi Safeguards program, although in general not a.
suitable model for CWC verification, poseszes elf-rnentý, that
could be adapted successfully to treaty monitoring since IIAEA
safeguards also in-volve reports, declarations. and international
inspections of commercial facilities. Provisions which are
included in the U.S.-IAEA agre~ement or the U.S. implemerting
regulations anid which -nay be adaptable to chemicals include a
right of refuisal on inpecturs, the participation of facility cperatons in planning inspections, protect iod against conimerciaily
ronsitiive material being taken off-site. nondiscrimination
agstinst indi-ridual facilities or facility operators in terms of eligibility for 081, anid quantiu~tive "oas for material acounting
".~x verification. Unfortunately, some RAEA policies, part iculardy as they are translated into practice. may hamper the ability to detect or even deter diverpion. Analogous po)iclce* for the
CWC cme could resul in minimal intrtaiveiene, but could also
limit the effectiveness of verification. Despite all precautions,
thet* is no guarantee that commerritif lokws will not occur.
The rathtr sketchy data available on JAEA performance suggest
that a mvultila~rral inspect icif team may be prone to intent v'nal
lapse. in cionfidentiality but these lapses, paraduxicalli.. car.
assist the verification process. They could also, lead zo the illicit transfer of tchnology and industrial espionage. The IAFA
does not tnrag. in policing or investigative activtties, and
prefers a roncilistory rather than advervarial approach in its
Qperrbtions. Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly burriucrmtired and controlled by nations who -wish to encaurag,! technical
aftistance rather than noriprolifervition activifies. Only onethird of [AF.A's rteciureea are devoted to msafeguards, the
renisinde!, going toward nusclear dwtelcpnint, techn~ical assistanre, and 'afety, Althouxgh a chemiical c-iunterpAr1I Ito IAEA
Cv~ild operate with a similar 'carif Al
an

a

lp~re4Ich to
t*;

enri.Airaxiot partickration in arms fotitrol and CA i pre,1iferti.
tion. th'is inight Ie*a to 2 potentsall,' *chi.-ophmrnic sjtuatior
where tv~oirc~smicold he deplreted by icquest* for tec-hnical
chemical assistance (trim de".loping nezions.
aFrom the Isgrislative history of the U.S..4AF.A saf-eguards, we
Judge that ('ongresais likely to raise a anumhr of quesqtions

zi

during the ratification hearings pertining to the impact of the
treaty's intrusiveness on the competitiveness of domestic industry, particularly the impact on smaller firms who may be
affected by its implementation and who would find the additional burdens of reporting and inspections to be onerous.
Some form of compensation or assistance for firms subject to
OSI may be requested to facilitate both industry cooperation
and congressional support. The apprcpriateness of such assistance needs to be carefully evaluated, given the tradition that
the costs of complying with government regulation are generally
considered to be part of the normal costs of :4oing business.
Existing chemical reporting procedures mandated by environmental and other statutes cannot provide the specific data
required for treaty compliance in an efficient and effective
manner. A small new chemical treaty group, to be organized
after enabling legislation is passed authoriring rAnm"c.X i-mplemant-.,tion, will be more effective at gathering the required data
and is also far more likely to gain the cooperation of the chemical industry than the use of existing regulatory institutions.
The newly formed On-Site Inspection Agency (OSIA) seems
well-suited to house this group, in thRt it already has the mission of coordinating Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF)
treaty inspection activities in the United States and has
developed an infrastructure for implementing arms control
agieements. A slight modification of OSIA's authorizing legislation might be necessary, but the new agency's unique experience in implementing INF inspections abroad and coordinating
them at home makes it an ideal candidate to assume responsibility for the domestic implementation of the CWC and other
anticipated arms control agreements.
Although a number of important questions still remain to be
answered, we foresee no fundamental barriers to the implementation of a domestic system in the United States for demonstrating compliance with the CWC on the part of U.S. industry,
provided that treaty supporters are sensitive to the need to
obtain timely and appropriate legislative authorization. Even
the issue of "anywhere, anytime" challenge inspection of relevant private facilities can be satisfactorily resolved, we believe,
by adopting an administrative procedure already used by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration: obtaining an
ex parte warrant prior to inspection. This procedure should
satisfy concerns about potential conflicts between arms control
OSI and the Fourth Amendment and could serve as an interim

xli

or even fallback position in the event of legislative or judicial
rejection of warrantless OSI.
Significant barriers to progress, if they exist, come from a
widely held skepticism regarding the ability to verify adequately
or, at the internaticnal level, from the complexity and detail
that negotiators in Geneva are addressing with regard to verification, the volatile political context in which multilateral ri'o,
tiations occur, East-Wcst and North-South differences, auid the
increasing involvement of both the United States and world
chemical industry as participants. This invo)-kement, while
desirable from the perspective of developing consensus for the
treaty, could potentially hamper the development of effective
verifictinn p:opohals. The unwieldy multilateral problem could
be partially ameliorated by subsidiary bilateral arrangements
between the United States and the Soviet Union. Industry
should also be challenged by treaty negotiators to prepare, in a
highly confidential manner, a risk assessment for OSI of the
specific facilities that are currerntly envisioned as being subject
to routine inspections. This assessment, which can be performed accurately only by experienced chemical plant operators,
should define the sensitivity to industrial espionage and illicit
technology transfer in a far more precise fashion than is currently available. Only in this way can a realistic evaluation of
industry's potential losses be made.
A national and international political consensus for a comprehensive
chemical weapons treaty is now being formed as events continue to
demonstrate the inadequacy of the present arms control regime. A
comprehensive and effectively verifiable treaty that is supplemented by
export controls and monitoring of the international distribution network
for chemicals and chemical technology would be the most significant step
toward rolling back the spread of chemical weapons. Ultimately it could
even lead to a world without chemical weapons. However, the detailed
policies, architecture, and feasibility of such a system still remain to be
developed, particularly as the fallout from the Libyan plant and the 1989
Paris Conference is beginning to settle. Treaty verification is likely to be
viewed with greater realism by participants at Geneva, and there is now
considerable uncertainty over the scope and detail of the domestic implementation provisions. Despite this uncertainty, we judge that the task of
developing a domestic implementation system that is effective, equitable,
and efficient, is difficult, but feasible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of chermical weapons in the war in the Persian Gulf, Iraq's
use of poison gas against its Kurdish minority, the acquisition of chemical weapons capability by 20 nations including considerable stocks
held by the major powers, and the desire by perhaps 10 other nations
to join the chemicai weapons "club" underscore the fragile status of
international barriers against the use and spread of chemical weapons
(CW) and the need for a comprehensive and effectively verifiable
chemical weapons treaty. Other recent insances of alleged CW use
and production, the growing recognition of poison g as the "poor
man's atomic bomb," the proliferation of chemical weapons technology
by importation or indigenous manufacturing, and the simultaneous
spread of CW-capable delivery systems including missiles that could
deliver CW against civilians in cities and large area military targets
suggest that the pre"ent system of chemical arms control is in danger.
This system relies on the Geneva Protocol, a general consensus among
nations against use, and deterrence. Tens of millions of persons are
already at risk of chemical attack and hundreds of millions could soon
find themselves at risi as the range and accurazy of ballistic missiles
continue to improve. The acquisition of CW capability by states such
as Lbya. Syria, and Iran with a tr-dition of state-supported terrorism
is another ominous sign. Further-more, the utility of a policy of deterring an adversary's first use by maintaining an ability to retaliate in
kind may be limited in regions where the concepts of martyrdom and
holy war influence military decisionmaking.
For a number of years before the recent emergence of chemical
weapons as a serious threat to regional stability, the United States, as
part of a group of 40 nations, has been engaged in negotiations to draft
a comprehensive Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) at the UN
Conference on Disarmament (CD) in Geneva. In addition, the United
State. and the Soviet Union have been involved in a series of related
bilateral negotiations. The proposed comprehensive CWC, when completed, is intended to prohibit (a) the development, production, acquisition. stot-kpiling. retention, or transfer of chemical weapons, (h)
preparing for use of chemical weapons. (cl assisting or encouraging
anyone to engage in such activities, and 1d) use of chemical weapons in
armed conflict.
The treaty, if and wher it enters into force, may go far beyond the
present system of chemical arms control that seems to rely as much on
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the effectiveness of chemical or other forms of deterrence as it does on
the obligations imposed by the 1925 Geneva Protocol, in which nations
declared, often with reservations, that they would not use poison gas in
time of war. It has generally been agreed that the Geneva Protocol is
no longer adequate since it lacks means to vetify or enforce compliance
and depends for its implementation on the traditional diplomatic and
political ways in which violations of accepted international conduct are
treated. It is also agreed that the Geneva Protocol should be supplemented or rtplaced by a more comprehensive and stringent approach
that includes provisions for verifying compliance.

NEED FOR ON-SITE VERIFICATION
Such a comprehensive approach is reflected in the US. 1984 Draft
Convention, CD/500, a document that remains the formal expression
of U.S. policy. Its goal is to establish a regime for chemical arms control that includes a rigorous system for performing the arms control
verification functions of detecting noncompliance, deterfing cheating,
and building confidence. Virtually all Ajajor participants at the CD
agree that on-site inspections (OS ) are noeded for veriakation because
national technical means (relying on remote imagery or sensing) cannot necessarily distinguish chemical munitions. Some chemicals with
peaceful uses can also be used in chemical weapons production, and
facilities for producing chemical weapons are not distinguishable from
those producing ordinary industrial chemicals. Representatives of the
Western chemical industry and other technical experts agree in principle with the need for a rigorous system, but are becoming increasingly
insistent that the verification regime be realistic in terms of feasibility
and efficien-cy. This agreement in principle contrasts with reports that
U.S., West. European, Indian, and Japanese firms assisted or attempted
to as..st Iraq. Libya, and Iran in .cquiring CW capability.
As we shall later describe, industry is concerned about the possibility
of intr•ive data reporting, monitoring, and on-site inspection protocols
that may place it at risk of looing proprietary data, thus damaging productivity ind increasing costs. The chemical industry's role and burden will depend both on provisions in the final ratified document and
the nature of tle domestic system for implementing the treaty.

RELATION TO THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
The details of the proposed treaty and its protocols are still bring
drafted by an ad hoe group at the Conference on Disarmament, and a
number of fundamental issues remain to be rmolve. The pace of
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progress has not been uniform, and negotiators often seem bogged
down in endless technical detail. In addition, the truly muitilateral
nature of the negotiating process may hamper progress. Nevertheless,
as shown by the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty process, negotiations can be driven by political will, although the verification aspects of the treaty are inherently far more complex than anything envisioned during the INF negotiations.

As distinct from the Geneva Protocol, the proposed treaty is not
self-implementing. A series of international and domestic steps are
required for its implementation, similar in spirit to the implementation
of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty through International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and domestic safeguards. As the treaty appears
to be evolving, both from the 1984 U.S. Draft and the documents
known as 'Rolling Texts," it mNma clear that the chemical industries
of the treaty signatories will be expected to cooperate in terms of
declaring facilities #nd reporting certain information, and will be subject to various types of on-site inspection procedures to be carried out
by international inspection teams. Involvement of the chemical industry is necessary because of concerns that even nonweapons chemicals
pose risks due to the possibility of diversion from civilian production to
military use (SIPRI, 1986). The concerns am expresd as a series of
specific oblipations on nations that can be carried out only with the
cooperation (or coeruion) of their chemical indi.stries. For example,
facilities that produce chemicals that are easily converted to chemical
warfare agents would provide detailed data for ultimate transmittal to
an international secretariat and are also subject. to periodic on-site
inspection, whereas facilities that produce other lethal or toxic chemicals and precursors that are widely uwed in commerce would be subject
to declarations of production and end use. Some declarations pertain
to production facilities that could be converted to the production of
treaty-limited substances by virtue of their ability to manufacture or
handle toxic material. In addition to routine inopections, even suspect
facilities may be subject to challenge on-site inspection procedures.
Adding to its impact on the Department of Defense. which controls all
CW-related activities, the treaty would require mechanisms for civilian
domestic implementation to assure that appropriate data are collected
from ;,,heitrv and proceswd according to treaty protocolo, that the
chemical industry is informed of its rights and oblhgationra•vith regard
'...Ibn Testatm peoridwily pu*isaod Jwimot" that re(Wd the nrmut of
ahet*4ed "NJItMl
CW fterstno(
WeW astthe UN (Torows an twi[ awent.
Formlly. they or* rspiqws of the Ad HNe Commogat to Che#i"i
Woopow. to the
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to monitornng and on-site inspections, and that confidential proprietary
informa.tion is safeguarded.
OBJECTIVE OF STUTDY
Th~e objective of the study was to explore domestic implementation
isusof the treety, with particular emphasis on the role of the chemical industry. To accomplish this we (a) analyzed the way in which the
proposed treaty can mesh with the U.S. regulatory system, (b) examined whether and how existing reporting and ixispection requirements
or regulations can be used to facilitate domestic wiplementation, (c)
fromanoherinternational agreement, the precedent-setting U.S.LkEA2 Safeguards Agreement that established the first system of interment and commercal nuclear facilities. and (d) developed somegera
observations and ecmndtospertaining to legislativeanreuIaceto U.S. treaty implementation.
tory ap
The treaty is still under negotiation, and recant experience with the
INF agreement suggets that policies and technical details, may change
abruptly in response to political realities. Purthermore, the world's
chemical industry is becoming increasingly aw,.a of the potential
imatof the CWC and is now entering the nveociating process in a
signifiAnt way. To a great extent, the chemical ýndustry is becoming a
kay player in the negptiating process.
In the next section. we describe the background of the present syetern of chemical arms control. and to illustrate important treaty elemnents. summarize the U.&. Draft Convention. In Sec. III and App. A,
we list the specific chemicals that are included in either the U.S, Draft
or the Rolling Text and indicate the nature of the chemical- specific
provisions. It in emphasized that the Rolling Text is a document that
is constantly being updated, and attempts at detailed analysis are similar to tracking a moving target.
In Sec. IV. we review the major regulations that are relevant to
treaty chemicals and consider in a 3eneric way how datahases associated with the"e re~ulat.ons can be used for treaty compliance.
In Sec V and Appe. B and C, wetry toidentify producers 4certain
treaty chemicals and show the results of case studies on two treaty
30 posy. ThU apbcos" of IAKA **hgww& to tM Urkied Stat... aa nuckhu wqompo

r7
OAIawnw~

chemicals for which sufficient open data were available to make production estimates. We also descrbe procedures that might be involved
in auditing to determine whether diverion has occurred.
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In Sec. VI, we review and analyze the most pertinent arms control
precedent for the type of domestic implementation scheme envisioned
under the MWC. This is the IAEA Safeguards program under which
interr.ational inspectors visit government and commercial facilities, and
dau- are gathered and transmitted to an i-tern.atuonal agency. The
U.S. implementation of the U.S.- IAEA Safeguards Agreement offers a
number of revealing lessons that may bear on CWC implementation.
Although the IAEA Safeguards program is in general not an appropriate model for CWC verification, a number of spe.ific lessons learned
from IAEA operations could be useful in fAcilitating domestic and
international implementation of a chemical treaty. Finaily, in Sec. VII
and App. D, we note some key observatioand conclusions, and make
a number of preliminary recommendations that coal~d facilitate dc.mes.
tic implementation, as well as provide a more effective system for
chemical weapons arms control and disarmament.
7we research described here, although reflecting significant events
occurring through June 1989, v-as largely completed before the January
19C9 Paris Conference, the disclosures about the role of German,
Japanese, U.S., Indian. and Weo. European firms in maisting Libya,
Iran, and Iraq to acquire CW, aind the heightening of policy interest in
controlling the sprsad of CW. Although there is considerable momentum toward establishing a CW nonproliferation regime. i, is too early
tc see how this will affect the CWC. We hel.eve that Sec. VII is sutliciently rbust to encompam considerable deviation from the presntly
anticipated configuration of the treaty as it would affect domestic
implementation.

-

'-
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I.

TREATY BACKGROUND

GENEVA PROTOCOL
The United States is a pariy to the 1925 Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use in war of aspnyxiating, poisonous, or other gasses and of
bicteriological methods of warfare. The protocol was signed in 1925,
re*eted by the Senate in 19026, resubmitted to the Senate in 1970, and
ratified in 1975. A reservation was added by the United States affirming the right to retaliate with chemical agents if an enemy state or its
allies violated the protocol. Because of the large number of signatories
who affirmed the retaliatory right, the protocol is essentially a declaration of n.)-first-use. The treaty is serf-implementing. There is no
explicit mechanism or system for verifying or enforcing compliance,
and there are no restrictions on the production, stockpiling, transferring, or development of chemical weapons. Furthermore, there is no
system required for implementing the treaty by signatories. The 1989
Paris Conference reaffirmed the Geneva Protocol and brought the
numbet of signatories to 123.

In contrast, the Biological Weapons Convention, also ratified in
1975. extended the 192.5 no-tirmt-use stricture for bacteriological
weapons to a pledge never to develop, produce. or stockpile biohloical
weapons -,r their means of delivery. The convention again does not
include any. Fvstem for verifying compliance, but instructs parties to
the convention to lodge a complaint with the UN Security Council if it
finds a breach on the part of other signatories.
A number of attempts to control chemical weapons preceded the
192.5 Geneva Protocol. The 1899 Hame Convention not signed1 by the
United State*) henned the use of projectiles whose sole purpose was to
emit aophyxiatory or harmful gssaes, and there is snme evidence that
this convention inhil, ted British. hut not German. development of
potw)n gas. The United States signed and ratified th'e 1907 Halge
Convention which. by banning poion or poisoned weapons and matenal that caused vnn- .*rary %uffering, was interpreted by •ome as
prohihiting the use of chemi(al weap,•nr
Following the Firmt World War. the Trenty of Vesailles banned the
use, maniifaiiurv. and importation of toxic agents and material
intended for their prnduction by Germany. (No enforcement or verification s)stem was inchlded in the treaty although Germany was
reuired to diaoske production detaals for all explosives and toxic substances.)
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In 1922, fou' years before the Senate's rejection of the Geneva Protocol, the Senate ratified a similar treaty that had been drafted by ýhe
Washington Arms Conference. The treaty never entered into force
when France refused to sign because it included a ban on submarines.
The period betwe.n 1922 and 1926 3aw a considerable ikcr*ase in
lobbying. some of it b- U.S. i.:dustry, against a prohibition on the use
of chemical weapons. Tbe lobbying consummated Ln the Senate's
failure to ratify the protocol in 1926. rhe treaty, with res-rvatione,
was ultimately ratified in 1975 a, the same tune a the ratification of
the Biological Weapons Convention.
THE 1984 U.S. DRAFT
The Geneva Protocol ,s closer to biblical injunction than an arms
control agreement. It is brief and contains little detail. As verification
and implementation procedures are added, the required level of detail
will increase considerably, particularly when the various appendices are
included. We expect that the final CW treaty, protocol, and memorandum of understanding will encompass hundreds of pages and will
require implementing U.S. legislation and regulations that could also be
quite extensive. The U.S. Draft Convention was tabled at Geneva by
then Vice President Bush. and is still the formal U.S. position. It was
not written in formal treaty language, and was considered to be an
organt,
.ocument that could be modified through discussion and negot
tia .jfl'.

Blefore diecussing domestic imtnlementation, we review the major
provisions of tht- U.S. Draft. Both the Draft and the Rolling Text are
virtually silent about detailed methods for monitoririg and controlling
the international transfer of chemicals, technology, and know-how that
could restlt in the further proliferation of CW capability.
Toxicity
Chemicals are distingui-hed from each other on the basis of their
degree of toxicity, and art classified into super-toxic lethal, other
lethal, and other harmful chemical*, based on a standard toxicological
pros
P'nil Super-toxic lewhaml chemicals correspond to those whose LD,,
(the dirw that kill% .50)percent of tes' animols) is less thfan 0..5 mg/kg
(mg of chemical per kg of Nody weight), other lethal chemicats
correspond to thoee whote ,D) is less than 10 mg/kg, and ither harmMu rhemica"s correspond to those with LDM, greater than 10 mg/kg
inect*d aubrutanwos dose. 'hree schedules are listed, by way of
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example, that correspond to different levels of both risk and monitoring. Schedule A includes super-toxic lethal chemicals, certain key precursors, and other particularly dangerous chemicals which are either
usable as chemical weapons or which pose significant risks and have no
current nonmilitary uses. Key precursors are chemicals which are but
one or a few reaction steps removed from the ultimate chemical warfare agents. This schedule corresponds to Schedule 1 in the Rolling
Text.
Schedule B includes chemicals that are widely produced for commercial use but have been used as weapons in the past and thus have a
risk of diversion. Phosgene and hydrogen cyanide are two well-known
examples. The schedule corresponds to Schedule Ill in the Rolling
Text. It also includes chemxcals that could serve as precursors for
toxic agents. To illustrate the scale of production of Schedule III
chemicals, we refer to App. C, where the U.S. demand for phosgene
and hydrogen cyanide is estimated in the billions of pounds range.
The worldwide economy of these commodity chemicals, some with a
history of use as poison gas, is several billion pounds, and a typical
materia! balancei uncertainty of 5 percent suggests that large quantities of the chemicals could be diverted to illicit use with small chance
of discovery by material accounting.
Schedule C includes key precursors with nonmilitary utility whose
production is permitted but is subject to systematic on-site verification.
The schedule corresponds to Schedule II in the Rolling Text.
We note that toxic chemicals are defined by their level of toxicity in
a standard toxicological test and not by their method of production.
Thus Schedule A includes a marine toxin, saxitoxin, that might otherwise fall under the Biological Weapons Convention. Schedule A might
also include ricin, a toxin that was used to assassinate the Bulgarian
diplomat Markov but is also produced in small quantities for cancer
treatment.
It has been proposed to include a separate category of super-toxic
lethal chemicals that have non-CW applications (Schedule IV). The
intention of the reporting requirements for these chemicals is to gather
data on production capacity that can be converted to CW manufacture,
and thus to monitor at least crudely a nation's ability to convert facilities to the production of super-toxic lethal material that could be
weaponized. The fact that toxicity is not the sole discriminant for
chemicals but is supplemented by their proven or potential utility as
weapons makes the classification system somewhat less precis, tn.an it
appears to be. Negotiators in Geneva do not yet agree on the
'Material balance is equivalent to conservation of mass.
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definition of a chemical weapon, and the need for a separate Schedule
IV is still under discussion. Further, the recent surfacing of an international trade in thiodiglycol, a Schedule B substance that can form
mustard agent after reacting with hydrochloric acid, may encourage a
review of the various schedules. It is interesting to contrast treaty
chemicals with those that are included in the Australia Group core and
warning lists. The Australia Group lists include chemicals such as
thionyl chloride and sodium fluoride, which have many civilian applications, although they can also be used to produce CW. The philosophy
behind the Australia Group lists is that nations with limited chemical
processing infrastructures would need to import such common chemicals for purposes of CW production, even if they are not uniquely
related to CW.
Weapons Stocks
Details of ail chemical weapons stockpiles and recent transfers
would be declared within 30 days after the Convention enters into
force. The declarations are to be verified by on-site inspection and
continuous instrument monitoring. All stocks are to be destroyed
within ten years, and their destruction monitored by systematic OSI,
continuous instrument monitoring, and the presence of international
inspectors on a continuous basis. The U.S. Draft has no provisions for
security stocks, builddowns or the retention of agents as deterrents
against their use by nonsignatories. The French have proposed and
apparently withdrawn a proposal for the maintenance of security
stocks.
Chemical Weapons Production Facilities
All CW production facilities would be declared and would stop all
activity except that required for closure. Declarations would be confirmed by OSI, and the facilities monitored by on-site instruments and
periodic OS! until destruction. Destruction would occur within ten
years, and the completion of the destruction process would be verified
by OS and monitoring.
Permitted Activities
Activities permitted to protect against a chemical weapons attack
include the limited production of super-toxic lethal weapons and key
precursors for protective purposes. Limited amounts can be made in a
single small-scale facility that is subject to declarations, on-site
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monitoring, and periodic OSI. No specific quantitative limit has yet
been defined, although it is expected to be in the kilogram range.
Nonweapon Chemicals
Limited production and use of super lethal and key precursors would
be permitted for research, medical, or protective put-poses in approved
facilities, although r.o quantitative limits have been agreed on.
Schedule C chemicals would be subject to detailed reporting requirements and systematic (routine) OSI. Schedule B chemicals would be
subject to annual aggregate reporting requirements. Later, we discuss
the pros and cons of systematic (routine) OSI of facilities producing
key precursors, a provision that has aroused the world's chemical
industry.
Challenge or Short-Notice On-Site Inspections
The United States has proposed two categories of "challenge" USI
for situations in which there are suspicions of treaty noncompliance.
We assume here that short-notice and challenge inspections are virtu.
ally identical, although the term "challenge" is far more provocative
than "short-notice." These are inspections of declared or undeclared
facilities and are in addition to designated periodic on-site inspections
for purposes of verifying chemical weapons stockpiles and production
facilities and their destruction, monitoring the single small-scale protective facility, and the routine systematic OSI of facilities producing
Schedule C chemicals.
A special OSI, commonly known as an Article X OSI, is the most
rigorous and potentially intrusive OSI. It permits a special "anywhere,
anytime" OSI that may be initiated through any member of the FactFinding Panel of representatives from the United States, Soviet Union,
the Alliance, Warsaw Pact, and the neutral or nonaligned nations.

The panel acts as a filter for requests for challenge. Upon request for
a fact-finding inquiry from any signatory regarding a special OSI, the
panel will convene immediately. If any member of the panel ag.ees to
the request, an inspection team con3isting of regular treaty inspectors
who are nationals of the fact-finding states is to have unimpeded
access within 48 hours to (a) any facility listed in the treaty, (b) any
military location or facility owned by the government of a party, or (c)
any "relevant" location regardless of the economic or political systems
of the party, including any private or government location that may be
suspected of violating the treaty.
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An ad hoc OSI, commonly known as an Article XI OSI, is somewhat
less intrusive than the special OSI because it permits the challenged
party to refuse entry for exceptional reasons and to offer alternative
means of verifying questions about compliance. If the Fact-Finding
Panel finds the alternative means inadequate, a second request may be
granted. If access is again denied, the matter is submitted to the UN
Security Council. The Fact-Finding Panel, after a request, meets
within 24 hours, and decides on the question of sending an inspection
team.

Governance
In addition to the measures outlined above, the Draft includes provisions for a consultative committee, an executive council, and a technical secretariat to carry out the work of the Treaty Organization. The
consultative committee is to meet annually and is responsible for
selecting the executive council and the Fact-Finding Panel. The executive council is responsible for the implementation of the treaty, including the various inspections, as well as the administration of the technical secretariat. The U.S. Draft also stipulates that the consultative
committee should not decide whether any signatory is complying with
the terms of the treaty, nor should it vote on reports of any factfinding inquiry.

RETHINKING CHALLENGE OSI
As might be anticipated, the notion of challenge OSI has been subject to considerable discussion since 1984, both internationally and
within the United States. Although it now appears that the concept of
challenge OSI for undeclared but suspect sites is accepted by the superpowers, a number of objections have been raised, not against article X
per se, but against similar provisions in the INF and START (Strategic Arms Reduction Talks) agreements. RAND is currently completing a study, under Joint Staff sponsorship, that specifically explores
the risks and benefits of challenge OSI in the context of chemical
weapons arms control. Although it is still too early to tell, it is pos3ible that challenge OSI proposals will be further modified in the wake
of the Paris Conference and the U.S. announcement of the Lihyan
chemical weapons facility.
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Precedents from INF and START
Challenge inspection of suspect sites for purposes of verification has
been considered for INF and START proposals as well as the CWC.
Recent experience regarding challenge OSI in its pure "anytime, anywhere" form may suggest its ultimate role in the CWC but we believe
that the differences between INF and chemical weapons verification
could motivate retaining some form of OSI of undeclared facilities.
The risks and benefits of "anytime, anywhere" were recently subject
to considerable debate, primarily during the INF treaty drafting process. According to reports, early U.S. INF drafts included a shortnotice "anytime, anywhere" provision for inspecting declared or undeclared facilities that were suspected of treaty noncompliance (Gordon,
1988; Smith, 1987; Committee on Foreign Relations, 1988). The
reports also suggest that the provision was opposed by intelligence and
counterintelligence experts, nuclear weapons developers, and some military and defense officials who were concerned about potential risks to
U.S. security from Soviet inspectors gaining access to sensitive U.S.
intelligence, nuclear, and military installations, and military-related
research, development, and production sites. The final draft of the
INF treaty omitted any provision for challenge inspection of undeclared suspect facilities, presumably because the added verification
benefits of challenge OSI (as a supplement to National Technical
Means--NTM) were felt to be outweighed by the potential risks of loeing sensitive material to the Soviets. An additional argument was
invoked that verification with NTM alone became more feasible as the
INF treaty evolved from numerical limits on short and medium range
missiles to an outright ban on the existence and testing of such
weapons. Ultimately, INF short-notice inspections were restricted to
declared facilities.
A number of variants of "anytime, anywhere* challenge OSI were
considered during the INF drafting process, primarily to minimize
access to national security sites that were deemed too sensitive for
inspection. Little attention was given by negotiators to the protection
of commercially sensitive material. The possibility of exemption from
OSI on the basis of supreme notional interest was not considered for
commercial facilities unrelated to national security, since such facilities
would not be plausible sites for engaging in INF treaty limited activities. This contrasts with the chemical case and the ubiquity of commercial plants that could produce key precursors or other CWC associated materia'3.
One OSI variant, the "Fruit Loops/secret list" approach, was
intended to limit inspections of suspect undeclared sites pertaining to
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national security, but to permit OSI of commercial sites. Under this
plan, a Soviet challenge OSI of a commercial facility (the factory producing Fruit Loops breakfast cereal was used as an illustration) would
be permitted after first consulting with the facility's owner. However,
if the Soviets asked to inspect a highly sensitive defense installation,
the United States would retain the right of refusal. Both sides individually would maintain secret lists of irmtallations that would not be
open to inspection. This plan was withdrawn because of the difficulties and risks inherent in preparing such lists, the potential for
misunderstanding when a request for challenge is denied, and the pos-

sibility of abuse.
Ultimately, the U.S. list of declared IN? facilities that would be subject to OSI omitted any purely civilian sites, although contractoroperated U.S. launcher and missile planta were included. Inspections
of these plants by Soviet inspectors and the various meaures adopted
by plant operators to prevent losses of proprietary material would provide useful insights about the conduct of OSI in a commercial facility,
albeit one devoted to defense producticn.
The Debate Over ChalenI

e 081 for START

Recent developments underscore 'the likelihood that the CWC's
verification provisions will be influenced by START developments as
well as INF. Current discussions of challenge OSI differ from those of
the past, when it was ger.-rally amumend that inclusion of OSI in an
arms control proposal would result in Soviet rejection. It is generally
agreed that it would be more difficult to monitor START treaty compliance than INF, and that the CWC would be more difficult than
START. Thus, some types of OSI might be viewed as beneficial for
CWC, given the consensus that remotely monitoring chemicals by
NTM seems difficult at best. As described above, it was only during
the late stages of the INF treaty process that the net utility of unrestricted suspect OSI for INF verification was evaluated and the concept
discarded because of potential risks to U.S. national security. The
1987 Washington Summit issued guidelines for START that included
the short-notice OSI of declared sites and the right to implement
short-notice inspections "at locations where either aide considers covert
deployment, production, storage, or repair of strategic offensive arms
could be occurring." (Committee on Foreign Relations, 1988)
More recently, Graybeal and his associates (Graybeal and Krepon,
McFate and Graybeal, Graybeal and McFate) critiqued challenge OSI
of undeclared sites for START. They concluded that for START limited items, NTM supplemented by routine inspection rights at the
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most verifiable points in the production and deployment pipeline would
provide:a e ification regime that would permit detection of militarily
significant violations in time to respond effectively. They generally
downgraded the subiqtantive value of OSI, and recommended that
short-notice challenge inspection be dropped from the START treaty
to "avoid security problems, reduce opportunities for mischief-making,
and produce a better START agreement."
Despite its concurrnce with the consensus position that START
verification is considerably more difficult than INF, the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee recommended strongly against "anytime, anywhere" inspections for START after reviewing risks and benefits. The
committee's views are eipruseed on p. 68 of the Committee Report on
the INF Treaty (Committee on Foreign Relations, 1968).
Abent a right of Mfial, "anytim,, anywhere" inspections hay, the
potential for damagin U.S. security. Snce it is highly unlikely that
the Soviet Union would ever permit U.S. inepector to discover
violations os a START treaty, suc inspectwis really have
Soviet
only or* benefit: that is. deterring Soviet violations in the fiast place
fahough such inspection, could also be employed to clarify
misunderstandings). Weighed spinet the propect o giving Soviet

inspectors acces to smeitive U.S. facilities, most committee members
believe that on balance "anytime, anywhere" inspections in START
have limited value sad pose consideable nsk
Implications for the CWC

National security critics of "anytime, anywhere* OSI have not yet
seriously addressed CWC verification. We susptct that arguments
similar to those for INF and START will be made against permitting
Soviet (and other nations') inspectors to visit sensitive facilities that
are not idetitified in CWC declaratious. It would not be surprising,
therefore, if formal proposals that flow from the 1984 U.S. Draft and
more recent government deliberations were to reflect a reluctance to
permit foreign inspectors to visit sensitive national secrurity facilities
that have never been related to chemical weapons. This poses a difficult problem for treaty drafters who must formulate an OSI regime

that can provide the benefits of effective worldwide CWC verification
while narrowing the universe of non CW-related national defense
establishments that may be challenged. If the resolution of the problm is to restrict OSI to facilities that are associated with the chemical
weapons pipeline (weapons deployment, weapons storage and transfer,
wsapo'iization, agent production, sLent storage), it seems likely that
certain commercial chemical production facilities will still be subject to
081, perhaps even of the 'anytime, anywhere" type.

The Senate Foreign RltosC

matsintsedrmntofth

dardL" It also recommended that the some standard should beMtby
the START verification regime. a regime that is able to detect militauily significant Soviet violations in time for the United States to
respond effectively. For missiles, such~ a regime emphasizes missile
deployment rather than production sites. and relies heavily on NTM
for monitoring. Our diecussions2 with a rnumber of erper'-s reveal that
the chemical weapons version of the "effective verificauan standard
remains to be formulated. The problem is to translate a statement of
policy goels into practice. Further difficulties aris with the notion of
military significance, since this concept becomee highly scenario dependent for chemical weapons. To illustrate, the militar* valuo of several
hundred tons of chemical weapons may be far leos significant in a
NATO-Warsaw Pact tactical contaeit than it might be ini the Mid-East,
where it might be sufficient to alter the course of a regional conflict or
could "oen be used to deter a nuclear attack. The concept of *political
significance* is even =ore complex and scenario dependent than military significance.

*

*

Later we will discuss the evolvng views of the chemical industry
with regard to 081. Although no consensus has yet emerged, industrl
now seems moat concerned about the intrusivenses of routine inspections of key precursor production sites that are privately owned, and
would prefer that an 0S1 of civilian facilities be of the short-notice or
chaileng type. This preference, we judge, is based on indutvry belief
(or hope) that challenge inspections would be rare events, reserved for
only the most serious of suspected violations. Under such rare circumstances, industry appears willing to tolerate intrusive inspections of
both declared anod undecir red facilities. It must be pointed out that
reserving 051 for only the, most serious cames could weaken its role in
verification by increasing the diplomatic and political risks that need to
~be considered by decisionmaker, Thus. rarely invoked challenge OSI
would have limited ability to build confidence among signatories, and
might ultimately fall into dintses except as a political instrument. On
the other hand, if challenge or short-notice OSI were to be invoked
more frequently, say up to a maximum sat by an agreed on quota, decisions about its use would be less highly charged and it could better promote confidence building. Presumably, the U.S-/USSR experience over
the next few years on short -notice inspections of INF sites will provide
insights into the 'roujtjnjxatiofiW of 081.
wrio 4ukmwmae

"m, comwt ad pm ofe
at RAND memsteb gaudy to explore the
of the CWC-

ilAh sad basefit dfchaimp 081 for vadetioma~
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Few empirical data exist to determine whether 0SI of a chemical
production plant can adequately verify compliance. Nevertheless, a
new consenais has been forming in the aftermath of U.S. revelations
concerning the Libyan CW plant. This consensus suggests that a single OSI, even one that is quite rigorous, may be unable to detect
episodes of cheating in the recent past, and may only be decisive in the
unlikely situation of a "smoking gun." Since any short-notice inspection could involve inevitable delays of 24 to 48 hours and perhaps
longer from the time that incriminating data are first obtained until an
OSI team can enter a suspicious facility, a technkally adept plant
operator could cover up signs of cheatin& particularly in a multipurpoe. facility. While it would be difficult to determine whether a
suspect site has in the pest or is likely in the future to engage in illicit

activities, we suggest that negotiators may wish to consider a new challenge protocol that includes the right to establish an on-site program of
s•feguards at a suspect facility. The program would include continuous
monitoring and/or 081 until the facility is no lorner designated as
smpect. We have not explorv the Swesbi~ity e*d procedures for such
a program, deferring that to work currently being completed by RAND
under Joint Staff sponsorship.

S~i

/

I!

M. TREATY PROVISIONS AFFECTING
THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

After a slow start, t& U.S. and world chemical industries are playing an active role in influencing certain provisions of the proposed
treaty, emerging as kr',advisors at the Conference on Disarmament.
Since both the nation's nd the industry's iresresta would be served by
wider participation of those involved in chemical production, processing, and distribution to ammr that the treaty is cost-effective and realistic, and that treaty supporters will not be surprised by strong protests

from U.S industry during ratification hserbigs, the tune is ripe for
even more detailed industry-goverrnimnt interaction. (See App. D for a
discussion of the history of industry participation in regulatory rule

I

setting.) T"he burden should now. be on industry top executives and
their technical staff to propose procedures that will balance effective
verification against the risks of lose of confidentiality.
It is noit sufficient that industry provide moral support for the
treaty. The technical expertise to develop effective protocols resides
mainly in induistry, and the government needs to be able to screen
india.-ry's propoeals for their effectveness in verification.' The number
and diversity of firms involved in treaty coordination must be increased
if the treaty is to reflect the broad interestsi of industry, since a number
of smailer firms including traders, brokers, p.cesaon, and shippers
who are not actively involved in government industry dialogue may be
affected by the outcome of negotiations. A definitive census of U.S.
facilities and firms that. would be affected by the CWC has not yet
been made, dwipite attempts by the Chemical Manufacturers Association, the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, and RAND. Preliminary estimates suggest that between 10 and 30 U.S. facilities qualify
for routine OS!, but this number may change consitkrably as the *cope
and threshold of treaty provisions are further refined.
In the event that treaty negotiators sdopt verificaio~i provisions like

~those described in See. 11, the chemical industry wd~l be strongly
affected. In particular, American chemical manufacturers may be subject to new reporting and inspection procedures for certain esoteric
chemicals, as well as for some that are widely used.

'An iuapwrtan point abv'loxis but not ofteni sated. d that the U.S. govvmmleat is
UnAmetsd in a 'eetmy that balance. equity. effhctiveotew sad affcancy. Thus. paovimions
tWAY apea
pr
onewo or eve" inefecti~m wfeia iiplemetrted in the United States
00"Wd bae" gsetw value elsewhere.
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On the one hand, the chemical industry seems reconciled to supplying information to reaapm concerned parties that chemical weapons
an not being produced and that diversion is notoccurring. On the
other hand, certain procedures that could be required for proof of
nonproduction or nondiversion may affect the proprietary rights of producers and consumers of affect.ed chemicals.
In thi' section, we elaborate on the reporting and inspection provinons of the draft treaty and identify the chemical substances that am
specified on the preliminary lists. We then list producers/suppliers of
"-contaning
chemicals, the most important substances
the pho"phou
for the manufacture of nere agents. Finally, we comment on the diffi-

culty of pinpointing producers and users of some substancee that are
listed generically in the treaty. Appendix A compares the corresponding schedule of the U.S, Draft and the Rolling Text, and Sec. VII
incudes more detailed comments about routine OSL

DRAFT TREATY PROVISIONS
Them are three sets of chemicals specified in the draft treaty and
the Rolling Text. Another set, super-toxic lethal chemicals not associated with CW, is being discvssed at Geneva. Th U.S Schedule A list
contains "'sper-toxiclethal chemicals, 2 key precursors, and other particularly dangerous chemicals, which have been stockpiled as chemical
weapons or which pose particular risk of such stockpiling' (CD/50,
1984). 7Thes correspond to Schedule I in the Rolling Text. Schedule
B (Schedule III in the Rolling Text) contains chemicals produced in
larp quantities for permitted nonmilitary purposes but which &'pos a
particular risk of diversion to chemical weapons purpoem' Schedule C
(Schedule II in the Roiling Text) contains chemicals whose production
for nonmilitary permittad purpoms would be subject to systematic
international on-site verification, including key precursors.' We discuss each of these groups of chemicals below in turn. Further detail is
included in App. A. where a comparison is made with the Rolling Text.
Schedule A does not include all super-toxic lethal chemicals but only
those that atom especially relevant to CW. Other super-toxic lethal
chemicals that have civilian applications and are not wusally associated
with CW ar bracketed (sub~ect to further discussion) in the Rolling
Text to gather data on the location and capacity of production facilities
that could be easily converted to CW manufacturing. Thes chemicals
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o( considerable debate, some believng that they

could if necessary, be included in the three main schedules, and others
bo'itving that a separate category may be necessary. If Ricin rather
than Saxitoxin were included, the biotechnoog and phaamaceutical
industries would be directly affected since Ricin has medical applications. Since the treaty does not distinguish among the different mneans
for producing chemiceals, i~e., fermtentation vs. chemical synthesis, the

biotech indwasry could be involved if it produced any treaty-regulated
¶

8.houbue A Chomicale
Table 1 fisft the chemicals designte under Schedule A of the draft
tresty. 7Ue first chemical i@an oaohpbrus nerve, agent in the
'V family. Mhe nmx thre are nev sgenta of the 'G" family. The
fifh chemical is mustard pan, a vesicant. The sixth entry, B7, is a
glycolat incapocitant. Saxitouin, the seventh listing., is a shellfish
toxin included to establish an overlp with the Biologcal Weaponis
(BW) Convention. 3
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Shebdule B Cbemical
Schedule B chemicals are indicated in Table 2. All of these chemical are commonly used in the private sector for various purposes; each
would be subject to reporting requirements under verification. The
phosplorus-based chemicals in the table-phosphorus ozychloride and
phosphorus trichloride--ar used widely as the source of many industrial chemicals. Hydrogen cyanide and phosgene are used in the
production of plastics. The sulfur compounds are used in the vulcani-

ration of rubber. Some Schedule B chemicals, although in the vommodity chemical class, have a history of use in warfare. Although they
sre not taken seriously as military weapons by the majr powers, they

could be used against unprotected civilians and troops by los
developed nations. The recent report that a U.S. firm, Al-olac, pleaded
guilty to violating U.S. controls on the export ot thiodiglycol underscoreb the -ole that even Schedult B chemicals could play in the Third
Worid. The rection between tbikoglycol and hydrochloric acid prod&ws mustard gas an agent that was used in the Gulf War (Warmkesoei, I
).

Table 2
SCHEDIS B CHEMICALS
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s.bcdule C Chemicals
The chemicals specified under Schedule C are key pr-eursors used
in
industry that could be subject to systematic inspection on a routine
basis. The list in Table 3 includes some o-hemicals used for nonmilitary industrial purposes. Some of the phosphorus c-,. rtaning chemicals
are used as pesticide intermediates and quinuclidin-3-ol is used as a
reagent.

IDENTIFYING PRODUCERS/CONSUMERS

Producers and users of the chemicals in Tables 2 and 3 are difficult
to idetify for a number of reasons, First, there is not a central directory of producers by chemical. Second, producers are reluctant to
reveal the identity of their cutoamers in verifying that certain chemicals or technology have not been diverted to CW production or

Table 3
SCHEDULE C CHEMICALS
Chemical Name

Common Nanm

Chimica.s contmning the P-mathyl,
P-eOhyl. or P-propyl bcnd
Metbyi and/or ethyl *et.m a(
phosphorus acid
3,3-daurthyl butan 1-2

Pinacolyl ak'ohol
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exported abroad to countries seeking to acquire proscribed materials.'
Third, many of the chemicals in Tables 1-3 are generic; identifying
members of the classes is difficult. Fourth, pnosphorus chemistry is
complex and the common names used in the treaty lists do not
immediately suggest a corresponding structure. Fifth, users, processors, and distributors may not know the precise chemical composition
of the various compounds they obtain from manufacturers and use only
the proprietary designation.
In spite of such problems, we have made an initial attempt (see App.
B) to identify the producers and suppliers of the chemicals. Table B.3
lists the producers of the chemicals for which reporting is required and
Tables B.1 and B.2 specify those chemicals subject to inspection.
Because of the third and fourth problems above-the generic listing
and the common names-our tables are by no means exhaustive. No
doubt mere names would be forthcoming, and some could be deleted, if
the federal government were to notify all manufacturers, processors,
distributors, brokers, traders, and exporters to advise the government
of activities ard facilities that might be affected by the treaty. Furthermore, we have also used the CAS (Chemical Abstract Service)
numbers in some cases to facilitate on-line searching of databases that
pertain to environmental and toxic substance regulation. Many of
these numbers can be found in CD/874 for chemicals listed in
Schedules 1, 2, and 3.
4

1n Sec. VII, we comment on the need for a more comprehensive regime that adds
export controls and monitoring of the international chemical distribution network to
deter diversion across borders.

(. '•

IV. REVIEW OF REGULATIONS AFFECTING
THE CW TREATY

The domestic chemicals industry is heavily regulated. The industry
is systematically required to provide the government with information
on the status of their operation, the conditions of their workplaces, and
the health of their workers. Industry would prefer that the reporting
and systematic inspection requirements of the treaty be satisfied by
aggregation of the information obtained through the numerous regulatory statutes. In this section, we briefly review several of the most significant regulatory statutes affecting the chemical industry that pertain
to the treaty requirements, and in Sec. V we specify the statutes that
apply to each of the relevant treaty sections. In most cases, data of a
sensitive or confidential nature (such as production levels, composition,
customer names, etc.) can be treated as CBI (Confidential Business
Information) and withheld from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act. Chemical industry regulatory lore suggests that thive
years is the expected time for CBI data to "leak" from an agency.'

TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT (TSCA)
The Toxic Substances Control Act 2 was passed in 1976. It was
designed to regulate the 65,000 existing chemicals in commerce and the
1000 or so new chemicals that enter the market each year. It ,,,is
intended to prevent unreasonable risks of injury to health or the
environment associated with the manufacture, processing, and distribution of chemicals in commerce. TSCA excludes certain classes of
substances-nuclear materials are regulated under the Atomic Energy
Act and pesticides are regulated under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). A substance is considered a pesticide by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) when a firm submits an application for experimental use or registration under FIFRA.
When the substance is still being evaluated in the research and
development phase and has not yet been registered as a pesticide, it is
regulated under TSCA. Intermediate and inert ingredients used or produced in the production or formulation processes of pesticides that are
IThe export of chemicals that could be used to produce CW is regulated by the
Bureau of Export Administration of the Commerce DspertmenL

s11 USCAII

It 2601-2629 (i.e., Title 15, U.S. Code Annotated, Sections 2601-2629).
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not components of the products are also regulated under TSCA
(Stever, 1985; O'Reilly et al., 1987).
It is worth noting here that the CW precursors, because they are not
registered pesticides, would be regulated under TSCA. Chemical warfare agents themselves are exempt from TSCA, because of a national
security waiver. 3 It is also possible that some of the other high-volume
commodity chemicals listed in the treaty that could be diverted for CW
production are registered pesticides.4
TSCA directed the EPA to compile and publish an inventory of
existing chemical substances by November 1979. The initial list
included over 44,000 substances that were manufactured as of 1979.
The agency published a revised inventory in 1980. There are yearly
updates as EPA has added new chemicals that enter commerce each
year.
EPA passed a final rule in June 1986 for updating the inventory. It
required manufacturers and importers of TSCA chemical substances to
report current data on production volumes above 10,000 lb, and to
specify all plant sites where the substance is manufactured. It indicated that such reporting should occur every four years thereafter
(Federal Register, June 1986). Industry responses are being entered
into the inventory. (An EPA official observes that a high fraction of
respondents are now claiming confidentiality.)
It is important to note two facts about this inventory. Some treaty
chemicals (like the agents themselves, for instance) will not appear in
the inventory because TSCA includes a national security waiver or
because they were not produced in 1977. Certain substances would be
considered new rather than existing chemicals under TSCA. Other
treaty chemicals (some of the high-volume commoidity chemicals, for
example) will appear in the inventory, but the information on producers and production will reflect the situation that existed in 1977.
These substances would be regulated as existing chemicals under
TSCA if they were not registered as pesticides.
The regulatory program of TSCA is established under Sections 4, 5,
6, and 7. Section 4 describes the testing of chemicals. Section 5 sets
up procedures for screening new chemicals and new uses of existing
chemicals. Section 6 details EPA's options for controlling manufacture, use, and disposal under the condition that data from sections 4
and 5 indicate a need for action. Section 7 allows EPA authority to
deal with imminent hazards (Stever, 1986), and Section 8 details TSCA
reporting requirements.
115 USCA 12621.

4 We point out that hydrogen cyanide,

a fumigant, is tgulated under FIFRA.
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TSCA allows inspection of records, files, papers, processes, controls,
and facilities where regulated chemical substances are manufactured,
processed, stored, or held before or after their distribution in commerce.

FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, AND RODENTICIDE
ACT (FIFRA)
FIFRA 5 was originally passed in 1947 under jurisdiction of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. In 1972, Congress substantially amended
the statute and transferred jurisdiction to the EPA. Another significant amendment took place in 1978.
FIFRA regulates pesticides which are defined as substances or mixtures of substances that are intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any pest or are intended for use as a plant regulator,
defoliant, or desiccant.
A range of establishments must be registered under FIFRA. They
include producers or establishments that manufacture, prepare, propagate, or process any pesticide or device or any active ingredient used in
manufacturing a pesticide. Registration also includes various types of
laboratories, distributors, retailers, commercial, and some private applicators and pesticide importers. Any registered establishment m,'•t
report the types and amounts, and, if appropriate, active ingredients
used in producing pesticides which it is currently producing, or which it
produced, sold, or distributed in the previous year.
None of the CW agents and probably none of the key precursors
identified in the treaty is now a registered pesticide. Some of the
chemicals used in commerce that could be diverted for agent production are registered pesticides (see the hydrogen cyanide case study
below). For these chemicals, the FIFRA databwse would list producers
of chemicals used as pesticides and the amount they produce that is
used in pesticide applications. It would not, however, contain total
produLtion levels if the chemical is used for other, nonpesticide purPoses as well.
FIFRA allows inspection of books, recerds, and establishments.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT (OSH ACT)s
The purpose of the OSH Act of 1972 is to assure safe and healthful
working conditions. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
67 USCA
.

121-136.
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sets standards for workplace exposure to various substances, and requires
that data sheets for toxic substances be available.
The OSHA inspection statute has established a legal procedure for
unannounced inspections that would meet CWC verification requirements. This procedure could be the basis for U.S. domestic implementation of a "challenge" inspection. In 1978 the Supreme Court 7 held that an
ex parte warrant can be obtained for an OSHA inspection if entry to an
inspector is refused. The procedure does not requim presence of the
inspected party, nor showing of cause beyond reasonable administrative
standards for conducting an inspection. Thus the advantages of surprise
are not lost, and the warrant requirement imposes no serious burdens on
the inspection system. An exception to the warrant requirement could be
made if it were found that the chemical industry was "closely regulated"
and that on-site verification represents an "urgent federal interest" jus8
tifying a warrantless inspection.
For CWC purposes, legislation implementing the treaty must include
an OSHA-like inspection provision authorizing the designated government agency to implement such inspections. The procedures established by the CWC to initiate inspections could be sufficient to meet
domestic legal requirements. Access to private residences without
probable cause requires a search warrant under the Fourth Amendment, but this is not a particularly significant restriction to the overall
feasibility of short-notice challenge procedures. Further discussion of
the legal dimensions of OSI are included in several recent articles
(Tanzman, 1988; Connolly, 1987). Additionally, the presence of
government representatives during inspections by the international
team would serve to protect both U.S. interests and the interests of
private facility operators.
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT
(RCRA)
RCRA' was passed in 1976 as an amendment to the Solid Waste
Disposal Act of 1965. The first phase of the regulations was not
promu!gated until 1980. It regulates hazardous waste management
from the point of generation through ultimate disposal, creating a "cradie to grave" waste management system with monitoring, record
'MshaUl u. Borow's, Inc.. 436 U.S. 307(1978).
American Bat Association, Standing Committee on Law and National Security
and Section of International law and Practice, Report to the Hous of Delegates, July

as.

1986.
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keeping, and reporting requirements. It covers generators, transporters, and operators of treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.
The term hazardous applies to wastes that are specifically listed by
EPA or to wastes that are ignitable, corrosive, reactive, chemically
unstable, acutely toxic or those that exhibit toxicity according to a test
called the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP). A
shipping manifest specifying the type and amount of waste must be
prepared by all generators for waste leaving a site. Generators are
responsible for keeping manifest records for three years.
Another reporting requirement under RCRA is the biennial report
which must be filed by generators on even numbered years. These
reports provide a complete picture of the generators' hazardous waste
output for the year in question. Another provision requires a report of
efforts to reduce waste volume and toxicity compared with the previous
year's efforts.
Most of the treaty chemicals fall under the definition of 'hazardous'
under RCRA. The agents themselves, for instance, meet the criterion
of acutely hazardous. EPA-listed wastes include treaty chemicals phosgene (P095), hydrogen cyanide (P063), and cyanogen chloride (P033).
RCRA would primarily affect treaty chemicals if verificatioa of
nonproduction in commercial plants is to be facilitated by &fluent and
waste monitoring or by examining discharge data.
Any designated representative of EPA or the state may inspect
information relating to wastes and any establishment or other place
where hazardous wastes are or have been generated, stored, treated,
disposed of, or transported from and they may obtain samples of
wastes or containers or labeling for such wastes.
COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE,
COMPENSATION AND LIABILITY ACT (CERCLA)
CERCLA,10 passed in 1980, established a so-called Superfund which
would allow for cleanup of hazardous waste disposal sites and spills of
hazardous substances. It covers the release or threatened release into
the environment of any hazardous substance from a vessel, site, or
facility. The statute only indirectly affects the treaty chemicals, many
of which would be covered by the legislation.

1042 USCA ji 9601-9657.
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SUPERFUND AMENDMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION
ACT OF 1986 (SARA)
These amendments to CERCLA require owners or operators of facilities to complete a toxic chemical release form for each toxic chemical
listed that was manufactured, processed, or otherwise used above a
threshold quantity. This quantity is 10,000 lb for a chemical used at a
facility. For a chemical manufactured or processed at a facility, it is
75,000 lb per year before July 1, 1988; 50,000 lb before July 1, 1989;
and 25,000 lb after July 1, 1990.
The chemical release form will include the name and location of the
facility, whether the chemical is manufactured, processed, or otherwise
used and the general categories of use, an estimate of the maximum
amount of the chemical present, the waste treatment or disposal
method employed, and the quantity entering each environmental
medium annually. The EPA is required to establish a national toxic
chemical inventory. The SARA rules are in response to the Bhopal
and Institute, West Virginia accidents. They also require that local
safety officials be notified if certain substances of unusually high toxicity are present in a facility, to permit suitable responses in the event of
accident or release. This information can be either aggregated or listed
for each substance, depending on circumstances. The provision is
essentially a "Community Right to Know Rule for Toxic Chemicals."
A recent article describes the first few months experience with Community Right to Know (Kriz, 1988). The EPA administrator is also to
have a mass balance study performed within the next five years, and
no mass balance requirements are to be instituted until feasibility is
established.
The SARA requirements would apply to some of the treaty chemicals on the basis of their toxicity. They are not on the current list, but
it will almost certainly be expanded in the future. Although a number
of the chemicals in Schedule C are highly toxic, their virtual absence
from industrial use would account for their orwission.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISVION (ITC)
The ITC, until 1974 known as the Tariff Commission, investigates
the industrial effects of custom laws." One of the provisions requirebi
annual publication of its volume on Synthetic Organic Chemicals.
Chemical producers are required to report on annual production and
"19 USCA If 1330-1339.
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sales levels. As described in App. B, the ITC volume identifies the producers of some of the treaty chemicals, but only if such identification is
not worsidered to reveal trade secrets about market share.

V. MEETING THE TREATY REQUIREMENTS
ON REPORTING

We have identified the regulatory statutes that could be used, in
principle, to satisfy the treaty requirements for reporting and inspection. We also analyzed the treaty requirements generically in the context of these regulations. In what follows, we first review the current
regulatory reporting regime. We discuss the protocol limitations of
using existing statutes for the reporting requirements through case
studies of two chemicals for which reporting would be required.
Finally, we describe the barriers that amie if verification of nonproduction is required.
CURRENT REPORTING
The chemical inchistry is required to report detailed information on
their operations and products to a variety of governmental agencies on
a continuing basis. Some in industry and government believe that the
data already reported under the statutes described in Sec. IV couJd be
sufficient to satisfy the treaty requirements and that no new system for
collecting data is necessary. Below, we consider two case studies of
treaty chemicals in which we have attempted to satisfy the U.S. Draft
and Rolling Text requirements using available information. Before we
discuss the cases, we briefly review several relevant statutes and data
sources in the context of a generic chemical in commerce.
When a chemical is first produced by a chemical company and the
company believes the chemical to be marketable, permission for production can be granted under one of two statutes. Under TSCA, the
producer first submits a hemanufacture Notice (PMN) containing
information on the chemical. EPA examines the PMN and, in most
cases, allows production, sometimes with certain controls. In the case
of a chemical for use as a pesticide, the firm asks EPA for registration.
Again, EPA can allow or disallow the registration.
In the early 1980s, EPA established an inventory under TSCA using
1977 information Ot, existing chemicals in commerce. It specified the
producerv and the range of production. In some instance, producers
claimed ,-nfxientiality; in those case the firm and/or the production
range i3 not listed. The inventory is being updated so that new produmrs since 1977 can be added. One EPA source indicated. however,
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that a much higher percentage of producers are claiming confidentiality
in the update.
Under FIFRA, chemicals used as pesticides are registered at EPA.
Producers of active ingredients-those substances that are actually
toxic to pests-are listed in the database, whereas producers of inactive
ingredients are not. Processors (formulators) are also identified.
OSHA is designed to protect workers in the workplace and can
inspect workplaces for adherence to health standards. It sets allowable
exposure levels.
Many chemicals have a variety of uses. Some are used as pesticides
and for other applications as well. The producers of such chemicals
should, in principle, be listed under both TSCA and FIFRA. Other
sources also list chemical producer, The ITC report, for instance,
publishes 9nnual production and sales and identifies the producers of
certain synthetic organic chemicals It gives production levels and
specifies the producers of certain high-volume inorganic chemicals.
The Chemical Marketing Reporter publishes chemical profiles of highvolume chemicals every three years, listing the producers, their capacity, and a rough breakdown of percentage end uses.
Import and export data on chemicals are ollected by the Bureau of
Census. Some chemicals are listed individually; others are listed in
so-called 'basket" categories, either because there is only one producer
or beceuse the trade value is below a threshold level.
An additional source of data is SARA, which requires the reporting
of the presence (storage, prodxtion, processing) of certain chemicals.
A proposed rule called CAIR, which has not yet gone into effect, would
set up an invntory of producers, processors, and consumers of some of
the chemicals regulated under TSCA, and could ultimately supersed
all reporting requirements.
Wact generated in the course of producing, using, or processing
chemicals is subject to RCRA, which sets up a tracking system for the
waste from 'cradle to grave." Firms generating, storing, transporting,
or creating waste must fii out a manifest that specifies the amount and
type of the waste.
Chemicals that have been disposed of on lsrd or have entered water
systems are subject to CERCLA, a statu#* that sets up the so-called
Superfund for cleaning up various sites. Other statutes Like the Clean
Air Act and the Clean Water Act regulate atmospheric and water
releases of chemicals during use, production, and disposal.
Reporting requirements of the chemical industry under all these
statutes are extensive, and could be used, in theory, to verify and audit
data submitted by individual facilities. Other sources of information
on chemical production include the Chemical Marheting Reporter, a
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trade publication, and various chemical buyer's guides. Az mentioned
earlier, the industry would like to use the existing data to satisfy the
reporting requiremente under the treaty. In the following case studies
of two treaty chemicals we examine the adequacy of existing data.
CASE STUDIES
The two case studies we consider below are phosgene and hydrogen
cyanide. These two chemicals (with a history of use as poison gas) are
widely used in industry and we chose them Isiely because there is
likely to be more data available on them than on the other treaty
chemicals. Thus, if it were not possible to use existing data and publicly available sources to satisfy the treaty requirements for these
chemicals, it would probably not be possible to do it for any of the
chemicals on the list.
The treaty reporting requirements on the two candidate
chemicals-Schedule B chemicals--are summarized in Table A.4 in
App. A. For reference here, we repeat them. Under the U.S. Draft,
anwud reorting is required on

"* The location of each
"* Aggregate quantities
"* Aggregate quantities
"* Aggregate quantities

production facility
pioduced
exported
imported

* End uses
Under the Rolling Taxt--t.e working document for the
negotiators--the requiremenits are mnre detailed. They include annual
reporting on

"* Production
* Consumption
"• Imports
"• Exports
and for final product or end use for each facility that produces,
processes, or transfers chemicals
e Name and owne@ of facility
of facility
0 Capacity of facility
* Approximate amount of production or consumption

SLocation
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Phosgene
Phosgene is a high-volume commodity chemical used primarily as an
intermediate in the production of other chemicals. Like other chemicals in Schedule B (Schedule III of the Rolling Text) it has either a
history of or potential for use as an agent of warfare. Its major end
uses are in the manufacture of toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) and
methylene bisphenyl isocyanate (MDI), which are then used in foams,
coatings, and polymers. There may be as many as 11 producers with a
total annual plant capacity of about 2 billion pounds.
Draft Treaty Reporting. Appendix B lists the producerb of the
treaty chemicals from a variety of sources. Table B.3, in particular,
lists the phosgene producers. Table C.2 in App. C lists the phosgene
producers contained within the TSCA inventory.
The various sources identifying phosgene producers do not agree
especially well. The International Trade Commission (ITC), for
instance, identifies many fewer producers than does the Chemical
Market Reporter (CMR). The TSCA list is undoubtedly out of date1977 information was used to compile the inventory. The buyer's
guides list additional producers-some probably small custom
houase-that probably do not produce the chemicals but could if a
buyer requested the substance. The disagreement among the sources
indicates that even the identity of phosgene producers cannot be determined using published data.
T1*e location of production plants-one of the draft tr'.aty annual
reporting requirements--is given only in the CMR a-ud the TSCA
inventory (we Tables CA and C.2 of App. C). The TSCA inventory
list is •ut of date, and there is no way to verify the CMR data.
The ITC reports annual aggregate production levels for some chemicals. The TSCA inventory lists a production range for each plant;
these ranges are so broad, however, that aggregation would lead to a
virtually meaningless result (see Table C.2). The CMR reports a
demand level for high-volume commodity chemicals every three years.
The ITC reports a production level for phosgene of 514 million lb in
1985. The CMR reports a demand level of 1586 billion lb in 1984,
three times that of the ITC level. On. explanation for the discrepancy
may be that the ITC defines production to include only chemicals that
are isolated in the procen. Re'ause so much phosgene is used as an
intermediate, much of it may not be isolated.
The TSCA production ranges in the 1977 inventory are outdated.
When the inventory is updated in the near future, the situation may
not improve because many more producers are claiming confidentiality.
Even ranges will not be Hated in many case
The net effect of the
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limitations of the data sources is that the aggregate production level of
phosgene cannot be determined from the available data.
We contacted the Bureau of Census to obtain 1985 and 1986 import
and export data for phosgene. The chemical is reportedly in an
undetermined "basket" category-a category for chemicals with one
producer or a threshold production letvel This seems curious since
phosgene is a high-volume commodity chemical produced by a number
of firms. The Bureau of Census indicated that a preliminary study
could reveal which basket category phosgene was in and an expensive
follow-on study would provide levels of imports and exports.
The only source of end uses of certain commodity chemic&ls is the
CMR, a nonofficial but widely used publication. It gives a rough percentage breakdown of applications every three years in published
chemical profiles. The breakdown for phosgene is shown in Table C.3.
Although it is published only every three years, this information may
be sufficient to satisfy the d- ýft treaty repcting requirements.
Rolling Text Reportingt The reporting requirements are far more
stringent under the Rolling Text. In addition to annual production,
exports, and imports, it requires consumption levels. The definition of
consumption in the Rolling Text is not clear. It may be simply production minus exports plus imports or it may account for some chemicals placed in inventory. In either case, we know of no published data
on consumption.
The Rolling Text also requires a great deal of data for each end use
from producers, procemsors, or transporters, including information on
the name, location, capacity, and approximate amount of production or
consumption. The CMR lists the two largest uses of phosgene as production of TDI and MDI. The CMR, in chemical profiles on phosgene,
TDI, and MDI, poiblishes the producer, location, and capacity of each
facility at three-year intervals. The ITC publishes annual production
figures for certain isolated chemicals.
Other uses of phosgene in the CMR profile ir-.lude "polycarbonate
resins,* and 'other isocyanates, specialties, agriciltural and miscellane"os uses." Obviously, information on such generically defined
categories is not easily available.
Other requirements under the Rolling Text are the 'zcation of each
plant producing, processing, or transferring an indicated chemical. If
we can belipve the CMR profiles as to preducer identity, then the publication also shows plant location and capacity. Capacity, however, can
mean a variety of different things and it is well-known that for short
periods, plants can produce at 200 percent of design capacity, factors
that treaty negotiators need to keep in mind. TrM CMR profiles do
not include all the end use, and plant3 where the phosgene is
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processed or transferred are not identified. Furthermore, the CMR
profiles are published only every t~iree years.
Hydrogen Cyanide (HCN)
The second case study concerns HCN, like phosgene a commodity
chemical used in the production of other chemi,als. Its largest uses are
for tLe manufacture of adipor.itrile and the resin methyl methacrylate.
There are currently eight producers holding 14 plania.
Draft Treaty Reporting. Table B.3 list, the producers of HCN as
reported in a variety of sources. Note that the ITC volume on synthetic organic chemicals does not include HCN. Once again, even the
identity of the HCN producers is in question because of the disagreement among sources. Tables C.5 and C.6 of App. C show the producers
of HCN as listed in the CMR profile and the TSCA inventory, respectively. Again, the TSCA inventory list is based on old data and is not
likely to be accurate.
An interesting feature of HCN is that it is produced as a primary
prduct by some producers and as a byproduct in the production of
acrylonitrile by other producers. The crude hydrocyanic acid produced
in the process can be purified and mold or incinerated (EPA, 1986).
Primary producers of HCN are not the only producers who will need to
report under the treaty, byproduct producers will have to report as
well.
We have not been able to identify any publicly available sources giving production I-vels of HCN. The 1984 CMR profile estimates
demand for that year at 97b million pounds. The TSCA ranges for the
1977 production levels are of little practical use
The Bureau -f Census data on HCN are simiiar to those of phosgene. The chemical falls into a baeget category called 'Inorganic
Acids, Not Elsewhere Specified." An expensive effort would be
required to t-.Main separate HCN valuea for exports and Imports.
The CM,. is again the only source of information on end use. But
as we see in Table C.7 whetv the end uses are specified, some of the
entries-che6
ig aients, for instance-are vague and generic. This
may suffice, hvwever. iunder the draft treaty requirements.
The Rolling Text. Beyond the requirements irt the t S. draft

treaty, the Rolling Text sperifies the location, capacity, and amosnt for
each final proluct or end use for each facility that produce, protcesses,
or transfers the ioidicated chemical Again, through the CMR, we can
identify producers of HCN, their locations and their capacities as given
in Table C.5. For the end uses, however, this is more difficult. As dis-

cussed in App. C, the CMR lists three producers of methyl
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methacrylate, one of the major end uses of HCN. Data for other end
uses are largely unavailable.
VERIFICATION OF NONPRODUCTION
The treaty does not ýxplicitly require verification of nonproduction
for the chemicals in Schedules B and C, but it is rather the intent of
the treaty to verify that such chemicals are not diverted to chemical
weapons use. In what follows, we show that the level of data required
to verify nondiversion through the reporting procedure is not now
available and is not possible to obtain.
Figure V.1 shows a schematic representation of the pertinent elements for nonproduction or nondiversion verification. A materials
balance-an accounting procedure of the chemical from production
through to final disposition-is the only way to be sure that diversion
to CW production is not occurring, and the present state of the art of
materials balance may include uncertainties up to 5 or 10 percent. For
large-volume chemicals, these uncertainties could be in the range of
military significance.
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In Fig. V.1, for any treaty chemical, we begin with imports, add
domestic production, subtract exports and are left with domestic use or
consumption. There may be a number of end uses for a particular
chemical, but for convenience here we show only two. The first use is
an intermediate where the chemical in question is used captively to
produce another chemical. The second use is for a product-perhaps a
pesticide. During the production process of the chemical itself and the
production process of the second chemical, losses occur to the atmosphere, to the water, and as solid waste. Such losses also occur as the
chemical is used in the product. To obtain a full materials balance, the
amounts of the chemical produced, used, or lost at each point must be
accounted for.
In the previous subsection, we described the difficulties of obtaining
information on production, use, imports, and exports using existing
sources. Even if producers or trade organizations cooperate, there are
severe problems in specifying the data sufficiently to perform a
rigorous materials balance. Small amounts of a CW agent can be produced with small amounts of precursor and the accounting would have
to be refined enough to suggest such diversion without a comprehensive
system of physical inspections and monitoring.
A case in point arises in the chemicals industry for carbon tetrachloride, a high-volume commodity chemical More than 90 percent of
the chemical is used in the production of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).
Of the 646 million Ib produced in 1985, roughly 580 million lb went
into CFC manufacture. The CFC manufacturers report that 2.7 percent of the carbon tetrachloride used in CFC production cannot be
accounted for. If this is accurate, it implies that 15.7 million lb of carbon tetrachloride could be lost in the production process. If this chemical is typical of even a few of the treaty chemicals, then a large
amount-of the order of millions of pounda-could be diverted for CW
agent production without being detected by accounting procedures.
Even a rigorous materials balance might be unable to account for largeamounts of a chemical such as phosgene. In the United States, it is
expected that as new plants go on-line they will ha.- emissions
approximating zero and more precise materials balance procedures.
For such plants, effMlent monitoring will be of limited effectiveness, but
materials accounting could become more accurate. The possibility of
such virtually zero-emission facilities being built outside of the West or
Japan is not known but seems unlikely.
Another element in Fig. V.1 illustrates the complexity of materials
balance techniques. The amount and type of solid waste generated
during chemical production and use must be reported under the RCRA
manifest system. In a chemical plant, the "front end" is a reactor in
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which the chemical reactions take place, sometimes with a catalyst and
elevated temperatures or pressures. At the "back end" of the plant,
unreacted inputs are recycled back to the reactor and the reaction
products enter a column for separation and purification. A still bottom
probably considered a hazardous waste is generated in the
distillation/separation process. It contains small amounts of the product being produced, small amounts of byproducts, trace amounts of the
catalyst, unreacted inputs, and soils and oils.
If the production firm does not have an on-site incinerator, the still
bottoms will have to be sent off-site for incineration or disposal. The
amount or volume of the still bottom must be specified on the manifest. This waste, however, includes a significant number of substances
that are not the chemical in question. The amount specified on the
manifest exceeds the amount of the chemical of interest and the manifest data therefore are not useful for performing a rigorous materials
balance without additional physical sampling.
Another example arises when a chemical is blended with other
substances-in pesticide formulations, for instance. When the pesticide is applied, we can track the waste from the mixing process, but it
will again exceed, perhaps significantly, the amount of the chemical of
interest that is present. Evaporation of the pesticide might occur but,
in general, we have little idea of the chemical characteristics of the
mixture. Some of the pesticide may enter the water but, again, we
have no valid method for tracking it.
Since materials balance and accounting procedures are potentially
significant in evaluating compliance with environmental requirements,
Congress mandated a five-year study of the feasibility oi using materials balances in environmental regulation as part of the SARA statute.
In summary theia, precise verification of nonproduction or nondiversion to agent use, especially for high-volume commodity chemicals,
seems difficult, if feasible at all, without a program of rigorous investigation, monitoring, and inspection. One factor is that production cannot be measured within the tolerances required. Another factor is that
a materials belance rigorous enough for precise estimation is not possible with existing data and may not be technologically possible even
under a specially designed reporting regime. In addition, even wellcontrolled and monitored U.S. plants today may find mass balance
discrepancies of between 5 and 10 percent, although these levels could
improve in the future as new technology for complying with environmental rules is introduced. Thus, it appears that an intrusive system
of inspection, investigation, and monitoring may need to be considered
if there is a mismatch between militarily significant quantities and our
ability to audit the diversion of och quantities. This is further discussed in Sec. VII.
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VI. LEARNING FROM IAEA SAFEGUARDS

COMPARING NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION AND
CHEMICAL WEAPONS ARMS CONTROL
On-site inspections are already part of four arms control or nonproliferation agreements (Military Liaison Mission in Germany, the
Stockholm Convention, INF, and IAEA Safeguards program) to which
the United States is a party. The only system that is multilateral and
that approaches the scope and complexity of the regime envisioned in
the proposed Chemical Weapons Treaty (CWC) is the program of
international safeguards defined by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) and agreements between the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and individual nations.' These agreements
express the differing obligations of nuclear weapons states and
nonweapons states with regard to nuclear safeguards. Some similarities between NPT and CWC are the infrastructure and procedures
necessary to implement the treaty, including data gathering from
government and commercial facilities for submittal to an international
treaty agency, and the opening of domestic facilities to international
officials for on-site inspection. A fundamental difference between the
two treaties is that IAEA safeguards apply only to declared facilities
that are intended for peaceful use, whereas CWC procedures are
intended to apply to all facilities, both military and civilian, that are
engaged in activities covered by the treaty.
Differences in technology, history, and objectives further weaken the
CWC/NPT analogy, particularly since the proposed CWC goes far
beyond nonproliferation and is also intended to impose identical controLs on all signatories regardless of their status as &ctemical weapons
state. However, the unique experience gained during the nearly three
decades of international nuclear safeguards and eight years of U.S.
IAEA inspections can provide important lessons (and warnings) for the
proposed CWC. 2 We will concentrate on the domestic implementation
'As bilateral net-iations continue between the United States and the Soviet Union,

it is possible that subaidiary agreements between the superpowers may be implemented
that would complement the multilateral arrangements described in the U.S. Draft and
the Rolling Text. Other RAND research, moon to be completed, deals with the role of
OSI under such cicumstancns. The present document considers primarily the multilat,ral arrangements.
2
Th1e pertinence of ;AEA satutarde to chemical t~ety verification is also discussed
in a rtcent monograph, International Atomic Energy SafeguardL- Observations on the
Lssons for Verofying a Chemical Weapons Convention, by J. F. Keeley of the Univeraity
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aspects, but will Lriclude several observations (that may also bear on
CWC, imolementation) covering the evolution of the Safeguards program. We do not intend to evaluate the effectiveness of NPT/IAEA
sahguards in preventing nuclear proliferation by deterring the diversion to military ubc of civilian material and facilities. 3 Such an evaluation requiies data that we do not possess and cannot obtain without
difficulty, is highly technology-specific, and would probably nPt apply
to the CWC. We note that at least five nations have detonated nuclear
explosives (United States, USSR, UK, France, and China) but 20
nations are reported to possess chemical weapons, including a number
of nations %-.h 4ýuite limited technological infrastructures. This confirms the relative ease by which CW capability may be acquired, compared to nuclear weapon& The IAF• claims that no anomaly that
might suggest diversion to nonpeaceful use has yet been found, thus
implying the success of its activities. Students of the L4AEA are mixed
in their rating of safeguards, but, on balance, most believe that even
though the IAEA safeguards do not provide a policing function they
have positively influenced nonproliferation.
THE NONPROLIFERATION TREATY AND THE IAEA
Following the end of the Second World War, the United States possessed a virtual monopoly on nuclear technology, materials, and
weapons. At that time, U.S. nuclear export pc!icy, expressed in the
1946 Mac.-ahon Act, was to deny access to others by banning all
nuclear exports. Following successful nuclear explosions by the Soviets
and British, the U.S. policy of denying other nations any access to
nuclear technology was changed to one of constructive engagement, as
reflected in the Atoms for Peace Plan proposed by President
Eisenhower in 1953. The plan was intended to promote the peaceful
worldwide application of nuclear energy. It stipulated that states
receiving U.S. nuclear assistance or exports guarantee nondiversion of
nuclear material to weapons production. Recipients were also required
to accept appropriate safeguards to demonstrate that diversion did not
of Calgary, was prepared for the Arms Control and Diuarmament Division, Department

')f External Affairs. Ottawa. Ontario, Canada. and is designated as Arms Control Verification Occaaional Paper No. 1.
"1'Recentworks dealing with the effectiveness and future of the nuclear nonproliferation and safeguards programs include Nucler Arms Conrol, National Academy of
Sciences, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.; Limitirng Nuckear Prolieration.
edited by J. C. Snyder and S. F. Wells, Jr., Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, Masundrsermts 19Co-o: and Dsariaeo( nports prepared by International Epr. y Asociates
under Arms Control and Disarimaent .Aen eADA) sponsorshipa
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occur. The MacMahon Act was amended in 1954 and the resulting
Atomic Energy Act mirrored the new U.S. policy of nuclear
cooperation-the trading of access to U.S. peaceful nuclear assistance
in return for assurances of nondiversion and adherence to bilateral
safeguards against diversion. The bilateral safeguards were to be
superseded in time by an international system administered by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, an organization first proposed as
part of the original Atoms for Peace conc'pt. Former Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Commissioner V*ctor Gilinsky, a prominent
critic of IAEA, recently observed that the original 1953 proposal
rejected worldwide inspection and control, but U.S. policy soon shifted
toward encouraging the newly envisioned IAFA to administer and
inspect bilateral agreeme.= between its menibers. This policy shift
occurred, Gilinsky suggests, to render safeguards palatable to stateb
seeking to acquire nuclear technology (Gilinsky, 1985).
The role of safeguards was extended by the Non-Proliferation
Treaty of 1968. Signatories of states without nuclear weapons agreed
to accept IAEA safeguards on all peaceful nuclear activities rather than
as a quid pro quo for nuclear assistance. In contrast, states with
nuclear weapcns were not required to accept safeguards. The nuclear
weapons signatories were prohibited from transferring nuclear explosives to nonweapons states and from assisting nonnuclear weapons
states in manufacturing, acquiring, or controlling nuclear explosives.
Only later did the nuclear weapons states agree to accept certain limited frms of safeguards as a largely symbolic gesture.
The IAEA was founded in 1957 as an affiliate of the United
Nations. Headquartered in Vienna, its two main functions are to promote peaceful uses of atomic energy through technical assistance and
the setting of safety standards, and to apply international safeguards to
deter the diversion of nuclear material from peaceful to military use. It
is the first and only multilateral system in which sovereign nations
permit international teams to collect data and to inspect both government complexes and private installations to verify an arms control
agreement. Thus its successes and failures in practice deserve attention. However, for reasons that will become apparent, it does not offer
a template for the CWC.
As noted earlier, only civil nuc!ear activities fall under the saft-

guards. CW treaty provisions, by contrast, include on-site inspections
of declared military and contracter-owited facilities in the United
States, but are purely bilateral in nature.
The verification of IAEA safeguards involves three phases who.
cumulative intent is to establish the truth of statements made by
nations and facility operators and a reported by them to the IAEA.
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The phases include examining data provided by a state, collecting
information from inspections to verify information on nuclear facility
design, materials, records, and reports, and evaluating all data to assess
the completeness, accuracy, and validity of state-provided information.
It is important to note that IAEA does not attempt to play a policing
role.

SAFEGUARDS VS. TECHNICAL AID
The IAEA's multiple objective3 may sometimes conflict with each
other (Scheinman, 1985; Scheinman, 1987; Fischer and Szasz, 1985).
Safeguard activities consume about 35 percent of the total IAEA
budget, and are estimated at about $50 million per year, whereas the
major portion of IAEA resources are devoted to activities that promote
nuclear techn,'Aogy through technical assistance. The IAEA has both
the "carrot a~nd the stick" approach to nations seeking nuclear technology: if nations wish assistance from IAEA, they must adhere to IAEA
safeguards. About 98 percent of nuclear plants outside the five
declared nuclear weapons states (United States, USSR, UK, France,
and China) are under IAEA safeguards, but a number of important
omissions exist, including India, Israel, Pakistan, and South Africa. In
general, the developed nations, particularly those possessing nuclear
weapons, encourage IAEA's safeguard mission, whereas the less
developed nations consider IAEA primarily as a source of nuclear assistance and regard safeguards as a quid pro quo for assistance. Several
nations actively oppose the IAEA's role in nonproliferation, claiming
that it interferes with the development of indigenous civil nuclear
industries. CWC drafters could also consider the "carrot and stick"
approach as the focus of CW negotiations shifts to CW nonproliferation from the earlier concentration on East-West concerns.
CONFLICTING INTERESTS OF NORTH AND SOUTH
The conflict between IAEA's goals of promoting and controlling
nuclear technology has emerged as a major source of North-South contention. As in other international and UN-related institutions,
developing nations increasingly have organized to assert their interests.
There has thus been a shift from virtually absolute East-West control
by the major powers (who largely fund IAEA) to a situation in which

the Group of 77, an organization of Third World and nonaligned
nations, has attempted to control the Board of Governors, capture key
staff Positions. and emphasi• nuclear promotion rather than
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safeguards activities. The increased number of staff positions that are
filled by nationals of developing nations may be a consequence of the
increasing political strength of this group.
In terms of the CWC analogy described earlier, the U.S. Draft and
the Rolling Text differ from IAEA safeguards by not including provisions for actively promoting chemical technology. The resulting single
focus on verification may diminish incentives for certain less developed
nations to become signatories, but it also reduces the likelihood that
verification activities will become subsidiary to technology transfer and
technical assistance.
Nevertheless, the formation and evolution of organized voting blocs
to promote the interests of less developed countries can be expected in
a multilateral organization. If this occurs, the chemical treaty organization will, like IAEA, be under considerable pressure to balance ýechnical abilities against political realities in its selection of professional
staff.
TECHNICAL COMPETENCE
Until recently, IAEA safeguards could be faulted because of their
failure to employ adequate containment and surveillance technology
and their reliance on inspectors who were spread too thin technically.
The IAT" \, in response to these criticisms and others, improved the
training (,: inspectors, raised the level of functional specialization, and
generally e, -"anded its mastery of technology with assistance from the
United Stat, and other advanced nations who support an active program of safeguards-related research and development. It has also been
suggested that the broadening of the geographic distribution of inspectors has led to an increasingly mechanical approach to on-site inspection that relies on highly detailed and structured protocols based on
elaborate checklists. Inspectors are not encouraged to write about their
"gut feelings" regarding possible anomalies or to pursue investigative
leads, and they may be subject to rigorous cnvs examination by superiors shoouid they ýmply that untoward or even illicit activities have
occurred.' Furthetnore, inspectors who seem too highly qualified may
be suspected of engaging in industrial espionage.
In the CWC example, a similar set of issues needs to be resolved, as
follows: the proper balance between specialization and general expertiUs, the tension between political realities and technical criteria in
selecting staff, the degree to which inspection protocols are rigidly
L ehamaa somivsar at Th RAND CoqponWa., October 7.1988.
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programmed vs. the ability to follow new leads, access to expertise in
state of the art (or less advanced) monitoring technology, the duration
and nature of the required training, and most important, the qualifications of the inspection staff. If the IAEA experience ip a guide, all
these issues could result in contentious debate.

LESSONS FROM THE IAEA SAFEGUARDS EXPERIENCE
Like the proposed CWC regime, the nuclear safeguards system is
international in scope, and includes reporting and on-site inspections
for civilian nuclear facilities. A number of studies (Scheinman, 1987,
Fischer and Szasz, 1985) have reviewed the recent history of the Safeguards program, and congressional hearings (Committee on Foreign
R6lations, 1979; Committee on Foreign Affairs, 1982; Committee on
Foreign Relations, 1988) have elicited testimony and other information
that bear on its effectiveness and shortcomings. However, it appears
that the Safeguards program has not been comprehensively evaluated
to permit objective analysis of its effectiveness. For the most part,
public attention is focused on IAEA only when diversions or breakdowns are reported to have occurred (Richter, 1981ab), and the IAEA
preserves a blanket of confidentiality that makes it difficult to gather
data for assessment of its operations. Unti, recently, those who have
written about LAEA have generally been instrumental in its development or may have felt the need to protect the organization as it established itself. Others, who might otherwise be critical, may temper their
public remarks to preserve access to the organization. Even advocates
believe that after 30 years af safeguards, the ag nncy is now ready to be
evaluated from an unbiased perspective. Data gathering for such an
evaluation would be hampered by the agency's control of relevant data,
but other sources may exist.
As far as understanding the organization and its abilities, we know
something about the IAEA's institutional structure (Appleby et al.,
1986; Sanders, 1985) and the methods that it uses in inspections
(Imber, 1983), but we lack adequate knowledge of its inner workings,
decisionmaking, and the effectiveness of both its formal and "informal
verification modalities. By informal modalities,$ we mean the network
of inspectors, officials, and nations who exchange ideas and findings
about suspicious occurrences in ways that may violate LAEA nondisclosure oaths-a useful conduit for information flow outside of the formal
IAEA channels. This informal approach provides an alternative to the
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tight lid of confidentiality imposed by IAEA. Paradoxically, it mny
promote the goals of nonproliferation.
Periodically, when an unusual proliferation-related event occurs, a
partial window is opened on the IAEA. As discussed in Eucceeding sections, this window was opened slightly during the early 1980s when
congressional hearings investigated the circumstancea surrounding the
Israeli bombing of an Iraqi reactor.
Before proceeding further, we first describe the goals of arms control
verification and the general manner in which the IAEA seeks to
achieve them.
GOALS OF VERIFICATION
As generally understood, arms control verification has three
accepted goals: To detect violations (by rigorous accounting, polieing,
and monitoring), to deter noncompliance (by increasing the risks of
detection and thus raising both the real and political costs of cheating),
and to build confidence (by demonstrating that states are abiding by
their treaty obligations). A collateral result of verification, intended or
not, could be to gather intedligence (both national security and industrial), and in this way to act sa a vehicle for technology transfer. It is
this collateral function that most concerns the chemical industry in the
CWC context. As we shall indicate, a number of procedures have been
writ.en into the IAEA safeguards process to deter intelligence gathering and technology transfer, and we suggest that a similar set of procedures should be involved in CWC verification. Thesm procedures
cannot guarantee success. It is their implementation, in practice, that
determines how we•! the IAEA or its Lhemical weapons counterpart is
able to carry out its legitimate work #ith minimal loss of collateral
data.
IAEA safeguards are generally useful in confidence-building. Their
value in the past ii detecting violations and deterring noncompliance is
problematic, and their future value is even more clouded if present
trends continut. For the CWC organization to be successful in verification, it may require more rigorous (and intrusive) data gathering and
on-site inspection protocols than does IAEA, which does not act as an
international police force. The protocols could also offer more opportunities for the collateral loss of industrial materials and trade secrets
than exist in the ruclear case.
The balance between transparency and opacity helps to determine
the effectiveness of a verification system. If too transparent, the system could function until it becomes highly politicized and is ultimateiy
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perceived as a conduit for intelligence gathering, technology transfer, or
a forum for partisan rhetoric. If the system is overly opaque, security
conscious, and preoccupied with avoiding disputes, it could lose any
ability to apply meaningful political pressure. An excess of confidentiality could make more difficult the work of informal verification, outside the agency, that serves the various competing nonpic!iferation
objectives of individuals and nations.

INTENT OF ON-SITE INSPECTION
On-site inspections are intended to verify the validity of information
submitted to the IAEA. The IAEA inspection system is not intended
to police or otherwise detect material or facilities that are undeclared
and hence not safeguarded; it is restricted to the verification of
declared inventories of nuclear material, to detect in this way the
diversion of safeguarded material or the misuse of a safeguarded facility. For the CWC to be effective, policing and investigative activities
that surpass IAEA's may be required.
IAFA safegu, rds distinguish between signatories to the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and nonsignatories to the extent that
all peaceful nuclear materials and facilities in NPT statez ire covered,
whereas only designated nonmilitary facilities and materials are
covered for non-NPT states. NPT states are subject to a ,tational systam of accounting, international inspections, and audits, whereas nonNPT states are required to submit only specific data that are agreed
upon between supplier states, the recipient, and IAEA.
NPT inspections are of three types: routine, to verify that statesubmitted reports are consistent with the accounting and operations
data maintained by the facility operator, ad hoc, to verify information
concerning the design of new nuclear facilities; and special, to collect
additional data or when unusual events warrant IAEA interest.

U.S. OBLIGATIONS UNDER IAEA SAFEGUARDS
It is useful to understand aspects of the implementation of IAEA
safeguards in the United States that might assist in formulating an
effective system for implementing the CWC. To facilitate this understanding, we review pertinent aspects of the U.S./IAEA treaty, its
reception by the Senate during ratification hearings, and the regulations and procedures adopted by the government to comply with the
mally dtated goal of preventing collateral loss of sensitive material.
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Sensitive material, in the context of IAEA safeguards, refers to
national security sensitive, proliferation sensitive, and commercial sensitive. It is the latter category, we believe, that is most pertinent
regarding the proposed CWC.
The IAEA and individual nations negotiate separate safeguard
agreements that mandate a set of domestic implementation procedures
whose adequacy is to be determined by the IAEA. The United States,
as a nuclear vweapons state, is not subject to safeguards and controls
that are as wide-ranging for nonnuclear weapons signatories to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. Only U.S. facilities that are not directly
involved in national security activities are subject to safeguards, there
are no limitations on U.S. use of nuclear material, and the United
States has sole authority to decide which facilities are subject to safeguards. Given these restrictions, it seems clear that the value of the
U.S.-IAEA safeguards agreement is largely symbolic: to demonstrate
that the United States as a nuclear weapons state is williag to bear
burdens of safeguards and reporting like those imposed on nonweapons
nations and that the civil nuclear industries of all states will be similarly treated.
A domestic safeguards program was already in place prior to the
U.S.-[AEA agreement. Following the IAEA agreement, the United
States was required to establish a suitable system of nuclear material
accounting and control that was consistent with agency policy; submit
to IAEA a list of government and commercial facilities that were eligible for IAEA safeguards (excluding facilities of direct national security
significance); collect design, inventory, Prnd operating data from facility
operatom- as required by the agreement and protocols; forward the
requisite data to IAEA for the agency to sekt- several reactors and/or
processing plants for full safeguards treatment; negotiate with IAEA
(with advice from the facility operator) over the appropriate procedures
and locations for on-site inspections within facilities chosen for safeguards; require operators to open their facilities to inspections by IAEA
officials accompanied by U.S. Government observers; and explain or
correct anomalous findings that arise during the IAEA verification process.
'ACCOUNTING, CONTAINMENT, AND SURVEILLANCE
For NPT states, mafeguards depend on nuclear materials accountancy to determine quantities of nuclear materials, and containment
and surveillance to redu:e the probability of undetected movements.
This may involve devices such as special seals, video monitors, and
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observation posts to monitor the movement of materials, and thus
deter diversion by increasing the risk of early detection. The NPT
(Article III) refers to "preventing" diversion, whereas safeguard agreements between individual states and the IAEA refer to "detecting"
diversions, a distinction that may illustrate a subtle change in intent
when goals are set into practice.
ISSUES RAISED DURING THE IAEA
RATIFICATION HEARINGS
Legislative History
The legislative history of the Senate ratification of the U.S.-IAEA
Safeguards Agreement Gffers insights into potential issues pertaining to
CWC ratification. Since questions that were raised by the Senate, and
responses by the Executive Branch could have similar CWC counterparts, despite political and substantive differences, the various
precedent-setting aspects of the U.S.-IAEA treaty may be useful in
preparing for CWC ratification.
Nonnuclear-weapons signatories to the NPT agree to accept IAEA
safeguards on all peaceful nuclear activities. The United States signed
the NPT in 1968, but was criticized by nonweapons signatories for not
being required to hold to the provisions of the treaty and thus possessing a commercial advantage. In 1967, President Johnson announced a
policy that permitted application of IAEA safeguards at U.S. facilities,
excepting those of direct national security significance. This policy
was reaffirmed by Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Carter, and an agreement between IAEA and the United States was signed in 1977 to formally implement the policy.
The agreement was submitted to the Senate for ratification in 1978.
Two hearings were conducted by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1979. and the Committee reported it to the Senate with no
negative votes in the summer of 1980. The full Senate ratified it
shortly afterwards. Although the Foreign Relations Committee
endorsed the treaty without formal reservations, three major areas of
concern were noted--national security, protection of U.S. industry, and
the legal And administrative rel-itions among the various agencies
involved in treaty implementation. TheAe concerns were translated
into se,,eral understandings among the Senate, the Executive Branch,
and the NRC, largely in reponse to testimony by Senator McClure of
Idaho who raised a series of objections to the treaty and to the Carter
administration's handling of the ratificatiun and implementation proCes.
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These understandings (Committee on Foreign Relations, 1980) are
described below
National Security. The President was to notify Congress of any
proposed new facilities to be added to the list subject to IAEA jurisdiction, and Corgress could disapprove by joint resolution if it believed
that the facilities had direct national security significance.
Restricted data, as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and
including data on the design, manufactuie, or utilization of atomic
weapons, were not required to be communicateo to the IAEA.
Legal and Administrative Relations. The President was to
maintain an interagency mechanism, iticluding Execrttive Branzh agencies and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to coordinate policy and
resolve disputes pertaining to the U.S.-IAEA Treaty, and Congress was
to be kept informed of the operation of this mechanism.
While the existing authority and responsibility of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission was not to be limited, the NRC should seek and be
bound by guidance from the President regarding any questions of
interpretation.
Protection of U.S. Industry. Prior to negotiatiorns with IAEA
concerning the specific procedures for inspection of their facilities, concarned licensees were to be consulted wad their vies taken into
account.
Legislative vs. Administrative Approaches
Although he endorsed ratification, Senator McClure also recommended that the ratification resolution include a reservation that the
Agreement's entry into force be delayed until additional implementing
legislation had been enacted. Tht, response of both the Carter administration and the Democratic majority on the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee was that such legislation was not required, that McClure's
reservations could be handled more efficiently through amendments ta
existing NRC regulations than through the legislative process. and that
the 1954 Atomic: Energy Act and Wter amendments provided sufficient
legislative authorization for the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
(and its successor organizations--the Energy Research and Development Administration. the LDpArtment of Energy, and the NRC) to
administer &omeet
ic implernmentaeron of the Agreement.
Ulttimately. Mc(luee lost. The administrative rather than the legislative path was followed and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
was amended to i:)clude rules for implementation. Had McClure's proposed reservation been accepted, additional hearings and more active
congressional participation in the implementation process by both
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Houses would have occurred. The hearings would have provided a
forum for objections to be raised regarding both the U.S. implementation of the treaty and (perhaps more importantly) other nonproliferation policies of the Carter administration.
Earlier both the Administration and the NRC consulted with industry and posted a series of proposed implementing regulations in the
Federal Register. The nuclear industry supported ratification, as indicated by written testimony submitted by trade associations, utilities,
industrial firms, and others.
In short, Senator McClure's concerns (see below) regarding private
firms were not shared (at least publicly) by the nuclear industry, and
the industry did not endorse his request for further legislation.
IAEA Safeguards' Possible Impact on Industry
Senator McClure's comments (during the Foreign Relations Committee Hearings of December 1-3, 1979) on the possible negative
impact of the IAEA Agreement on the U.S. nuclear industry could,
with only slight modification, be applied to the chemical industry in
the course of future CWC ratification hearings.
Commercial nuclear facility operators already face an increasingly

demanding burden to meet domestic requirements for public health
and safety, physical security and domestic safeguards, among others.
If implementation of the treaty added a significant and unpredictable
additional regulatory burden with international requirements on
those operators, particularly in the context of regulation to meet
nonproliferation and foreign policy objectives, and in the absence of
traditional administrative due process procedures and protections, the
incremental increase in the total regulatory burden on operators

could very well serve to deter future development of nuclear power.

Also, the potentially severe requirements of implementing regulations
as applied to research and development projects, coupled with the
potential insecurity of commercially-sensitive proprietary information
and trade secrets could be expected to deter both private and government sponsored nuclear R&D.
Similarly, the predictable operation of our Nation's nuclear power
plants should not be inhibited by our apparently arbitrary requirements for access, inspections, notice and reporting.
The NRC and the State Department, through the proposed regulations, such as the design information questionnaires and the facility
attachments, continue to undervalue the importance to the country of
commercially-sensitive technology and proprietary information.

After nearly a decade of L4 A safeguards in the United States, reactors that possess few commercially sensitive features have, until
recently, borne the brunt of IAEA inspections.
CWC'S CORRESPONDING IMPACT ON THE
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Despite the fundamental differences between the nuclear and chemical industries, a number of domestic implementation requirements for
the CWC seem strikingly similar to those for nuclear safeguards.
Because of these differences, and "generic* objections like those raised
by Senator McClure, a potentially more contentious debate could arise
during CWC ratification hearings than for IAEA safeguards. It could
also be viewed that CWC implementation poses greater risks to certain
industry sectors than does the nuclear agreement.
Points that could be made by industry and congressional critics during future CWC-related hearings are that US. implementation is likely
to be more rigorous than other nations' and, as a consequence, the
international competitiveness of the U.& chemical industry would
suffer, that virtually every significant operation of the nuclear industry
is performed in accord with statutory (NRC/AEC-authorized) licensing
requirements, whereas in the chemical industry such blanket licensing
requirements do not exist; government intervention in chemical industry operations pertains to specific matters of health, safety, and the
environment (as described earlier) and not to any overriding legislative
control of chemical manufacturing and distribution as in the nuclear
industry;, a domestic nuclear safeguards system was already in place for
U.S. facilities that required only minimal modifications for IAEA safeguards because IAEA safeguards are based on the same principles of
nuclear material accounting used in the United States; and that the
U.S. national system of nuclear inventory was generally more stringent
than that of the IAEA, whereas chemical reporting is both more fragmented and less complete in a number of important ways than the
potential requirements of the CWC.6
Finally, the segment of the U.S. chemical industry that deals with
CWC-related materials includes a number of smaller firms for whom
the burdens of compliance can be proportionately more onerous than
"An imn not adressed during the IAEA hearings aes recently surfaced. Operators
of certain civilian nuclear facilities claim that their declared eligibility for IAEA ma'tguards and on-site inspectiort has weakenod thoir comnetitive status with regard to mensi-

tive or "black programs that they meek to initiate, and ibe govornment mhould indemnify
them against loe of business in keeping with their Fifth Amendment rights (L Schein-

man, seminar at RAND, October 7, 1988).
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for larger firms. Unfortunately, the small firms are virtually invisible
and are often not able to enter into the formal dialogue that will ultimately produce a protocol for U.S. implementation of the CWC. The
formal dialogue traditionally consists of comments on Federal Register
rule-making notices, testimony before government agencies and legislative committees, and ultimately, legal initiatives to modify regulations.
Small firms are more likely to engage in only occasional participation
in trade association committees such as the CMA Phosphorus (now
Chemical Warfare) panel, a few discussions with government officials,
letter writing, and telephone calls to gain the attention of elected
representatives. Congress could be responsive to the small-quantity
chemical manufacturers, processors, distributors, and other smaller
firms affected by the treaty, and minimize additional burdens on them.
On the other hand, the growing concerns over the proliferation of CW
capability and the possible role of the distribution network in diverting
legitimate chemicals and technology to illicit uses could result in
smaller firms being subject to even greater burdens than described
here.

THE U.S.-IAEA AGREEMENT AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
We next briefly review the U.S.-IAEA agreement to highlight implementation procedures that could offer useful precedents for the CWC.
Fischer and Szasz, Scheinman's two reviews, and the U.S. Code of
Federal Regulations have been useful sources of information, as well as
the Congressional Research Service and material from IAEA.
The general purpose of IAEA safeguards in the United States, as in
other nuclear weapons states, is to demonstrate a willingness to share
the burdens of IAEA oversight on civilian nuclear activities with no
direct national security significance, particularly fuel rod fabrication,
reprocessing, and power generation. This willingness is intended to
convey to nonweapons states that they would not be placed at commercial disadvantage because of IAEA oversight and to thus encourage
wider adherence to the NPT. As we noted, U.S.-IAEA safeguards are
largely symbolic. Although the specific objective of the agreement is
the timely detection of withdrawals (other than those permitted by the
agreement) of significant quantities of nuclear material that have been
placed under IAEA jurisdiction, the IAEA can apply safeguards only to
those facilities that the United States declares eligible. Also, militaryrelated facilities and materials are exempt and the United States may
withdraw nuclear material from eligible facilities at any time. In addition to safeguards, the United States is obligated to report data on
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nuclear material imports and exports. In the light of the many limit&tions on IAEA safeguards, the effectiveness of the Safeguards program
in the United States and other weapons states must be judged using
criteria that differ from those applied to nonnuclear weapons states.
Thus, nonproliferation is a less important criterion than demonstrating that U.S. public and private facilities share the safeguards burden with facilities in nonweapons states and in this way derive no
unfair commercial advantage in world markets.
Appendix E describes how IAEA safeguards are implemented in the
United States.
PROPRIETARY MATERIAL
The treatment of confidential material is an important issue for
IAEA. Both the statute frverning the creation of the IAEA and the
agreements between the agency and individual nations forbid disclosure
of confidential proprietary material. The IAEA statute requires that
staff are not to seek or receive instructions from outside the IAEA, nor
are they to disclose any industrial secret or other confidential information coming to their attention in the course of their duties.
According to W. Donnelly of the Congressional Research Service, a
long-term student of IAEA activities, no reported incident of loss of
industrial material had occurred as of mid-1987, nor had there been
any fermal action taken against an inspector accused of passing information to persons other than the appropriate authorities. The Agency
does not have an internal security capability sufficient to ensure that
the provisions for confidentiality are enforced. Leaks of sensitive
information can theoretically occur directly from an inspector or from
the secretariat that reviews reports written by inspectors. Hearsay evidence exists regarding a number of breakdowns in the security system
for protecting proliferation-sensitive or proprietary material. It is also
true that the nonproliferation regime may be strengthened by IAEA
officials operating informally, in violation of IAEA rules, to alert their
colleagues and others of suspicious activities.
We have discussed these points with former inspectors and others
who monitor safeguards operations. Their opinions regarding the collateral loss of commercially sensitive material range from "IAEA
inspections are a license to steal" to "too early to tell." They also have
suggested that the possible loss of trade secrets is not a major problem
in the United States, but may become more acute as fabrication and
enrichment plants become the focus of inspection. Until recently, U.S.
inspections have concentrated on reactors ti -t have few commercially
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sensitive or unique characteristics. The former inspectors also suggest
that the Europeans, particularly West Germany and France, believe
that IAEA is a conduit for technology transfer.
The conditions of employment for inspectors could influence the
extent of compliance with the terms of the statute regarding conflict of
interest. Professional salaries and benefits are comparable to those for
other international civil servants (and correspondingly tax free), but
there are few long-term inspectors and the permanent staff is small.
There are somewhat fewer than 200 inspectors. Employment contracts
are usually for two years, with a high likelihood of a second two-year
contract. Five-year contracts may be offered to inspectors who have
satisfactorily completed the first four probationary years. It has been
suggested that inspectors who wish to enter or reenter the commercial
or government sector upon completion of Agency tenure may be susceptible to potential conflicts of interest and could be tempted to
engage in industrial or conventional espionage. If the Agency is to
maintain credibility as more (proliferation-sensitive and proprietary)
facilities are subject to full safeguards, an active internal security program may be required to encourage high standards of inspector (and
other staff) reliability, and to inspire confidence that safeguards are
not a conduit for technology transfer. Even more than other international organizations, IAEA operates in a realm where loyalties are
divided and potential opportunities exist for conflicts of interest. Furthermore, both the rewards and risks are sufficiently large to require
that questions of staff reliability and internal security issues be taken
seriously.
The IAEA controls access to information that can be used to assess
safeguard inspector performance, including instances of bias, collateral
technology transfer, and conflicts of interest. It is therefore difficult to
extract from the public record how problems that may arise during
CWC inspections could benefit from the IAEA experience, and whether
the employment policies outlined here should be used as a model for
the CWC. A mechanism for gathering objective data for these purposes needs to be established if the CWC is to benefit from the history
of IAEA successes and failures.
INFORMAL VERIFICATION
During 1981 and 1982, a wind3w was opened on the inspection
activities of the IAEA and the informal verification network during
congressional hearings following the July 1981 Israeli bombing of the
French-built Iraq reactor. E. Morgan, a former inspector, reported on
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technical shortcomings of the IAEA safeguards system, and Roger
Richter described his personal experiences in Iraq. Richter, a U.S.
national who had served as an IAEA inspector, disclosed several
disconcerting aspects of IAEA policy and procedures during congressional testimony (Morgan, 1982; Richter, 1981ab).
Since 1976, all inspections performed in Iraq have been conducted by

Soviet and Hungarian nationals. Recently, a French national was
granted approval by Iraq to be an inspector, but he has not, as of yet,
been to Iraq to make an inspection. This is a reflection of the fact
that countries have the right to veto inspectors from whatever countries they choose, a right which they regularly exercise. As an
accepted inspector, you must keep in mind that any rdverse conclusions you might reach as a result of your inspection would have to
take into account your country's sensitivity to how this information
might affect relations with Ira% In preparing for the inspection, you
must first give the government of Iraq several weeks notice of your
planned inspection and obtain a visa. They may agree with the date
or could, as has recently been the case, suggest you postpone or
change your plans to a more suitable date. Naturally, not wanting to
create unnecessary friction, you will agree.
Richter's testimony confirms that inspectors are expected to avoid
confrontation and that the host country can seriously restrict access
and timeliness. Scheinman (seminar at RAND, 1988) recently
described a number of other possible attempts at restricting inspector
access by violence or threat of violence.
LIMITED TECHNOLOGY AND UNCOOPERATIVE HOSTS
Richter commented on the technical limits placed on inspection
effectiveness by IAEA's (then) weak grasp of surveillance and monitoring technology combined with Iraq's unwillingness to provide the technical support it was obliged to deliver under its agreement with the
IAEA. He also observed critical gaps in the informatioa provided to
the IAEA by Iraq as part of its duty as an NPT signatory. These gaps
and other information implied that Iraq could acquire a stockpile of
plutonium sufficient to make several atomic bombs in sensitive facilities within a nuclear reactor complex that Iraq had declared. The relative infrequency of inspections would permit illicit clandestine operations that could be covered up prior to inspection. The inspection
assignment itself was quite narrowly focused, and the most sensitive
facilities could escape safeguards. The inspection and inventory audit
were highly
entirely facilities
on the and
willingness
inspected
partyrestricted,
to declare relying
all its pertinent
material. of the

At the time of Richter's testimony, it was suggested that inspectors
from the Warsaw Pact had alerted Richter to possible illicit activities
occurring elsewhere in the reactor complex. Richter was upset by
operational restrictions that compelled him to ignore clandestine activities potentially occurring in nearby facilities that were excluded from
inspection. His concerns led him to prepare a report on the Osirak
reactor for U.S. Mission to LAEA in clear violation of the Agency rules
of nondisclosure.
The IAEA and others reviewed Richter's testimony and clarified or
corrected several technical details, but even Richter's critics agreed
that safeguards effectiveness relies on the cooperation of host nations
and their desire to comply with both the spirit and letter of the Safeguards Agreement. Visa delays, accidents, and spurious and real safety
concerns are other methods by which uncooperative host nations and
facilities can obstruct the goal of effective inspections.
Although only a few inspectors have gone "public" about possible
noncompliance by signatories, it is generally believed that IAEA
inspectors and staff are likely to report suspicious activities to their
own governments and perhaps others as well, in violation of their conditions of employment. As noted above, these activities form the basis
of an informal (and illicit) verification network that paradoxically may
promote the goals of nonproliferation. They could also become a major
source of illicit technology transfer.
IS THE IAEA MODEL APPLICABLE? COSTS
VS. BENEFITS
If the U.S. goal in agreeing to JAEA safeguards was to signal that it
would share an onerous burden and not derive unfair commercial
advantage from its possession of nuclear wpapons, then that rather limited goal was met. After 30 years of IAEA inspections aad eight years
of IAEA safeguard activities in the United States, it is still not possible
except in a general way to assess the global costs and benefits. Even
the most severe critics believe that the NPT and IAEA safeguarls may
have helped prevent nuclear proliferation, but other political factors
coupled with the inherent complexity of nuclear weapons technology
may have more impact on the limited spread of nuclear weapons. It is
agreed that the benefits of international safeguards have been symbolic
and confidence-building, but we cannot tell to wh&, extent they have
deterred diversions and detected violations. Certainly many countries
still appear to be seeking the nuclear option. If the costs of joining the
nuclear club are too high, nations could seek CW capability as a deterrent to an adversary's nuclear force.
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Exploring the cost side of the cost-benefit ratio for U.S. compliance
with IAEA safeguards leads to several qualitative observations. The
actua! practice ot safeguards seems decidedly less intensive and
5
intrusive than either the #FA
statute or the agreement between the
United States and the agency would suggest. The treaty provisions for
special inspections have not been invoked, nor has the agency invoked
its virtual challenge rights as established in its statute to have "access
at all times to all places and data and to any person who by reason of
his occupation deals with materials, equipment or facilities which are
required by this statute to be safeguarded...." Further, actual inspections are considerably less stringent than those permitted by the agreement, and the special U.S. provisions for protecting against loss of
commercially sensitive design or other data have not been requested by
U.S. industry, presumably because the reactors which were the first
objectts of U.S. safeguards involve little commercially sensitive material.
As commercial fuel fabrication, processing, and enrichment plants are
safeguarded, the situation regarding sensitivity to the loss of commercial data may change. A new issue seems to be strfacing-the impact
on the business competitiveness of cenmercial facilities that may later
wish to engage in sensitive national security activities but have already
been declared eligible for safeguards and could be exposed to foreign
inspectors.
A DIPLOMATIC APPROACH TO VERIFICATION
From the anecdotal information that we and others have gathered, a
rather cloudy picture of the IAEA emerges. Generalizations are risky,
but it appears that IAEA seeks to resolve anomalies out of the political
limelight rather than by using the authority given it by treaty. An
informal verification network also exists that from time to time
violates IAEA regulations against disclosure but whose operation could
paradoxically promote the goals of nonproliferation. A similar network, we contend, could be used for illicit technology transfer.
In practice, IAEA safeguards involve a series of negotiations between
the Agency and the signatory nations that essentially "hand tailors"
treatment to the individual country and facility. In the Euratom
region where there is maximum concern about sensitive material, IAEA
observes technicians but is not involved in 'hands on" activities. In
the United States, where NRC domestic inspections have traditionally
emphasized physical security and not diversion, IAEA staff operate in a
"hands on' role and are monitored by NRC officials.
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There is no explicit challenge provision. Countries are free to designate only those facilities they wish to if they are not parties to the
NPT. Unannounced inspections within a specified time period are
theoretically possible, but there is no evidence that short notice visits
have ever been requested or granted. Access to a country and a facility
can be delayed beyond the times required for effective verification of
nondiversion; it may require 7-1G days to reach a site, and nations may
not waive their visa requirements. Inspections may therefore be hindered in precisely those instances where there is most likelihood of
diversion to weapons. The United States and other nuclear weapons
statos have great leeway in declaring facilities eligible for safeguards.
The Soviet Union, for exam.ple, recently nominated an uninteresting
(from a safeguards perspective) power reactor, it was inspected by an
IAEA team that included a U.S. citizen. For East-West confidencebuilding, West European governments have accepted inspectors from
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
Since inspectors must be approved by the inspected country, the
Agency, in the interests of harmony, could select inspectors expected to
be granted easy access rather than inspectors who are likely to perform
rigorous inspections. In this regard, for years Iraq accepted only Hungarian and Soviet nationals to inspect the Osirak reactor that was ultimately bombed by Israeli aircraft.
An ominous trend is the "leveling down" of inspector skills and initiative, perhaps associated with the requirement to achieve broad
geographical representation. Another negative factor is the increasing
reliance on inflexible and detailed inspection protocols, with little
motivation or opportunity for inspectors to discover or follow-up suspicious leads.
The survival of the IAEA safeguards in the presence of both EastWest and North-South differences is aided by its highly diplomatic and
nonadversarial approach and its avoidance of the political limelight.
This approach is encouraged by a Board of Governors that acts by consensus and is not willing to make public accusations of noncompliance.
It is also assisted by the unwillingness of IAEA to serve as an international policeman.
On balance, the incremertal costs to the U.S. nuclear industry and
governmnent of complying with NPT and U.S.-IAEA safeguards are limited. bth in economic terms and in terms of intrusiveness and additional regulatory burden. This is not surprising since every aspect of
the nuclear industry is both licersed and heavily regulated, and U.S.
protocols for complying with the IAEA Safeguards program are built
on 30 years of similar controls by the AEC and NRC. A domestic
nuclear program already included such concepts as material balance
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wow and iventory or flow key measuring (strategic) points, and
required regular submiasion of material accounting, control and operating data, and various types of design data. This made it relatively easy
to comply with the reporting requirements of the treaty. For example,
NRC data could be reformatted for submission to the IAEA.
Proprietary data do not (yet) appear to have been jeopardized and
major problems have not yet arisen during inspections of U.S. facilities.

A SIMILAR APPROACH FOR THE CWC?
It is interesting to consider how the U.S. chemical industry would
respond if the CWC verification regime entailed the same level of monitoring intrusiveness that exists in the nuclear cae. The chemical

industry is regulated by a number of agencies, but is not licensed by
any chemical equivalent of the NRC. Further, it has evolved a tradi-

tion of active vigilance concerning additional regulation. There is no
chemical counterpart to the comprehensive preexisting system for col-

lecing data similar to that required by the IAEA. Although the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) gathers some data similar to
those required for the CWC, the relationship between EPA and the
chemical industry difers significantly from the relationship between
NRC and the nuclear industry. For example, the chemical industry
has challenged EPA's attempts at comprehensive data collection it, a
single reporting instrument (CMA, 1987). Conversely, it is also concorned about the adequacy of EPA's data processing ability to accurately link data from different sources to develop comprehensive rogulatory databases. Another difference is the emphasis that the chemical
industry places on protecting commercial material. In addition to
trade secrets, the confidentiality of capacity and production data is
taken very seriously by industry for purposes of estimating market
share and other critical businew parameters.
We are not able to estimate the "leakiness" of confidential information for IAEA compared to EPA. The chemical industry believes that
data it submits to EPA as confidential buiness information (CBI)
becomes public knowledge within three years, presumably as a result of
inadequate EPA security. We cannot estimate the analogous time for
an IAEA-like organization, but we suspect that it would be in the same
range or even shorter, particularly since the JAEA does not hove many
self-policing, enforcement, or internal security activities. Furthermore,
an employment policy based on short time appointments rather than
career tracks might pose a greater risk of losing proprietary material.
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We suggest that the IAEA experience is instructive and that a
number of IAEA safeguards-related procedures should probably be considered as part of the domestic implementation of the CWC. However,
we am not convinced that an IAEA-like approach to chemical weapons
verification is likely to prove satisfactory in a world where 30 states
already possess or seek to possess CW capability. If nuclear weapons
have spread more slowly than many predicted, it is mainly because of
the intrinsic complexity of the technology, a number of significant
political factors, and the severe retrictions that individual nations may
place on nuclear technology transfer. For CW, verification that is
rigorous and perhaps even more confrontational may be required.

QUANTITATIVE GOALS: NPT VS. CWC
Before comparing goals and to better comprehend the magnitude of
nuclear safeguards activities, we notw that nuclear fuel is generally 4
percent enriched and not directly usable for werpons. However, low
enriched uranium fuel can, after being used in a rac -, generate
reprocessed plutonium for weapons ure. Thus plutowia m, high
onriched uranium, and, to a lesser extent, low enriched urantun are
subject to safeguards. Using 1984 data, the total amount of safeguarded material worldwide consisted of 150 tons of plutonium and
enriched uranium, 23,000 tons of low enriched uranium, 32,000 tons nf
source material, and 1400 tons of heavy water. Nearly 900 installa-

tions were subject to IARA safeguards, and 150 inspectors carried out
some 1800 inspections of these facilities (Scheinman, 1987). The
corresponding quantities for the chemical program have not yet bacestablished, but will certainly depend on the scope and rigor of the
final treaty documents.
The overall objectives of IAEA safeguards are the timely detection of
the diversion of significant quantities of nuclewr material from peaceful
activities and the deterrence of such diversion by risk of early detection. Given these qualitative objectives, what are the quantititive goals
for nuclear materials and what should the analogous goals be for the
proposed CWC? An important issue in both verification vgimes is
whet her quantitative objectives should be consistent with a realistic
ability to monitor, detect, and verify, or whether they should be set at
ideal ievels that may not be attainable in practice.
The IAEA's notion of "timely detection" is related to thf time
required to convert nuclear material to a form suitable for a nuclear
explosive device (7 to 10 days in the case of plutonium to a ye,%r for
low enriched uranium); "significant quantities" are related to the
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critical mass of material required for an explosive device (8 kg for plutonium to 75 kg for low enriched uranium); and the "risk of early
detection' is specified as a detection probability greater than 90 percent and a false positive rate of 5 percent.
These quantities are m-re ideal than real and are not intended to
correspond to the actual achievements of the Safeguards program.
Furthermore, the probabilistic specification of the risk of detection is
in the tradition of nuclear probabilistic risk assessment, lacking any
empirical basis for estimation.
For chemical weapons-where a single munition has limited impact
and there is no "critical mass"-a plausible approach is to introduce
the concept of a "militarily significant quantity," defined on the basis
oi a particular scenario or set of scenarios. For example, the present
world CW arsenals are probably of the order of 0P tons. Quantities
that are perhaps one-tenth of this could certainly bm important or even
decisive in a European conflict. Moreover, scenarios of varying plausibility may be constructed in which quantities as small as hundreds or a
few thousand tons of CW agents delivered against critical NATO targets co.ld be significant in a Warsaw Pact-NATO war. Significant
quantities could be far smaller in a conflict between regional adversaris of less than major power status. Further, the political implications of the use or threat of use of even smaller quantities of CW
against major power forces in a limited conflict could be far more significant than the likely battlefield effects A politically significant
quantity could thus be much less than a militarily significant one.
Estimates of significant quantities are sensitive to the assumed degree
of chemical protection, training, and readiness and also to whether
offensive use of CW is intended to produce casualties (large quantities)
or degrade operational effectiveness (smaller quantities). Since CW
scenarios and the quantities associated with them vary widely, it may
be difficult and perhaps inappropriate to choose a single figure of merit
as a goal for verification.
Another complicating factor is that Schedule III chemicals such as
phosgene and hydrogen cyanide are no longer taken seriously as chemical weapons Ir developed nations but could be employed by less
developed countries against poorly prepared civilian and military targets. If the world production of phosgene is in the billions of pounds
range, and typical chemical material balance practices (in the West)
are accurate to within about 5 percent, an intrinsic uncertainty of
thousands of tons of Schedule III chemicals could exist, quantities that
might be militarily significant under certain circumstances.
Since world production of key precursors is probably in the millions
of pounds range, mass balance uncertainty alone could mask several
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hundred tons of materisi that mi.jht be diverted to illicit use without
being detected tnrough matenal accounting. Although this is a large
quantity, it seems far mora manageable than the thousands of tons of
Schedu.e III chemicals that would fall below the precision threshold of
material accounting.
It sefts desirable that "timely detection" should be related to the
poaition in an illicit pipeline that a potential cheater would need to
establish. Presumably, the frequency of monitoring and OSI should be
highest for facilities that are closest to use. Thus, facilities that are
known to have produced or stored chemical munitions should be visited

far more frequently than former CW production plants, and key precursor sites might be visited less frequently than declared agent production faciFties.
As far as the "risk of detection" is concerned, detection probabilities
as large as those cited for nuclear safeguards seem plausible;, there is no
empirical way to determine them.
In summary, quantifying verification goals for the case of CW seems
more complex and scenario dependent than in the nuclear case. Given
the evolution of intereswi in the CWC and the growing recognition of
the roles that CW can play for less developed nations, it seems that a
single verification goal of perhaps tens of tons of agent equivalent
would be sufficiently low to encompass virtually all militarily signifi-

cant qtantitia, but a goal of this level would he unattainable among
developed natiors possessing many chemical industries and associated
infrastructures.
A potentially more measured approach, but one not likely to be
acceptable politically, is to specify qualitative or a range of quantitative

verification objectives in the formal treaty documents but to negotiate
specific goals in the individual agreements between signatories and the
treaty organization. The quantitative goals would reflect the level of
industrial development and the regional context in which the signatory
exists. Thus, a verification objective equivalent to hundreds of tons of
agent may be suitable for Warsaw Psct or NATO members, whereas an
objective cf tens of tons may be suitable in Central America or
Southwest Asia. Such a case-wise saoproach, while desirable from the
viewpoint of matching goals to reality, would be hard to negotiate
because of the appearance of discrimination against less developed
nations, and the existence of situations where traditional regional
adversaries have highly dissimilar capabilities.

VII. OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND
PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section we present a number of onservations. conclusions,
and preliminary recommendations regarding domestic implementation
(,f the proposed CWC. The comprehensive treaty is still being negotiated. Not only is the ýe interest in the treaty, but also considerable
support for a rigorous nonproliferation system to slow the spread and
use of chemical weapons, perhaps as a temporary stopgap until a
comprehensive and effectively verifiable treaty is completed. The
major powers agree on the need to prevent the flow of chmicalweapons technology, know how, '-.ad materials toward military applications, particularly ameng developing natiins. The United States is a
member of the Australia Group, an informal association of Western
countries dedicated to regulating such erports. Recent reports that
Iraq, Iran, and Libya acquired chemical. weapons capabi:ity through
international channels highlight the importance of effective export controls, and both former President Reagan and Prepident Bush have
addressed the problem of chemical weapons. its spiead to more than 20
nations, and the need to prevent diversion. Both the U.S. Draft, an'i
the Rolling Text lack provisions for monitoring and controlling international transfers of chemicals, equipment, and know-how for CW production. Whether such provisions will ultimately be written into the
convention, or whether a separate system of e;port controls will be
maintained, has not yet been determined. Such a system may be
reqjuired even after the CWC enters into force, to verify that treaty signatories are not assisting nonsignatories to acquire a CW offensive
capability.
QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
The quantitative dimensions of the Chemical Weapons Convention
have not yet been accurately determined. The Soviets have announced
stoc'ks oi 50o,00 metric tons of toxic chemical agents but have not
declared the sites of the stocks. Intelligence sources suggest this is a
low estimate The United States has declared the locations and fractions of its unitary' stockpile at each location but has not revealed the
'Unitary aepone contain toiic rW apint in a Torm tha is prmized and ready for
dispersal. Binar y wapona contain two nontoxic chsnicak inmseparate containe:e, which
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total size of its arsenal, and most other likely possessors have been
silent or have denied the existence of CW stockpiles. U."". planned
stocks of binary weapons are retaliatory in purpose, and are expected
to be limited in number. It seems plausible to estimate that world
stocks are on the order of 105 metric tons, located at perhaps 102 sites.
We speculate that between 10 and 30 private facilities in the United
States produce about 106 lb of Schedule II substances and the number
of such plarts worldwide may be in the 102 range. The number of
facilities capable of producing even small quantities of treaty-banned or
regulated chemicals may be on the order of 103 in the United States
and ten times this quantity worldwide. The concept of a militarily significant quantity, while highly scenario dependent, is presumed to be in
the 104 ton range for all-out use against NATO in a Central Region
war and 102 to I03 tons for use against a specific set of NATO targets
that may be particularly vulnerable to CW in terms of degraded operational effectiveness. The quantities that could be significant in
regional conflicts could be an order of magnitude less, and unprepared
civilians or troops could even be vulnerable to such primitive toxic
chemicals as phosgene and hydrogen cyanide.
Given the large uncertainties in the scope of *he treaty, it is far too
early to estimate the size of the secretariat and its costs of operation,
but using the IAEA as a guide, several hundred inspectors and costs of
perhaps $50 to $100 x 106/year after the first few years may be a
proper order of magnitude. Since the costs of compliance will depend
on the final terms of the treaty and the U.S. program for implementing
it, it is premature to attempt to estimate the private and public costs of
U.S. compliance.
INDUSTRY TAKES AN ACTIVE ROLE
A number of important policy issues remain to be negotiated (among
industry, the U.S. government, the Conference on Disarmament, and
the Soviet Union), and a number of important details must be worked
out with regard to both nonproliferation and a comprehensive treaty.
Because the precise configuration of the treaty and its protocols are
likely to change, we have couched our discussion in conceptual rather
than detailed terms, hoping in this way to avoid premature obsolescence as the negotiations evo•R. The fuli repercussions of the U.S.
position with regard to inspecting the Libyan CW facility have not yet
mix and react to form toxic CW only when the weapon is released. The Big Eye bomb
and CW projectiles for Multiple Launch Rocket Systems and 166-mm guns are weapons
of the latter type.
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been felt at treaty negotiations. We may expect, however, proposals
for a more rigorous form of short-notice challenge OSI, perhaps involving continuous on-site surveillance or instrument monitoring.
The chemical industry is now entering into serious policy and technical discussions and seems less compliant and more critical than it
has in the past. Industry's concerns have shifted from its additional
reporting burdens to the ramifications of challenge OSI; it seems most
preoccupied with the effectiveness and intrusiveness of routine OSI of
Schedule II facilities, the only provision in the Rolling Text and U.S.
Draft that would routinely expose commercial facilities to OSI. The
appropriate level of intrusiveness and detail is both a political and
technical matter. As we remark later in this section, industry may be
preparing to challenge the utility of routine OSI, a treaty element
which until recently was generally agreed to be the linchpin for surveillance of the world's chemical industry.
The U.S. and other nations' experience with the only other analogous treaty, the IAEA safeguards agreement, suggests that the actual
practice of treaty verification may be far less intrusive and adversarial
than formal treaty documents would suggest. However, IAEA does not
act as an international police force, choosing rather to serve the
smaller role of confirming the accuracy of material accounting data
provided by signatories. Thus, IAEA's value as a model for the proposed CWC organization is limited, given the emerging consensus that
CW verificatio-i may need to be far more rigorous to provide effective
verification and it would be unrealistic to push the analogy very far.
Also, IAEA ne, er attempted to roll back the number of nuclear weapon
states, whereas the goal of CWC would ultimately be to reduce the
number of CW apability states from the present 20 to zero. Nevertheless, IAEA's exi ,rience offers some specific lessons.
The world (end the chermical industry) has learned a great deal
about treaty ncgotiations tboth among government agencies and
between the U.S. government and other nations) from the recent
spotlight on INF, but those negotiations did not include industry as an
important player. To a great extent, U.S. industry, which could have
been exposed to the threat of INF "anywhere, anytime" short notice
inspections, benefited from the evolution of the zero-zero option and
concern over the compromise of naticnal security secmets. Short notice
inspections are restricted to a declared set of facilities, including only
two contractor-operated sites.
The emergence of the chemical induatry as an informal but important participant in CWC negotiations has increased the complexity and
sensitivity of the negotiating process. Although a general consensus
seems to be growing among the repre-entatives of the) large U.S.
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chemical firms that are involved in government-industry discussions,
there is no assurance that others in industry will not raise important
objections during the ratification process. The Senate may respond to
these objections, and the House will play a role in the implementation
process if new authorizing legislation is required, and if funds for
implementing the treaty cannot be obtained by inter- or intra-agency
transfers. Even were the treaty to enter into force, the private sector
could pose a number of legal obstacles and at least temporarily delay
implementation, to the potential embarrassment of the U.S. government. For these reasons, it would be desirable for the government,
when it prepares to implement the treaty, to avoid activities and
approaches facilitating legal challenge. Suitable legislative preparations need to be made. A statement by Senator Paul Simon (D. Ill) in
the CongressionalRecord (S9147, July 8, 1988) is an early indicator of
possible ratification difficulties. He suggests that the "U.S. government could be negotiating a treaty that conflicts with our Fourth
Amendment right to privacy." The statement was made in the context
of introducing a paper from DOE's Argonne National Laboratory dealing with legal issues surrounding warrantless search procedures (Tanzman, 1988).
The industry consensus, although still evolving, includes the following general elements:
e Support for a verification system that is sensitive to industry
concerns regarding intellectual property rights.
* Skepticism about the feasibility of achieving an airtight or even
effective verification without including surveillance of international traders, brokers, shippers, and others who operate the
international distribution network for chemicals and chemical
technology.
* Limited concern over the need to comply with additional
reporting requirements but major concern over the rigor and
scope of inspections and the risks of losing proprietary knowhow and trade secrets during routine and challenge OSI.
* Growing interest in alternatives to routine OSI of facilities that
produce key precursors.
In addition, an impression we have derived from discussions with
smaller firms who do not regularly participate in consultations with
government is that they are concerned about the additional burdens of
complying with treaty requirements, particularly routine inspections
that could be proportionally far more onerous for small firms than for
large ones. A CEO of a small manufacturing firm suggested that the
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firm's entire staff would probably be involved in preparing for and
hosting inspections and that production would cease during the inspection period. The top managers of large U.S. chemical companies are
becoming aware of the potential ramifications of the CWC,2 but a
number of the small firms we have contacted seemed either unaware of
the treaty's possible impact or viewed it as another layer of government
regulation. Until recently, U.S. firms seemed fmr more willing to
undergo rigorous OSI than their Japanese or European counterparts or
representatives of such nations as Argentina. Pakistan, and India who
have traditionally opposed all international attempts at nuclear
nonproliferation. The urgency of tbe need for effective nonproliferation and chemical arms control, as currently expressed by world political leaders, could encourage greater cooperation by world industry.
THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, THE GENEVA PROTOCOL,
AND THE CWC
The current situation with regard to the U.S. chemical industry and
the proposed CWC contrasts with the period following the First World
War when the Geneva Protocol was under consideration. At that time,
chemical technology was closely linked to weaponry by the industry,
the public, and the government. U.S. chemical firms had lobbied to
gain access to German dye and chemical technology through amendments to the Treaty of Versailles, and although the attempt to use the
treaty to acquire German trade secrets and to eliminate German competition was not entirely successful, restrictions were placed on the
German chemical industry.
The perceived linkage between chemical technology and poison gas
or munition production was employed by industry officials to support
high protective tariffs and reduced imports of dyes and chemicals.
Their argument was that the strategic value of the chemical industry,
should it need to be mobilized in time of national emergency to produce weapons, required that it be encouraged to develoo the know-how
and capacity that could be converted on short notice to produce
weapons for the government. This same argument was used by
President Wilson in support of high tariffs on chemical imports. In
1925 and 1926, U.S. chemical firms who had not been consulted during
the drafting opposed the Geneva Protocol, and a number of trade and
2CMA President R. A. Roland issued a press release on April 2, 1988, that called "for

a strong effective international treaty to ban the use of chemical weapons," and
announced an ongoing series of consultations with other international industry groups to
help bring about the treaty.
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professional organizations, including the American Chemical Society,
opposed the ratification of the Protocol. These activities were responsible, in part, for the Senate's rejection of the Protocol in 1926. (It was
eventually ratified in 1975.)
The situation today is strikingly different. Federal agencies are
heavily involved in chel,,cal regulation. The mainstream legitimate
chemical industry has no business interests in chemical weapons, is not
involved in their production, and wishes to eliminate any perceived
connection between industry and agent production that could influence
its public image. The principal industry trade association, the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA), has formed the Chemical
Weapons Work Group (formerly the Phosphorous Panel) to develop
and submit comments to U.S. government agencies on questions that
arise during the drafting of the CWC. In 1987, Dr. L. Zeftel of DuPont
summarized the position of the CMA by stating that "the American
chemical industry is totally supportive of the international efforts to
establish a treaty that will ban the production and use of chemical
weapons systems" (Zeftel, 1987). He also suggested that the industry
has a dual role with regard to assisting the negotiators:
On the one hand, technically, we siw ild identify those areas where
existing means of verification can be used and those areas where considerable development work is required to assure a meaningful verification system. On the other hand, we have a responsibility to the
chemical industry itself, which is to ensure that the controls and
their implementation will have minimal detrimental impact on the
chemical industry. (Ibid.)
We can paraphrase Zeftel's remarks and those of others in industry to
summarize the general position of many in the U.S. chemical industry:
The industry supports the treaty, accepts the notion that reporting
and some forms of on-site verification will be necessary, and is willing
to endure reasonable but potentially intrusive reporting and monitoring
protocols if the verification process is both realistic and effective. The
industry would ask that the treaty be cost-effective, that the knowledge
gained from their submitting of pre-inspection reports and undergoing
on-site inspections and inventory audits should justify the combined
efforts of the treaty organization, the nation, and the plant operator.
Most importantly, industry asks that the risks of losing proprietary
material of all kinds be minimized.
The difficulties involved in translating this position into practical
policies are outlined below.
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ROUTINE INSPECTIONS
Both the U.S. Draft and the Rolling Text call for routine or systematic inspections of declared facilities that produce key precursorsSchedule 1I chemicals that are but one or a few reaction steps removed
from actual chemical warfare agents. Although no precise count has
been taken, estimates suggest that on the order of 100 of these fecilities may operate worldwide and less than 30 may operate in the United
States (see App. B). The true number of facilities that proauce or process these chemicals is difficult to estimate, even in the United States,
because traders and brokers who list themselves as suppliers in directories and buyer's guides may not actually produce or even take posses-

sion of the material they sell. A rigorous and formal effort by the U.S.
government will be necessary to identify the entire universe of
Schedule II facilities and their pertinent characteristics.
Objectives of Routine OSI
The specific objectives of routine inspections would be to confirm
material accounting data provided by signatories for facilities under tht ir
jurisdiction, to verify that key precursors am not being diverted to illicit
use, and to help monitor the international (and intranational) transfer of
chemicals which, despite their legitimate role in commerce, have significant potential for producing treaty-limited material. Monitoring the
international economy and transfer of key precursors seems desirable
because nations with limited indigenous chemical production facilities
could view the import of materials as an efficient route to build clandestine chemical warfare arsenals. Even if production facilities are subject to
random thorough routine inspections (an example is given below), it may
also be necessary to consider monitoring chemical distribution and processing pathways that could be used to divert chemicals from declared
purposes. Media reports on the role of international brokers, traders, and
transportation firms in supplying materials and technology to build
chemical arsenals underscore the importance of the distribution system.
If only tens or hundreds of tons of key precursors can result in militarily significant quantities of toxic chemical agents, the task of monitoring national and international distribution systems with a high probability of detecting diversion becomes difficult. Nevertheless, routine OSI
may need to be supplemented by attempts to monitor potential diversion
pathways since the critical role these pathways play in proliferation has
already been demonstrated.
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Export Controls
Despite limitations in their apparent effectiveness, routine inspections can play an important symbolic role by focusing national and
international attention on key precursor chemicals and the facilities
that produce them. When combined with rigorously applied export
controls, they could help to monitor and regulate international
transfers by controlling or confirming proximal destinations of chemicals shipped from declared facilities. Even if key precursor plants were
not subject to OSI, export controls could deter plant operators, brokers,
traders, processors, and distributors from diverting material to illicit
channels if a country's policy was to rigorously enforce such controls.
However, a treaty signatory wishing to encourage or abet others
(including nations, insurgents, or terrorist groups) to acquire precursors
could easily facilitate illicit international transfers. Unilateral export
controls alone would be ineffectual, but the likelihood of routine OSI
might add a measure of deterrence. Further, under certain conditions,
OSI could illuminate significant transfers within a state, and in this
way would increase the difficulty and costs of circumvention. If, as
industry suggests, the monitoring of distribution networks is essential
for effective verification, a more comprehensive verification system
may be necessary than is currently envisioned--one that combines
strict export controls, routine 01, and monitoring of the distribution
system. States with developed technical, industrial, transportation,
and military infrastructures can circumvent the treaty or assist others
in circumvention with little risk of detection. Furthermore, it would be
difficult to implement a program that with high probability could
detect quantities potentially significant in regional conflicts. Nevertheless, a combined verification regime would not only increase the costs
of diversion but could also improve the chances of detecting and deterring noncompliance in less developed countries.
Along these lines, the CMA is formulating a draft provision for consideration by treaty negotiators to control, report, and monitor internstional shipments cf Schedule I, 1I, and III chemicals and pertinent technology. The proposal is likely to include provisions for coordinating
national and international programs of export and import controls and
inspections of import and export documents, storage and transfer pointv,
and transport modalities.
In addition to monitoring and regulating international transfer of
CWC Schedule I, II, and III chemicals which are agents, precursors, or
otherwise uniquely related to CW production, it may be desirable to
broaden the list of controlled chemicals to include those which ar essential not because of toxicity or unique structure but because their
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acquisition would facilitate CW manufacture by less developed countries.
Thus, a nation with a limited pharmaceutical or chemical industry would
have no need for large quantities of thionyl chloride, a chlorinating agent
with broad commercial applications, or sodium fluoride, a fluorinating
agent added to toothpaste for cavity prevention. These and similar chemicals are included in the Australia Group core and warning lists. This is
analogous to the two classes of chemicals that are controlled under the
1988 Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act that regulates the sales,
imports, and exports of material and equipment that could be used to produce cocaine and other illicit drugs. One class consists of drug precursors,
and the other class consists of essential chemicals such as solvents or
catalysts which are used in chemical processing. The threshold quantities
for triggering regulation are set much higher for the solvent/catalyst class
than for the precursors.
A Strawnman Protocol for Routine OSI
To grasp the potential dimensions of routine on-site inspection, we
outline a protocol that we have adapted from several sources, including a
British proposal, CD/575, and remarks made by a representative of the
Chemical Manufacturers Association (quoted in the Arms Control
Reporter, 1988 Chronology, 704.B.266). This protocol, designated a
strawman because of its extreme stringency, permits a highly detailed and
intrusive inspection that spans the entire production process from
feedstock delivery to shipping dock, storage, and the first steps in distribution. No area within a facility would be denied to inspectors, and the
inspection team would be permitted to thoroughly audit all documents,
including manifests, customer lists, and shipping destinations. Perhaps
the only inspection element missing from this protocol is the right to randomly interview plant personnel, a right that if granted could lead to
charged international disputes. From the perspective of industry, the
protocol would be considered unnecessarily intrusive and would offer
great opportunity for industrial espionage and illicit technology transfer.
In the strawman protocol, the inspection team is granted an entry visa
in a timely fashion and arrives at the declared facility within a specified
period of time. Before arriving at the site, the team studies file data about
the facility and requests flow and process diagrams with updates about
changes or new developments, Facility data are available on-site, including information on how feedstock chemicals are brought into the plant
and stored; feedlines and their contents; reactor vessels and related stirrers, condensers, and cooling apparatus that may be seen during inspection; relevant plant equipment for physical separation including distilling, filtering, centrifuging, and fractionating components; destination of
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all inlet and outlet lines and 4 Aescription of their contents; how products
are stored on-site and tzanspi.ced from the facility;, how reactions and
processes are controlled; ,otages and specific locations where measurements and samples for quality control are or could be made; the nature of
the analytic methods that are employed and their estimated precision;
and a description of plant records with emphasis on feed chemicals, end
products, and destinations.
The inspection tour would include the loading area where feed
chemicals are stored; the area where reactants are prepared for addition to the reactors; all feedlines, valves, flow meters, gauges, etc. that
appear relevant; the exterior of reaction vessels and related equipment;
the lines from the reactor leading to storage or on-stream use; and process control equipment. A number of sampling points might be used to
sample the contents of input feed and final product lines, storage
tanks, tank trucks, tank cars, drums, arnd reactor vessels. Air, water,
and wipe samples would be obtained in production and storage areas.
Samples would be assayed at the site (if possible) using the analytical
facilities of the host facilities. Multiple samples would be taken to
assure that data are consistent and representative and also to protect
the host facilities in the event of dispute. If suitable analytical instrumentation is not available for on-site measurement and comparison
with known control samples, appropriately packed samples would be
sent to an agreed on off-site laboratory for precise analysis. Data for
material balance accounting should be gathered to confirm the absence
of significant discrepancies. Samples, possibly hazardous, would need
to be packaged for transit, and suitable procedures for the shipping of
dangerous or potentially dangerous substances need to be -implemented.
Manifests and customer and supplier lists could be scrutinized. If
deemed necessary, the inspection team can request that components
such as valves, seals, and pumps be dismantled for sampling.'
Potential Risks
Industry representatives often assert that comprehensive inspections
of chemical plants could result in losses of trade secrets, know-how,
and proprietary material that plant operators may deem confidential.
For %.%ample, measurements of .•amples drawn from a reactor could
'Sizteen nations, including the United States and the Soviet Union, had aiready peaformed mock inspections of chemical plants as of February t989 (reported by Ember on
p.2 4 ofthe March 6, 1989 isue of Chemk-a and Enoneerrin News). The U.S. inapec.
tiou took place at a facility operated by Akin Chemicals. Inc., in West Virginia, and ib
described in detail in a publication of the Conference oa Disarmament, CV/922, June 22,
1969. The plant produces Schedule I1 chemicals that have fire retarlant applicatione
hom a Schedule IIl chemical, trimethyl phosphate.
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reveal the composition and properties of unique catalysts; flow and process information gathered from diagrams, charts, visual observation,
and measurements could reveal proprietary process and control deta, or
even whether a process is batch or continuous; studying manifests and
examining feedstock containers and labels could reveal confidential
information about raw materials and suppliers; auditing customer lists
and shipping destinations could provide competitive advantage in
marketing; and data about capacity and product mix could be used in
busintss and investment decisions by competitors.
Potential losses of this natlire are hypothetically possible. Whether
losses of significant value can occur under realistic conditions depends
on a number of factors: the rigor of the inspection; an inspector's
knowledge, experience, and intent to perform acts of industrial
espionage; a potential client for proprietary data who can successfully
use the data; and most importantly, the existence of a body of confidential material that if revealed could lead to substantial economic
jioe. The nature and value of confidential proprietary material wi!l
depend on the specifics of the industry or sector within an industry.
Thus, emerging and rj.ghly competitive leading edge industries such as
biotechnology or advanced materials are more likely to be at significant
risk than mature static sectors that rely on old plant and standard
technology. However, given the highly proprietary nature of the chemical industry, plants operating with mature technology could also suffer
economic loss. A skilled inspector could detect slight differences in the
composition or purity of feed chemicals, or the precise order in which
chemicals are added, examples of proprietary know-how that may
reault in smasll but significant cost advantages.
Because specific data to formulate a proper risk assessment are not
yet available, it would be useful if representatives of the sectors of the
chemical industry producing Schedule I! chemicals were encouraged to
provide a more precise assessment, perhaps confidential, of the sensitivity of the affected facilities to various forms of industrial espionage.
Such an assessment would be difficult without the cooperation of plant
cperators.
No entirely satisfactory method has been developed for preventing
the loss of confidentiality by acts of an international treaty organization. The history of the IAEA Safeguards program (see Sec. VI) reinforces concern regarding the likelihood of such loss. However, if
economic loss were to occur, U.S. firms could in theory seek damages
under the Tucker Act ard Fifth Amendment guarantees against the
taking of private property for public use without just compensation.
Thus, OSI of private facilities raises Fourth and Fifth Amendment
issues that could require resolution.

_____

_____

___
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Industry's Skepticism
Not only is industry concerned about risks, it is also skeptical about

the value of routine OSI of declared commercial facilities. Kyle Olson,
a CMA official, summarized the U.S. chemical industry's belief (Olson,
1988) "that the likelihood of detecting violations by examining declared
plants is very low," an opinion likely to be held by European and
Japanese industry representatives as well. Facilities that produce key
precursors are generally located in developed nations with substantial
commercial, technical, distribution, and military infrastructures. Routine OSI would not he as effective in such circumstances as in less
developed countries where the expertise and technology for circumvention are thin and the pathways for diverting material are few." Since
the expected international flow of precursors would be from developed
to less developed countries, routine OS! alone may be inadequate to
detect and deter interregional diversion and additional steps of controls
and monitoring of the worldwide distribution network may be needed.

If developi,,g nations ho'j.e Schedule 11 facilities, routine OSI could
deter South-South or perhaps even intranational diversion. However,
the relative dearth of such facilities among developing or less developed
nations appears to confirm industry's skepticism about the utility of
routine OSI as the principal instrument for monitoring the world's
chemical producers.
Alternatives to routine OSI of commercial facilities suggested by the
British and the West Germans involve ad hoc inspections of undeclared facilities, either on a random or challenge basis (Ember, 1988),
and RAND is also exploring a variant involving short notice inspection
of defined sites that could in certain instances eliminate the requirement for routine OSI.
.llthc'-igh =in cxternal in:pectiora i-;'olving routine waste stream and
effluent sampling and monitoring of th%. environment external to a
plant could be a useful means of Purveillace and an alternative to
entering a site that is suspected of producing a banned class of chemicals, its utility seems limited as a substitute for routine OSI of facilities
that produce Schedule II chemicals. Such facilities are permitted to
produce certain treaty-related chemicals, but would be prohibited from
diverting such chemicals to illicit use. Thus, discovery of traces of a
Schedule Ii chemical in effluent is not likely to support an accusation
of a treaty violation, and thcre would be little reason to expect external
inspection to be effective in deterring diversion. However, an external
'LeAs developed nationA have ueed various crude nwthod to hamper the conduct of
IAEA inapwtions, as descrihd in Sec. VI. Technical sophistication may not be a
requisite otfor
sccesetl cheating.
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inspection of exit lines and shipping containers could help in the surveilance, monitoring, and confirming of destinations as well as providing a symbolic presence. On balance, external inspections would be
useful that can confirm the destination of chemicals or detect whether
facilities are producing treaty-limited material. The technical feasibility of such inspections remains to be determined, as is their relative
value compared to a detailed internal inspection such as the strawman

protocol described above.
If a sufficiently high detection probability is not likely to be
achieved, what are the other benefits of a rigorous routine OSI?
Although useful in evaluating mass balance procedures and the accuracy of instrumentation, it does not seem helpful in verifying production or capacity data provided by a signatory or even whether more
material is produced than is accounted for in plant documents. Also,
since the sites are already known to produce key precursors, the monitoring and sampling of declares facilities for chemicals which are regulated hqut not prohibited are germane only if they indicate diversion to
CW production pathways. Unless a plant that produces legitimate precursors is also used to produce illicit chemicals, the ability to perform a
comprehensive audit trail as a means of monitoring the distribution
network for key precursors may be the major benefit of routine OSI.
Additionally, the symbolic benefit noted earlier could demonstrate that
portions of a possible CW production network are under strict international surveillance. Unfortunately, it would be difficult to determine
whether the confidence engendered by such surveillance would be truly
merited.
Batch, Continuous, and Multi-Purpose Plants
Industry has expressed reservations about the ability to verify
nonproduction and nondiversion in batch process plants where a
number of different products can be produced as well as about the
measurement of capacity in plants or different types--continuous,
batch, dedicated, and multi-purpose. Industry may also be concerned
about the broadening of the universe of facilities subject to CWC jurisdiction to include multi-purpose facilities that have the 'potential" to
produce treaty-related substances. If "potential" production facilities
are included in the treaty, threshold quantities could be large enough to
eliminate the many batch process specialty manufacturers who might
be capable of producing only small quantities of material.
We agree that a strict verification reginme might be needed to deter
the conversion o( such plants to the production )f treaty-limited meserials, but cannot assess the incremental improvement associated with
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such a regime.

We must remark, however, that a comprehensive

approach that greatly broadened the universe of potentially affected
facilities and firms could easily become unwieldy in practice. Such
facilities, many of them small, could be most suitable for challenge
inspection rather than routine procedures, perhaps along the lines of
including these sites on an eligibility list for sume form of short notice
inspection.

MASS BALANCE AS AN AUDITING TOOL
As we indicated in our earlier review of 1AEA safeguards, mass balances and material accounting are the basis of the verification system
for nuclear material. No practical analogy exists for chemicals. There
is little evidence that chemical mass babnc as a means of detecting
diversion and clarifying anomalies are sufficiently precise in practice to
be useful in the verification of CWC reports submitted by chemical
facilities. The National Research Council is investigating the practical
value of mass balances to e3timate the cnwironmental release of substances regulated under the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). Mass balances are excluded from SARA until their
efficacy has been determined. The chemical industry is, moreover,
quite skeptical of its ability to gather sufficiently precise rr. -a balance
data to detect the diversion of precursois in quantities of potential
miiitary significance, even in modern, well-instrumented, and controlled plants. Mass balance discrepancies of 5 to 10 percent, while
high, can occur, arnd such discrepancies when integrated over a long
period of time can lead to uncertainty levels that are of possible m-iitary significance.
Unfortunately, and despite the limitations on its ability to detect
anomalies, the mass balance approach is one of the few quantitative
toola that an inspector may employ that could be used to verify a paper
audit. Although the limits of mass balance methods need to be
evaluated, we believe that consultation with industry on this question
is important and that it is unreasonable for industry to be required to
obtain mass balance data beyond its standard operating practice.

WILL THE INDUSTRY OPPOSE RATIFICATION?
Although it is difficult to predict the course of ratification for a
treaty that is still being drafted, we cannot envision a recurrence of the
1925-1926 situation in which chemists and the chemical industry

vigorously opposed the Senate's ratification of the Geneva Protocol.
However, we expect that industry may raise a number of general points
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before and during the ratification process, independent of the final
terms of the convention. These points are:
That the U.S. system for implementing the treaty be in practice
no more intensive or intrusive than that of .ther signatories. If
the IAEA experience can be used as a guide, considerable
leeway may exist from country to country or even facility to
facility in the actual implementation of the treaty. If this is the
case, industry will need to be assured that the treaty will be
implemented in a nondiscriminatory manner, in the sense that
U.S. firms, both as a group and individually, will be treated
fairly.
That the additional burden of complying with CWC reports and
inspections 's proportionally more onerous for small firms than
for large ones, and a number of manufacturers, processors, and
brokers of treaty-related chemicals are smal) businesses. As we
suggested earlier, the government-industry dialogue concerning
the CWC is dominated by large chemical firms, the small firms
having neither the resources (money, time, and staff) nor the
information to engage in such dialogue. However, if an inspection were imminent, these firms would be statutorily compelled
to participate. Therefore, it would not be surprising if small
business were to request special, perhaps even compensatory
treatment, particularly with regard to the costs of complying
with routine or challenge inspection The setting of minimum
thresholds is an approach that could exempt firms with small
production capacity.
That the industry would seek safeguards against the loss of
proprietary data. Such safeguards might involve procedures
similar to or even stronger than those specified in the implementation rules for the U.S.-IAEA Agreement:
• Material which is deemed particularly sensitive would not be
submitted to the treaty secretariat but would be maintained
on the premises of the U.S. treaty agency for viewing by
international officials. Facility operators should be consuited during negotiations between the United States and
the treaty secretariat on the slection and carrying out of
inspections.
• U.S. government observers should accompany inspection
teams if requested by the plant operators.
* Provisions should exist for designating data as Confidential
Business Information in accord with standard government
procedures.

It
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Right to Approve Inspectors
A fundamental question that will need to be resolved during treaty
negotiations is whether nations or individual facilities will have the
right to .efuse to accept individual inspectors or entire classes of
inspectors, as exists under IAEA safeguards (see App. E). We suggest
that both government and industry evaluate the merits of veto rights
on individual and classes of inspectors. International agencies have
limited enforcement powers to deal with conflicts of interest and security violations and the possibility exists of CWC inspectors or other
international staff members ushig their positions to engage in industrial espionage.
The precise qualifications for and training of inspectors remain to be
worked out. If the CWC is to be effectively verified, inspectors and
officials v'ho are familiar with Schedules II and Ill chemicals should
have general experience with the requisite chemical process technology
at both theoretical and practical levels. The sov'-e of such candidates
would be the chemical industry itself, and presumably plant operating
staff would form the pool of individuals from which the inspectors
would be drawn. These positions should not provide entry level jobs
for recent university-trained chemical engineers Mince considerable
experience in plant operations will be needed. Also, former military
chemical officers would possess qualifications suitable for Schedule I
chemicals.
Depending on the personnel retention policies and turnover rates of
the international CWC secretariat, inspectors may maintain informal
but strong ties with firms in their native countrics. The risk of industrial espionage under the guise of treaty verification might make these
inspectors unacceptable to certain nations and facilities. There may be
reluctance to hire inspectors who are "too" highly qualified for fear of
industrial or other espionage, but there should also be a reluctance to
hire personnel with little plant experience. From the IAEA experience,
it seema that the increaaing bureaucratization of the inspection process
may minimize the likelihood of confrotation but could also weaken
the effectiveness of verification.
From the viewpoint of balancing verification effectiveness and
intrusiveness, a veto right on insp.ictors could markedly weaken the
effectiveness of verification. It is plausible to believe that an objective
and perhaps even adversarial inspection team is more likely to provide
effective verification than is an "approved" inspection team. This issue
does not arise in a bilateral treaty like the INF, w.,cre an adversarial
relationship ir expected between the two sides. One intriguing possibility is an inspection regime that includes both bilateral and multilateral
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elements, i.e., a subsidiary agreement between the United States and
USSR or the Pact and NATO, as well as a main multilateral component. An architecture for this type of verification regime is being
consider*d as part of a related RAND study on challenge OSI.
We believe the IAEA Safeguards program has continued to function
because of the confidential and highly diplomatic manner in which the
agency conducts its activities and the emphasis, in practice, on
cooperating with and even acceding to the wishes of the host country.
The IAEA's statute and its agreement with individual signatories permit it, in theory, to be far more intrusive and confrontational than it
chooses to be in practice. Certainly the IAEA seeks no largec investigative role. Since there has never been a systematic and open evaluation of IAEA effectiveness, we in not able to judge the effectiveness of
this approach in preventing the diversion of nuclear material to illicit
uses, or even as a builder of confidence. Although IAEA is not a suitable paradigm for CWC enforcement, there are important lessons to be
learned from IAEA's history and its relationships with NPT signatories.
Legislative vs. Administrative Ar'roach
The chemical industry, both individual firms and as an entity, is too
experienced and skilled in regulatory matters to permit OSI or new
reporting burdens to be imposed without careful review by its legal
counsel and consultants. Therefore, any implementation program that
omits legal steps could be subject to challenge, injunction, and delay, to
the embarrassment of the United States. In the INF case, only the
DoD and its contractors are involved, and only declared sites can be
inspected. Accordingly, we believe that new authorizing legislation,
rather than the amendment of existing regulations, will be needed to
implement the chemical treaty. Thus both Houses of Congress are
likely to be involved. During the ratification of the U.S.-IAEA Safe.
guards agreement, the Carter administration had either option, but
chose the purely administrative path of amending the NRC regulations
that stem from the original 1954 AEC authorization. Had the IAEA
agreement been implemented using the legislative approach requested
by Senator McClure, much greater congressional involvement in the
entire domestic Safeguards program would have ensued as well as a
potentially contuntious review of the Carter administration's nuclear
nonproliferation policy.
The need for new legislation is discussed in a provocative article by
Tanzman (1988), who examines the constitutional questions arising
from an interpretation of the U.S. Draft's provisions for special or ad
hoc OS as implying tho necessity for warrantless searches of private
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commercial facilities in the United States by foreign inspectors. Tanzman judges that routine systematic inspections of declared facilities
involved in CW-related activities raise no serious Fourth Amendment
issues. He speculates that "anywhere, anytime" challenge OSI may
pose legal issues that, if not resolved in a tims.ly manner, could place
the government at risk of agreeing to a treaty whose provisions could
be successfully enjoined by operators of pri-ate facilities. In addition
to proposing that "anywhere, anytime" OSI be eliminated in favor of
remote monitoring, Tanzman suggests several legal approaches that
might permit warrantless searches: (a) the possibility that the Fourth
Amendment warrant requirement does not apply to searches involving
foreign affairs, an issue not yet considered by the Supreme Court, (b)
the possibility that undeclared private facilities subject to challenge
OSI are considered to be "pervasively regulated," and that the facilities
are part of an industry, such as mining, in which the industry "consents" to warrantless inspections as a regulatory cost of doing business,
or (c) a full-fledged congressional effort to develop a federal statute
"intended to mit'gate constitutional conflict between the Fourth
Amendment and on-site arms control inspections" by limiting the
availability of injunctions to prevent treaty-related inspections. It
indemnification then became the only available remedy, the government could simply "buy itself out" of a potentially embarrassing situation. Without judging the merits of Tanzman's arguments, we believe
that an approach modeled after the OSHA ex parte warrant procedure
developed in response to objections raised by the Supreme Court in
Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc.5 would be consistent with the objectives of
article X and article XI of the U.S. draft treaty. The U.S. Draft Convention is not yet written in formal treaty language, and further, it
does not speci.y a warrantless inspection. Thus the OSHA approach
would satisfy both the letter and spirit of the U.S. proposal. If the
OSHA procedure were to be employed, a special federal magistrate,
possibly on call, would be notified when an international inspection
team announces its plans to inspect a private facility. The magistrate
would then quickly review the request without notifying site operators,
to verify that appropriate procedures in accord with federal law, the
ratified treaty, and its protocols have been followed. This approach
seems to be an effective way to proceed, initially, either in lieu of a
warrantless procedure, or until legislative support is developed for war6
rantless searches for arms control verification.
'Mair'ad v. iarow's, Inc.. 436 U.S. 307(1918).
*Eah signatory womWd develop proceduem that a. consistent with its own con•titu.
tional tradition. The procedure described here applies only to the United States.
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A new or existing institution or agency needs to be authorized and
funded to implemeitt the treaty. This agency should be charged with
responsibility for U.S. firm compliance with the treaty similar to
NRC's role in the nuclear industry's complying with the U.S.-IAEA
Safeguards agreement. As we discuss below, the newly formed On-site
Inspection Agency's mission could be extended to include CWC implementation. Further, the relationships and responsibilities need to be
clarified among the various agencies with interests in CW arms control.
Once an agency is authorized to implement the terms of the treaty, the
powers of the agency delineated, and the enforcement provisions specified, the agency will prepare a set of administrative regulations using
the traditional methods of publication in the Federal Register, solicitation of responses, publication of the final role, and ultimately, the
codification of regulations in the Code of Pd.ral Regulations. After
these regulatory steps have taken place, the agency will coordinate all
U.S. activities that are necessary to comply with the terms of the CWC
including the collection of required data, submission of reports to the
international secretariat, and negotiations with the International CWC
Organization concerning inspections in U.S. government and private
facilities. In essence, the agency would serve as a buffer between
private U.S. firms and the international CWC Organization. The
agency would of course be involved in all the other aspects of the CWC
that bear on the national security sector, the declaration, inspection,
and destruction of CW-related military facilities.
A BILATERAL AGREEMENT
It is possible that U.S. participation in a multilateral CWC will be
preceded by a bilateral agreement with the Soviets using a memorandum of understanding (MOU). This instrument is expected to require
a domestic system for reporting, and for implementing OSI of both
mil.tary and commercial facilities. If the MOU were signed by the executive authority, it would then constitute an executive agreement and
would fall under the Case-Zablocki Act, which requires that the text be
transmitted to Congress within 60 days. If no prior authorization
existed, Congress would then need to authorize a new or existing
agency to implem~ent the terms of the agreement and appropriate funds
for its functioning. The On-SitA Inspection Agency (OSIA) could,
depending on the terms of its authorization, implement the terms of
the MOUs well as the CW treaty.

t
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The On-Site Inspection Agency as a Candidate for CWC
Implementation
The agency that seems to be the most suitable candidate for CWC
domestic implementation responsibility is the newly formed OSIA.
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition is responsible for
ensuring DoD compliance with arms control agreements. The OSIA
was established within Acquisition as part of the implementation
machinery required for U.S. compliance with the INF treaty. The mission of the OSIA is to recruit, equip, and manage U.S. teams inspecting
treaty-related facilities in the USSR and Eastern Europe and to coordinate all activities associated with the conduct of inspections by the
Soviet Union on U.S. territory or at U.S. controlled facilities in
Europe. The total costs for implementing the INF treaty, including
the transportation and destruction of treaty-limited items are not
known precisely but are probably in the hundred million dollar per
annum range, for fiscal year 1988 and 1989. The actual OSIA portion
of these costs were $20 million in 1988 (due to a late start) and are
estimated to be $50 million in 1989. We note that salaries for military
personnel may not be reflected in these cost estimates.
The OSIA director is drawn from the Defense Department and its
associate directors are from ACDA, State Department, and FBI. The
agency is required to coordinate with all interested executive departments and agencies. The OSIA was initiated by executive action
rather than by legislative authorization. 7'o classified documents-a
Defense Department Directive and a National Security Decision Directive (NSDD 296)-provided the initial basis for the formation of the
agency, and OSIA's startup costs were obtained by inter-agency
transfer of funds. Senttor Jesse Helms (RNC), an outspoken critic of
the INF and ranking minority member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, raised a number of questions pertaining to the legitimacy
of OSIA's existence and funding in the absence of specific congressional authorization and appropriations. It is likely that an attempt at
legislative authorization of OSIA at the time of its inception could have
led to more entensive congressional oversight over the formation and
organization of the agency.
Given that OSIA already has responsibility for coordinating U.S.
activities associated with INF on-site inspections in the United States
and abroad and possesses both experience and an infrastructure for
implementing arms cantrol inspection, it seems to be the most suitable agency to implement other future arm control agreements,
including START as well as the CWC. The CWC role will require a
considerable ability to acquire data from government agencies and
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private firms, organize the data for submission to the CWC secretariat,
negotiate with the secretariat regarding on-site inspections in the
United States, assist U.S. firms in complying with treaty requirements,
and escort CWC international inspectors as they visit both declared
and undeclared U.S. facilities. In addition, the agency should coordinate with the Services and other DoD agencies regarding the various
U.S. declarations of CW-related activities, sites, and chemicals required
for treaty compliance, coordinate baseline and closeout inspections of
military facilities in a manner similar to its role in INF, and escort
international teams during systematic inspections before, during, and
after the destruction of items prohibited by the treaty.
Our recommendations are tentative regarding OSIA's role in training
inspectors for participation in the international secretariat. Since the
OSIA generally would not perform inspections abroad unless they are
part of a special bilateral agreement, as for example might result from
an MOU between the United State%and the Soviet Union, the agency
may not possess any special ability to -elect or train inspectors for participation in the international secretariat.
It may be useful, however, for U.S. inspectors applying for positions
with the international secretariat to be drawn from OSIA staff who
have been involved in the domestic implementetion program. The converse is also true. Former treaty inspectors would be excellent candidates for a small U.S. treaty implementation team that would be
housed within the OSIA.
Small Independent Team
To aspire that reporting requirrments are properly met, we suggest
that a small dedicated organization of highly specialized experts be
formed, composed in part of technical staff familiar with the classes of
chemicals listed in the Rolling Text. Such experts might be drawn from
the pool of former chemical officers and chemical plant operating staff
who have both theoretical and practical experience in plant operation, as
well as persons who have served in the international secretariat. It is
important that the team not develop a regulatory style, but view its principal responsibility as enabling the United States to comply with the
terms of the CWC by gathering, processing, and transmitting the required
data, fatilitating and observing inspections, and generally acting as a
technical conduit between the international secretariat and U.S. facilities. The team should be encouraged to interact with industry in the
gathering of information for processing into treaty required form and
transmtting in accordance with treaty requirements.

__________________________
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To blunt or avoid potential legal challenges of OSI of chemical
plants, the OSIA or other agency responsible for implementing CWC
should be formally authorized by Congress before the first set of U.S.
inspections. If the first CWC inspections of private facilities are coordineted in advance with facilities' operators, the likelihood of legal
challenge is small, and the requirement for prior congressional authorization becomes less urgent. Over time, sach an authorization would be
essential to minimize delays that might be cont.ary to U.S. interests.
ROLE OF THE EPA
From discussions with a number of chemical industry executives, we
are led to the following remarks regarding the role of the Environmental Protection Agency or other domestic regulatory agencies in the
treaty:
Industry should be assured that data gathered for the purpose of
treaty compliance should not be made available without judicial review
to other domestic regulatory agencies such as EPA and OSHA. It
should also be stressed that the U.S. agency responsibly for implementation is not a regulatory agency in the %.iual sense since the treaty's
objectives fall outside of the domestic regulatory rubric. The agency's
role will be to gather information, process it, and ultimately transmit it
via the U.S. Mission to the CWC secretariat. Insofar as Schedule II
and Schedule III chemicals are concerned, the agency will assist U.S.
firms that are subject to routine chllenge inspections, and will assure
compliance in an efficient cost-effective way.
The statutory mechanisms for collecting data pertaining to the
chemical industry are not suitable for preparing the reports and
declarations required by the CWC. The reporting and data collection
system operating under TSCA, FIFRA, SARA, and other statutes is
too fragmented, incomplete, and fraught wvith potential errors to be
reliable. Although some of the data needed for treaty compliance are
collected incidently for other purposes, the data are not organized in a
way which permits appropriate linkage and accessibility, and quality
control of regulatory data is a traditional concern.
Although EPA databases may be used for order of magnitude estimation, we believe that new rather than existing datta should be used.
Th;s would domonstrato that the treaty reporting requirements are distinct from traditional regulatory procedures. Otherwise. the cheraical
industry's occasional adversarial relationship -ith EPA and the spot.y
record of industry-EPA cooperation has the potentiai to damage the
domestic implementation program from the start.
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We have found that industry representatives often espouse the notion
that virtually all treaty compliance data required from private facilities
are contained within EPA or other regulatory databases. These same
representatives also recognize the limitations of the databases and the
enormous problems in using existing data reports to gather treaty compliance data. The highly specialized nature of treaty-related chemicals, and
the fact that many are not widely manufactured. processed, or sold in
commerce, make it unlikely that there would be a great deal of redundancy in reporting. Our own experience in using existing databases to
explore specific regulatory niches and data for a number of Schedule II
chemicals suggests that the risk of redundancy is less than the benefits of
using a highly focused information gathering approach that concentrates
on the precise firms, facilities, chemicals, and other data that are

required.

*
*

This information, we strongly believe, should be gathered through the
use of highly specific (and restricted) reporting forms that request only
those data that are mandated in the L-eaty. The chemical industry
vigorously opposes the idea of comprehensive reporting rules and forms
such as the Comprehensive Assessment Information Rule (CAIR). We
are convinced that any attempt to gather more and different types of data
than are strictly necessary would promote an unnecessary and ultimately
counterproductive adversarial relation between industry and the U.S.
implementation team. Members of the team would also engage in the
(inevitable) negoti-tions between the United States and the International
Treaty Agency. We recommend that plant operators be encouraged to
p!ay an advisory role in these negotiations, similar to the role played by
nuclear facility operators in preparing facilities attachments to define
JABA safeguards activities for a specific plant.
CONCLUSIONS
As of July 1989, there is considerable interest in controlling the
international spread of chemical weapons. Revelations about the complicity of U.S., Japanese, German, Indian, and West European firms in
assisting Libya, Iran, and Iraq to acquire CW have heightened awareness of the proliferation issue. Whether such awareness translates into
accelerating the CWC negotiating process to achieve a comprehensive
ban and, ultimately, a world without chemical weapons remains to be
seen. Furthermore, the relationship between unilateral, bilateral, multilateral, and international CW nonproliferation regimes and the CWC
has not been defined. Despite uncertainties on the precise nature of
the reporting and verification provisions of the CWC that will evolve
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during the negotiating process, our findings generally support the judgment that a feasibie domestic system can be developed to comply with
the termb of the treaty. The cost-effectiveness and feasibility of such a
system will improve if attention is paid to the points we have raised.
The development of an effective program to achieve the goals of the
U.S. Draft and the Rolling Text will be a difficult and complex process,
but one that does not face insurmountablk obstacles. There are no
major legal barriers, we judge, to the establishment of an OSI system,
provided that the system is in compliance with pertinent U.S. statutes.
The role of short-notice challenge OSI of undeclared sites is undergoing considerable debate within the government and elsewhere and it is
likely that some form of short-notice or challenge OSI of virtually all
"relevant" facilities will be included in the final draft. Industry seems
to support the idea of challenge OSI and perhaps ad hoc OSI as a substitute for routine inspections. From the perspective of effective verification, it seems desirable that the chemical industry and its facilities
be subject to systematic and/or challenge OS, tb,: reporting requirements to verify the nondiversion of materials and technology to illicit
use be enforced, that rigorous export controls be applied, and that the
international distribution system for chemicals be monitored.
If the chemical industty continues to play an important role i, the

coordinating proer 3 and its counsel is reflected in the U.&. position, if

executives of small and large firms are made aware of the ramifications of
the treaty, and if the special problems and needs of smaller firms are considered, then no major roadblocks in the formulation and acceptance of a
domestic implementation system are expected. This could change if
treaty negotiators try to broaden the range of activities encompaseed by
the treaty to include the thousands of small batch-process specialty
manufacturers who are capable of, but do not prodace, treaty-related
materials, or if the domestic implementation procedures are perceived as
yet another layer of burdensome federal regulation.
From the perspective of U.S. industry, growing sensitivity to the spectre of poison gas has convinced many that the character of any eventual
CW treaty should stand or fall on its humanitarian merits and not on the
burdens it may impose on industry. These burdens, industry contends,
should be commensurs*e with the humanitarian, political, and national
security benefits of the treaty's verification provisions. Moreover, as
industry assumes an even more prominent advisory role in the negotiating process, it is reemphasized that the U.S. goal is Leaty implementation
that balances effectiveness, equity, and efficiency. To achieve this goal, it
may be necessary to implement provisions that could be onerous,
intrusive, or even unwieldy in the United Statec. Nevertheless, these provisions could still deter cheating in an international context. In this way
they would serve the national interest.

ii

Appendix A
IDENTIFICATION OF CW TREATY CHEMICALS

This appendix presents information on the chemicals specified under
the CW draft treaty. We first describe and list these chemicals and
then examine the routine reporting and inspection requirements on
each party to the treaty.
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Table A.1
SCHEDULE A CHEMICALS AND ROLLING TEXT COUN-1ERPART 5
Rolling Textb

U.S. Draft Treaty
Ethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoet'hy1
me~.hylphosphonothioate (VX)
Ethyl N, N-dimethylphoephoramidocysnidate
(Trabun)
Iso-propyl methylphcsphonofluoridate
(Sarin)
1,2,2-trimethylpropyl methylphosphonofluridate (Somaii)
Bis (2-chloroethyl) sulfide
(Mustaod gas)

0-alkyl alkylphospbonofluoridates
e~g., Sarin
Saman
0-l"y NN-dialkylphosphorAmidocyanidlatea

e.g.,Tabun
0-alkyl S-2-diakylaminoothyklhosphonothiolatea
e~g., %VX
Sulfw mustards
egMustardl gas

3-qunucidinl
bsamite BZ)Sesquiuus'.ard
0-mustard
Saxiozn
Lewisites

3,3-dlmet)!yibutanol-2 (pinseolyl
aicoboi)

L~ewisits I
Leowisite, 2
Lewisite 3

Methyiphoepbonvi .llfluoride
Nitrogen mustards
HN1

HN2
HN3
3-quinuclidinyl benzilate (BZ)
Alkyiphosphonyldifluoridee

egDF

Ethyl 0-2-azaaopropylaminnoethyl
alkylphoephonites
egQL

Phm others tobe discussed
futhr.

SOURCES: U.S. Draft Treaty (CDAWO); Rolling Text (CD/874'.
tm
Calledl Sdiedule 1 in CD'/874.

*
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Table A.2
SCHEDULE B CHEMICALS AND ROLLING
TEXT COUNTERPARTs
U.S. Draft Treaty

Rolling Text

Carbonyl chloride
(phosgene)

Phosgene

Cyanogen chloride

Cyanogen chloride

Hydrogen cy&nide

Hydrogen cyanide

Phosphorus oxychloride

Phosphorus oxychloride

Phosphorus trichloride

Phosphorus trichloride

Trichloronitromethane

Trichloronitromethane

(chloropicrin)

Thiodiglycol

(chloropicrin)

Bracketed in Schedule 2
Di- and trimethyl/ethyl esters
of phosphorus P(Il})acid
Trimethyl phosphite
Triethyl phosphite
Dimethyl phosphite
Diethyl phosphite
Sulfur monochloride
Sulfur dichloride

SOURCES: U.S. Draft Treaty (CD/500); Rolling
Text (CD/874).
aCalled Schdjule 3 in CD/874.

An impo-tant feature of the draft treaty in a few cases and the Rolling Text in a number of cases is that some of the chemicals are listed
generically. As we shall see in App. B, this lack of specificity presents
a problem for identifying producers or users of the chemicals. It "3the
U.S. position that Saxitoxin, a substance also covered by the Biological
Weapons Convention, and other toxins should fall under the CWC.
This has not yet been adopted by the working group that prepares the
Rolling Text. We note that the Rolling Text includes CAS numbers
for each of the specific chemicals listed.
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Table A.3
SCHEDULE C CHEMICALS AND ROLLING TEXT COUNTERPART'
Rolling Textb

UT.S. Draft Treaty
Chemicals containing the
P-methyl, P-ethyl, or
P-projyl bond

Chemicals containing cue
P-methyl, P-ethyl, or
P-propyl (normal or iso) bond

Methyl and/or ethyl esters
of phosphorous acid
3a3-dimethyl butanol-2
(pinscolyl alcohol)
N,N-disubetitutsd-O-arnino
ethanol$

N,N-diisopropylsminoeliiane-2-ol

NN-disubatituted-s-arnino
ethane thiols

NN-diisopropylarwinoethazw-2-thiol

N,N-disubetituted-0-aminoethyl
ethy! halides

NN-diisopropylaminoethyl-2chlorida

Pbenyl-. alkyl- ve cycloelkylsubstituted glycolic acid.

2,2-diphenyt-2-hydrozyacetc acid
and its esters

3- or 4-hydroiyiperidine and
thei derivatives

Quinuclidin-3-ol
Arsenic trichloride
N,N-diakylphosphommzidic
dihali&4
Dif

..,i N.N-diakylphtoephoramidatse

Plus others to be discussed further
(including Thiodiglycol).
SOURCES: U.S. Draft Treaty (CD/5W); Rolling Text (CD/874).
'Called Schecb".e 2 in CD/874.

Appendix B
PRODUCERS OF CW TREATY CHEMICALS

Appendix A described the routine inspection and reporti-q requirements for the three groups of treaty chemicals. Schedule A and C
chemica!s are to be subject both to routin inspection and to routine
reporting. Schedule B chemical are to be wbu-ct to routine reporting.
In this appendix, we examine the reporting requirements that affect all
three groups. In particular, in each cam, under both the U.S. draft
treaty and the Rolling Text, the location of all production facilities is

required.
As discussed in the main text, the United States has two options for
implementing the treaty requirements. The first is to establish a new
entity to collect data ,pecificaly related to treaty requirements. Th7
second is to use existing regulatory statutm and other publicly available data to satisfy the treaty requirements. The main text draws
ulon the available data given here in considering the second option, an
exercise that illustrate, the difficulty of relying solely on information
from existing sources. Although, in principle, it might be possible to
use only existing sources, in practice, there ar significant barriers.
IDENTITY OF PRODUCERS
Table B.1 lists the Schedule C chemical producers as identified in
various soarce. For certain chemicals in the U.S. draft treaty or the
Rolling Text, no producers were identified and they are not included in
the table. Table B.2 specifies the producers--again from a variety of
sources--of the generic chemical clas in Schedule C--m chemicals containing the P-methyl, P-ethyl, or P-propyl bond" This table also
includes several chemicals with other types of P-carbon bonds for completenes. Table B.3 lists the producers of Schedule B chemicals a
given by the sources. We exclude producers of Schedul, A chemicals
because the agents have not been produced in the United States for
nearly two decades.
The notable feature of Tables B.l through B.3 is that the sources do
no. agree well on the identity of producm. Certain of the producers
are known as "custom houses" and buyeer guides list them not necessrily because they produce the indicated chemical, but because they
'1
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Table B.1
SCHEDULE C CHEMICALS: PRODUCERS
Chemical
Arsenic trichloride

Sources

Producer/Supplier
Alfa Product, Morton
Thiokol, Inc.
Atoamric Chemicals Corp.

CW
CW

Cerc, Inc.

CW, ACS

Groat Western Inorgnics,
Inc.

CW, OPD, ACS

Metaispecialies, Inc.

CW

Noash Chmicai Division, Noah
Izdustrial Corp.
Sharpa Chemicals Co.
United Mineral & Chemical
Corp.

CW
CW, OPD
CW. OPD

3,3-Dimvthyl-2-butanol

Chemical Dynamics Corp.

OPD

S-zinuclidinol

Aldrick Chemical Co.

OPD

4-Hydrozxyiperidine

Chemical Dynamics Corp.

OPt)

"Designatiors an, m follovw CW-Chlemicl Week Buyer's Guide.
ACS-American Chemical Society Ciwmcyoped~ia OPD-Chemncal Marketi
Reportvr Buyer'. Guide; lT•--laernegionat
?*
,oo
Rwi sywrew Orvvuc ckemboalh

could produce or supply the chemical if a buyer were interested. In
addition, some firms may act as suppliers without actually producing
tLe chemicals they market.
Anotlber notable feature-of Table B.2 in particular-is that generic
identification of chemicals makes it difficult to associate a complete list
of chemicals with their producers. A chemist familiar with the structurme must, by trial and etror,1 find the chemicals in the producer

IMPUCATIONS FOR CW TREATY
The chemicals in Tables B.2 and B.3 are subject to routine reporting
requirements under both the 'U.S. draft treaty and the Rolling Text;
the chemicals ii, Table B.2 are subject to routine inspectioo. The fact
that tho different sources do not agree even on producer identity

"Ien rM..lss emihab by 9o ase, w

the buW*

mids smeeailly He them byI

Table B.2
SCHEDULE C CHEMICALS WITH C-P BOND: PRODUCERS
Chemical
P-methid bond
Dimethyl methyiphoephonate

Producer/SupplierSore
Albight & Wilson

CW, OPD,
ACS, ITC

Ails Products. Morton
Thiokol, Inc.

CW

Me0thylphoephonothioic
dichloride

American Hoechst Corp.
Ethyl Corp.

OPD
OPD. ACS

Mothylpboephowic dichioride

American Hoechst Corp.
Ethy Cor.

OPD
OPD, ACS

Methyiphosphonoue
dichloride

Ethyl Corp.
Strem Ctiemicals. Inc.

OPD
ACS

Muchylphosphoric acid

Alfa Products

OPD

Ethyl Corp.

OPD. ACS

0-sthvl-S-phiinylethylphosphonodithioste

Stsuffer Chemical

ITC

2-(chiosurthyl) phoephonic
acid

Union Carbide

I'm

Bis (2-cbloroothyl)-2chlofoothylpbosphonate

Alberightt & Wile3n

I'm

Monsanto

ITC

N-(pboophononathyl) glyciiw.
asopiopyllimine sait
N-(phosphonotoothyl) glycine,
sodium eusqi salt

Monsanto

ITC

Monsanto

ITC

Ethyl carbamoylphoephonate,
ammonium "ilt

E. 1.DuPont do
Nemours

ITC

3-(diaethozyphnaphinylozy)N. N-dimediyl-cis-craotonmide

Shenl Oil CO.

InC

P-ethyi bonid
Ethylphospbonothiomc
dichlorkide

wbo-a bond)
N. N-bis (phoopbonoierthyl)
glycine

chhv

"Deesigrnations am, as follows: CW-Chwmkca Wtk Buyers Guide OPD-Chemical
Mforhrtu'V Repoetrer Buyer's Guide; ACS-Anr-cav ChemkWa Society Cherncyclopedia;
fl'-lnturewnal Trate Commission Reporter.
lbqnot be included in treaty catspwiee.

k4

Table B.3
SCHEDULE B CHEMICALS: PRODUCERS
Chemical

Sourcea

Producer/Supplier

Phosphorus oxychloride

Albright & W.lson, Inc.
Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.
American Hoechst Corp.
J. T. Baker Chemical Co.
Captree Chemical Co.
Cerac, Inc.
D&O Chemicals, Inc.
F'MC Corp.
J. F. Henry Chemical Co., Inc.
Monsanto Co.
Noah Chemical Division
J. C. Schumacher Co.
Solkatrnic Chemicals, Inc.
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Synthatron
Transene Co.. Inc.
Joseph Turner & Co.

OPD, CW, ACS
OPD, CW
OPD
ACS
CW
CW, ACS
OPD, CW
OPD, CW, ACS
UPD
OPD, CW, ACS
CW
CW, ACS
CW
OPD
ACS
CW
OPD

Phosphorus trichloride

Albright & Wilson, Inc.
Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.
Alfa Products, Morton
Thiokol, Inc.
American Hoechst Corp.
Atomeri Chemicals Corp.
C•m., Inc.
D&O Chemicals. Inc.
FMC Corporation
J. F. Henry Chemical Co., Inc.
Metlspecialtiei, Inc.
Monsanto Chemical Co.
Noah Chemical Division
J. C. Schumacher Co.
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Transene Co., Inc.
Joseph Turner & Co.

OPD, CW, ACS
CW

Phosgene

Alphagaz. a division of
Liquid Air Corp.
BASP Wyandotte
Dow Chemical USA
E.L . DuPont de Nemours
Eaet
General Electric
MathMeon Gas Products
Moby Chemical Co.

Co.

CW
OPD
CW
ACS
OPD. CW
OPD, CW, ACS
OPD
CW, ACS
OPD, CW. ACS
CW
CW, ACS
OPD. CW
CW
OPD
CW
CMR
CW, CMR
ITC
CMR
CMR
OPD. ACS
ITC, CMR

Table B.3-continued
Chemical

Sourcea

Producer/Supplier

Olin Corp.
ITC, CMR
ry•sz. Inc. (subsidiary of Easex) OPD
PPG Industries, Inc.
OPD, ACS, ITC, CMR
Rubicon, Inc.
ITC, CMR
Stauffer
CMR
Union Carbide Corp.
OPD, CW, ACS, ITC
Upjohn Co. and Polymer
Chamiral Division
ITC, CMR
Van do Mark Chemical Co., Inc.
OPD, CW, ITC, CMR
Cyanopn chloride

Atomergic Chemical Corp.
Sollatronic Chemicals. Inc.
Synthatron Corp.

CW
CW
ACS

Hydrogen cyanide

Ciba-Geigy
Cyanamic
Dquegu
Corp.
Dow
K L DuPont de Nemours & Co.
Fumico
Monsanto
Rohm and Hass
Sohio CL*mical Co.
Standard Oil Co.

CMR
CMR
OPD, CW. CMR
CMR
OPD, CW, ACS, CMR
ACS
CMR
CMR
ACS
CW

Chloropicrin

Great Lake. Chemical Corp.
ICC Industrife
LCP Chemicala & Plastics. Inc.
Niklor Chemical Co.. Inc.
Roichhold ChemIkab, Inc.

OPD, CW
ACS
CW
OPD, CW, ACS
OPD

Diethyl phoqphit.

Fro Chemical, Inc.
Stauffer Chemical Co.

OPD
OPD

Dimethyl phoephite

Nio Chemical, Inc.

OPD

Triethyl phosphite

Albright & Wilson
Alfa Products, Morton
Thiokol, Inc.
Fil, Cuhemicil, Inc.
Stauffer, Product Intermdiates
Staufftr Chemical Co.

CW. OPD, ITC

Tnhmethy phoephite

t

Ir

Albrght & Wilson
Alfa Products, Morton
Thiokol Inc.
Fibo Chemical, Inc.
Int•rchsm Corp.

CW
OPD
CW
CW, OPD, ITC

4

CW, OPD, ITC
CW
OPD
OPD

I
!

,

T able

B,3--2:ntinued
Sourcea

Producer/Supplier

chemical

Suh-Cr monochloride

Sumlur dchloride

Stauffer, Product Inter.ediates
Stauffer Chemical Co.

CW
CW

Aldrich Chemical ro., Inc.
Alfa Products, Morton

OPD

TCiokol Inc.
GFS Chemical
Occidental Chemical Corp.
Stauffr Chemical Co.

CW
OPD
CW, OPD, ACS
CW, OPD

Ao
Mto
Crn
Chemical Co.
Crucibce Chemical Co., Inc.
Dow Chemical
Phillips Chemical Co.
Witco Corp.; Argue Di.
Morton Thiokl
M&T Chemicals Inc.

CW, ACS
OPD
COW
ITC
OPD, ACS, ITC
P
CW
ACS
u
IrTC

Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc.
AN*a Prdcs Morton
T'hioktol, Inc,
Occidental Chemical Co.
Stauffer Chemical Co.

OPD
CW
CW, OPD, ACS
CW, OPD

•a~eitiona are n follow&- CMR--Chemicat Mar•w .Reporter Profiles; CWChex
Week Buywr's Gumde, OPD-Chemico Marlwtuv• Reporter Buyer's Guide,
ACS.--,merican Chenucol Society Chenycp
"ca
ITC-Iatertaio 7"rode Commaso Rpor, Synthettic Organic Chemob.
"Cale Phillips 66 Co. in ACS and Phillipe Petroleum Co. in OPD and ITC.
OX indicates unidentified producer for purpoem of vmfidentiality.

suggests that implementation of treaty requirements using publicly
available data will pose problems. There appears to be no way to identify all producers and to be sure that the list is all-inclusive. Since the
United States is responsible for implementing the treaty requirements
within its territory, the government must know the identity of all pro-

ducers with certainty.
Without the help of the chemicals industry, the identity of producers

of treaty ch

ials cannot be determined accurately. Indeed, an orga-

nization like the Chemical Manufwa

mre Association (CMA) could

So
,
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help in this effort. Many of their members are producers, and
members producing a paticular chemical a likely to know of other

firmz doing so.
The first step in approaching the question of whether the treaty
implementation is possible with existing data is to identify the producers of the affected chemicals using publicly available information.
Data on processors and others who are associated with theme chemicals
could also be required. This appendix illustrates the complexity of
even this initial task. In App. C, we turn to the difficulties of satisfy-

ing other reporting requirements of the treaty.

I
i
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Appendix C
CASE STUDIES OF ROUTINE REPORTING

CHEMICALS

This appendix presents an analysis of the problems that arise in
using existing information and regulatory statutes to satisfy the treaty
requirements on reporting. We selected two chemicals listed in
Schedule B as case studies-phosgene (COC12 ) and hydrogen cyanide
(HCN). We chose them because they are commodity chemicals used
on a wide scale in a variety of commercial processes and because, of all
chemicals listed in the treaty, there are more publicly available data on
them than on others.
In what follows, we present information on production and use for
each chemical, then evaluate the quality of the data for satisfying
treaty reporting requirements. Finally, we comment on the general

inadequacy of existing sources.
PHOSGENE
Phosgene is a commodity chemical used primarily as an intermediate
in the production of other chemicals. In 1964, demand was reported at
1-586 billion pounds (CMR, 12/3/84).

Productiou amd Producers
Table C.1 shows the phosgene producers and their rated plant
capacity for 1984 and for 1977 as given in one source. In 1984, there
were 11 producers with 14 plants, whereas in 1977 there were 16 prodocegs with 18 plants. Between 1977 and 1984, capacity increased by
about 12 percent. Thes differenc6. emphasize the changes that can
occur in r -duction practices over a short period of time.
The producers in Table C.A asr from the Chemical Marketing
Reporter, a trade journal. In comparing the producers with the producers listed in Table B.3, we observe that the other publicly available
sources list Alphagasz, Matheson Gas Products, Orsynex, In.., and
Union Carbide' in addition to those given in Table C.I. We might
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Table C.1
PHOSGENE PRODUCERS AND CAPACITY:
CHEMICAL MARKETING REPORTER

Capamity
(Millions of Pounds
Annually)

Pro&fct

BS Wyandotte (Geisma, LA)

306

Dow (Fresport. TX)
Emu (Baltimoue, MD)
Gimeral Electric (Mount Vernon, IN)
Mobay (New Martinsvile, WV)
Moby (Baytown TX)
Olin(Lake Charles A)
PPG (Barberton OH)
PPG (LA Porte, TX)
SRuivcou (Geismar, LA)
Stauffer (St. Gabriel, LA)

146
10
126
24S
400
160
5
67
150
30

Upjohn (La Porte, TX)
Van Do Mark (Lockport. NY)
Tota

200
aI
1,974

(Millions of Pounds
ProdwsrAnnually)
Alld (Mo
s
WV)
96
NBAWI Wyandotte (Geimmar. LA)
56
Cheumetm (La Porte, TX)
67
Dow (Frepomt TX)
130
Dont (Despwater,, NJ)
135
General Electric (Mount Vernon, IN)
60
Jeffeaa (Port Neches, TX)
30
Minerec (Baltimore, MD)
8
Mubsy (New Martineville, WV)
250
Mobay, (Baytown. TX)
250
Olin (Ashtabula, OH)
50
Olin (lake Chaule•, LA)
120
PPG (Barberton. OH)
5
Stauffwr (Cold Creek, AL)
25
Story (Muskegon, MI)
10
Union Carbide (Institute, WV)
140
Upjohn (La Porte, TX)
200
Van Do Mark (Lockport, NY)
8
Total
1.766
sOURCS. Chwn".i MuEwiLa e.v, U3S/84. Za$M.
"Chemaca MarAbtirn Rhew (12/3/84) indicates that
Olin boa an idle facility at Mousdmvil. Wat Virgini and
that DuPont produces pboipa. at
. New Jersey.
b
pincuhad
phoeef Pode and
&Wamumed in ineapated

begyatepants
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uepect that the additional producers from Table B.3 are not simply
"custom houtes, producers who only produce the chemical for a special
order"; this is not the case, however, since one of the producers, Union
Carbide, is a very large multinational firm.
There are two regulatory statutes that allow EPA to collect information on chemical producers. As discussed in Sec. IV, under TSCA, producers of all chemicals in commerce 2 were identified as of 1977. A
range of production for each producer was indicated if the producer did
not claim confidentiality. Table C.2 shows the producers and the associated production ranges in the TSCA database.
Table C.2
PHOSGENE PRODUCERS AND PRODUCTION LEVEL TSCA
1977 Product;n Level
(0b)

Producers

j

Allied Chemical (Moundsville, WV)

Not listed

BASF Wyandotte (Geismar, LA)

50 to 130 million

ChPmetron CoiP. (La Ports, TX)

10 to 50 million

Dow Chemical (Reeor

50 to 100 million

TX)

DuPont (Deapwater. NJ)

10 to 50 million

General Electric (Mount Vernon. IN)

50 to 100 million

Mobay (New Martinsville, WV)

100,000 to I million

Mobsy (Baytown. TX)

10 to 50 million

Olin (Lake Charles, LA)

100 to 500 million

Olin (Ashtabula, OH)

10 to 50 million

PPG (Barberton, OH)

10 to 50 million

Rubkoa (Geismar, LA)

Not liated

Stauffer (BurAs, AL)

10 to 50 million

Stauffer (St. Gabriel, LA)

10 to 50 million

Story (North Muskegon, MI)

10,000 to 100.000

Union Carbide (institute. WV)

100 to 500 million

Upjohn (La Porte, TX)

Not listed

Van Do Mark (Lokport, NY)

I to 10 million

SOURCEL TSCA inventory database
Oir producer Is listed se omfidentisl.

Iumpkpdo

Include raioactove miabstaneas and poeticklm.
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There ar certain differeLces between Tables Cl where the Chemicat Marketing Reporter producers are listed and C.2 where the TSCA
inventory producers are listed. First, Table C.2 shows Allied,
Chemetron, Olin (Ashtabula, OH), Stauffer (Bucks, AL), Story, and
Union Carbide and the 1984 column of Table C.1 does not. Second,
the 1977 data of Table C.2 do show Allied, Chemetron, Olin, and
Union Carbide. Table C.1 for 1984 lists Essex, PPG (La Porte, TX),
and Stauffer (Cold Creek, LA) and Table C.1 does not. Third, the product-on ranges of Table C.2 show a 1977 production level which may
not be currently valid.
The available TSCA data reflect 1977 producers and production levels. Although the TSCA database on producers may be updated in the
future, the 1977 data are probably not useful for satisfying the treaty
requirements. The data from producers have been recently collected by
EPA and will be added to the database in the near future. According
to one EPA source, many more plants are claiming confidentiality than

in 1977. Thus, the data, although they will be more current, may be
missing a number of entries.
According to a Siurce in the Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances at EPA, phosgene is not itself used as a pesticide but is used as
an intermediate in the production of some 15 commercially important
insecticides. As such, it is not listed in the FIFRA database.
Production data on phosgene are given in the TSCA database only
in ranges and even these ranges are incomplete. The International
Trade Commission reports annual aggregate production levels, and for
1986 lists phosgene production as 514 million pounds. As mentioned
earlier, demand for phosgene was estimated at 1.6 billion pounds in

1984 by the Chemical Marketing Reporter. The discrepancy between
the ITC and CMR levels may &rise from the fact that the ITC reports
only phosgene produced and isolated, whereas the CMR reports total
demand. Thus, production in plants producing both phosgene and
phosgene products would not be included in the ITC figures.
Use Data
Table C.3 shows the end uees of phoqene according to the Chemical
Marketing Reporter. Most phosgene use-the first three categories plus
"other isocyanates,* and 'agricultural uses--repreeent intermediate
use. Thus, nearly all the phoegene produced each year is converted to
other chemicals.
Table C.4 lists the producers for 1984 of methylente bisphenylisocyanate (MDI) and toluene di-isocyanate (TDI), the major end uses of
phosgene. In comparing Table C.2, which lists the phoegene producers,

j___
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Table C.3
END USES OF PHOSGENE: 1984
Percen, go of Phoqsnea

Use
Toluene di-isocyanate (TDI)

52

MDI and polymeric ioyanates

35
6

Polycarbonate resin
Other isocyanatea, specialties,
apgicultural and miscellaneous uses

SOURCE Chemical Marketing Reporter, 12/3/84.
Do. wnot total to 100 percent.

Table C.4
TDI AND MDI PRODUCERS: 1984
Producer

Chemical Produced

BASF Wyandotte (Geikmar, LA)

TDI, MDI

Dow (Presport TX)

TDI

Mobay (Baytown, TX)

TDI, MDI

Mobay (New Martinsvil,

WV)

TDI, MDI

Oin (1ake Charles, LA)

TDI

Rubicon (Gisrmar, LA)

TDI, MDI

Upjohn (La Porte, TX)

MDI

SOURCES:

Chemical

Marketing

Reporter,

11/19.84, 11/26/84.

and Table C.4, which lists the TDI and MDI producers, we note tha
all the TDI and MDI producers also produce phosgene but not a]
phosgene producers produce TDI and MDI. We do not know whethe
the phoegne intermediate in these plants is isolated.
The applications of phoegene other than TDI or MDI are not well
defined. For instance, "other isocyanates," "specialties," "agriculture,'
and "miscellaneou" uses, involve a number of products and a numbs.
of chemicals. Without knowing tho apecific identities of the chemicals
producers could not be identified.

1:
I
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Exports and Imports
The Bureau of Censa's collects data on imports and exports of chemicals. Phosgene apparently falls into a "basketr category because it is
not listed separately. Such basket categolies give import or export lev.
els for a group of chemicals which are so classified because the trade
value is below a certain threshold or because there is only one producer. The Bureau of Census employee we contacted was unable to
identify which basket category phosgene fell into and said that it would
cost $475 to conduct a preliminary investigation to see if the phosgene
data could be released. If the data could be released, the Bureau would
evaluate exports and imports of all chemicals in the category, an effort
costing as much as $100,000.

HYDROGEN CYANIDE (HCN)
Hydrogen cyanide, like phosgene, is a commodity chemical used
principally as an intermediate in the manufacture of other chemicals.
In 1984, demand was estimated at 976 million pounds (CMR, 6/4/84).
Production and Producers
Table C.5 shows the hydrogen cyanide producers and their rated
plant capacity for 1984 and for 1976 as given by the Chemical Marketing Reporter. Some of the HCN is produced as a byproduct in the
manufacture of aciylonitrile, another commodity chemical. rather than
as a primary product. Byproduct plants in Table C.4 are identified
with a 'B"; primary producers are identified with a *P.*
To determine whether the producers of byproduct hydrogen cyanide
are the same as the acrylonitrile pr"s,•-m, we compared a Chemical
Marketing Reporter profile on acrylonitrile with the HCN producers in
Table C.5. Two acrylonitrile plants--Sohio in Green Lake, Texas and
Lima, Ohio--were specified and the two Vistron plants were not listed.
The two Vistron producers in Green Lake and Lima probably
correspond to the two Vistron plants.
Table C.5 indicates that in 1984 there were eight HCN producers
with 14 plants. Total capacity amounted to 1.3 billion pounds. In
1976, six producers had eight plants. As footnote c in the toe states,
there were actually three additional DuPont plants that generated
HCN as a byproduct in the production of adiponitrile. If these were
included, the total number of plants would be 11. Total capacity in
1976 was about 0.6 billion pounds, lees than half that of 1984.
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Table C.5
HYDROGEN CYANIDE PRODUCERS AND CAPACITY:
CHEMICAL MARKETING, REPORTER
1984
Producers

Capacity (108 lb)

Ciba-Geigy (St. Gabriel, LA) (ph)
Ciba-Geigy (Glen Falls, WY) (P)
Cyanimid (Fortier, LA) (B)
Depzma (Mobile. AL) (P)
Dow (Freeport, TX) (P)
DuPont (Beaumont. TX) (B)
DuPont (Memphis. TN) (P)
DuPont (Orange, TX) (P)
DuPont (Victoria. TX) (P)
Monsanto (Chocolate Bayou. TX) (B)
Monsanto (Texas City. TX) (B)
Rohm and Hasa (Doer Park, TX) (P)
Visron (Green Lake, TX) (B)
Viatron (Lima. OH) (B)

90
2
35
53
20
70
145
286
240
50
50
200
40
36

"Total

1.316
1976
ProdueerC

Capacity (106 lb)

American Cyanamid (Fortier. LA) (B)
Dow (Freeport. TX) (P)
DuPont (Beaumont. TX) (B)
DuPont ;Memphis. TN) (B.P)
Monsanto (Alvin. TX) (B)
Monsanto (Team City. TX) (P)
Rohm and Has (Houstn. TX) (PI
Viatron iLima, OH) (B)
Total

32
5
45
185
66
75
180
40
628

SOURCES: Chemical Marketing Rerwter, 6/4/84,
11/15/"76
aMonsanto has about 95 million pounds of capacity on
standby at Tels" City, Texas. Shell Chemical owns the
Mobile, Alahema plant operated by De.issa.

bp indicates primary; B inrdicates byproduct (see text.
cExcludes DePont's HCN capacity for adiponitrile at
Victora, Team, Orange, Texas and La Place, Louisiana.
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We can compare the producers in Table C.5 from the Chemical
Marketing Reporter with those shown in Table B.3 in App. B. The
other data sources list Furnico, Sohio Chemical Company, and Standard Oil Company in addition to those listed in Table C.4. Again, as
was true for phosgene, these producers are 4iot simply "custom"
manufacturers but are large multinational firma.
In Table C.8, we show the producers given in the TSCA database,
reflecting 1977 data. The TSCA 1977 inventory differs from the 1976
list of producers in Table C.5. The TSCA inventory identifies only one
additional producer-Degussa-with no production in 1977. Although
Table C.5 does not list the DiPont plants at LA Place, Louisiana and
Orange, Texas, they are mentioned in footnote c.
Hydrogen cyanide is also used as at, insecticide in post-harvest fhumigation for several crops. As such, it may be an active pesticide
ingredient and producers should be listed in ti. FIFRA database. We
have not pursued this.
The International Trade Commission does not provide a productior
level for hydrogen cyanide (U.S. ITC, 1985).
Table C.6
HYDROGEN CYANIDE PRODUCERS AND
PRODUCTION LEVEL TSCA

1077 Production Level
(ib)

Producer
American Cyanamid (Weawego, LA)

Not lited

Deguw iTheudore, AL)

No 1977 production

Dow (F.ort,TX)

Not listed

DuPont (La Place, LA)

I to 10 million

DuPont (Memphis, TN)

Not [LaOd

DuPont (Betumont. TX)

Not listed

DuPont (Orange, TX)

10M to 500 million

Monsanto fTexas (aty, TXi

0 to 50 million

Monsanto (Alvin. TX)

to to W million

Rohm and Hass (Doer Park. TXi

Not listed

Viston (Umr,

10 to 60 million

OH)

SOURCE: TSCA inventory d

"

'

" '

'

,abme.

'

l
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Us. Data
Table C.7 gives the end ,ues of hydrogen cyanide as given in the
Chemical Marketing Reporter. As with phosgene, much of the hydrogen
cyanide is used to produce other chemicals. Note that although the
Federal Register shows HCN as an insecticide with specific tolerances
on crops, the Chemical Marketing Reporter does not show any agricultural uses
To our knowledge, the Chemical Marketing Reporter does not publish
a chemical profile for adiponitrile, the chemical accounting for the
major hydrogen cyanide use. The journal does publish such a profile
for methyl methacrylate, which accounts for about one-third of the
hydrogen cyanide use. the producers of this chemical are Cyro IndustrAs in Fortier, Louisiana, DuPont in Memphis, Tennessee, and Rohm
and Haas in Deer Park, Texas. In Tables C,5 and C.6, we observe that
two of the methyl methacrylate producers anufacture HCN and one
does not.
We have no information on the other uses of HCN.
Exports and Imports
According to sources at the Bureau of Commerce, hydrogen cyanide
falls into a "basket" category called "Inorganic Acida, Not Otherwise
Specified.* Such basket categories aggregate export and import data
for a number of different chemicals.
Table C.7
END USES OF HYDROGEN CVANIDE: 1964
P~wmentag of
U"

Hydrupm Cyanide

Adiponitne,
Methyl nethaervlat,

3•

Cyanide chloride

t0

Cheltaing agent.

7

indum cvanide

It

Nitnkroscitti acid and wsh

2

Methionine and oaher w

3

SOURCE:

6/4/84,

('#WMXW

Moerhosen

Rerpwfr.

I
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In terms of exports, the reference number for the HCN basket
category is 416.5500 and the reference number for imports is 416.4540.
Exports and imports in the category amounted to about 43.4 and 5.7
milliuL pounds, respectively. As discused for pho6gene, there is no
way of knowing how much to allocate to HCN.

Aippendix D
INDUSTRY COOPERATION'

This appendix emphasize the nmportance of industry participaton
inteearly stages oflegislation thtwl aeasignificantefcto
current practices and procedures. Through a series of came studies, we
argue that active involvement in the formulation phase wil lead to a

more favorable outcome from the industry's point of view.

In what foi'ows, we briefly describe three case studies in which the
industry bad reasonable successin influencing final regulations
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Vilyl Chlorkle
Vinyl chloride (VC) was regulated in the 1970. on a number of
important fronts. The chemical was scrutinized for workplace exposure, for general atmospheric exposure, in its use as an aerosol propellant, and in its use as packaging material. The one we examine here is
the regulation of VC in the workplace by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA).
On January 22, 1974, B. F. Goodrich, the largest vinyl chloride and
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) manufacturer, announced that three of ica
workers had died of angiosarcoma in the previous two years. Angiosarcoma is a sufficiently rure liver cancer that there was little doubt the
deaths were cused by exposure to VC. In April, OSHA set an emergecy temporary standard for worker exposure in VC and PVC plants.
It lowered the allowable exposure level from the 500 parts per million
(ppm) historical standard to 50 ppm while the permanent standard was
being prepared. On May 10, OSHA published its proposed standard
which specified a no detectable* level-in practice a mtanda9 of one
ppm. In October, OSHA promulgated a final standard, to become
effective 1 January 1975, of one ppm, the lowest level OSHA considered technically feasible.
Between May when the proposed standard was announced and
October when the final standard was promulgated, industry actively
participated in the regulatory process. In May, the Society of the Plastics Industry (SPI), a trade associatýon, organized a series of meetings
among representatives from 60 VC and PVC producers. These meetings culminated in a unified industry position that an exposure level of
25 ppm could be met by October of 1974 and a level of 10 ppm could be
met by Octeber of 1976.
By June, there were 19 reported worldwide deaths from angiosarcoma. One of these was a G. E employee who had worked with PVC
insulation; another was a woman who lived near a PVC plant. The
cases suggested that the chemical could cause cancer in people who did
not work in VC or PVC production plants. In April, just after the
emergency temporary standard was set, OSHA received the retults of a
study that showed induction of liver angiosarcomas in rodents at the 50
ppm standard level. Later animal studies suggested that sarcoma and
mammary tumors were caused at a one ppm ezposure.
During the summer, OSMA received comments and held hearings on
the pnroposed standard. The meetings were dominated by issues of
technological and economic feasibility. The industry commissioned a
study th&. etimated losses of between 1.7 and 2.2 million jobs and $65
to $90 bilion in GNP for complying with the standard (Doniger, 1978).
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An OSHA study, usin industry estimates for one fim and extrapolat-

ing to the entire industry, suggested that compliance coss could
amount to $900 million. One source places the actual compliance costs
at $200 to $280 million. Three firms shut down plants but there in
some indication that tOey were old and inefficient and would have been

closed soon thereafter anyway-, 375 jobs were lost.
Although the final VC standard was numerically equivalent to the
proposed standard, the final stdard was actually more lenient. In
tW,, proposed standard, VC concentrations were limited to a one ppm
coding. The final standard oet the cmnentration at ams ppm averaged
over an eight-hour workday. It also allowed excursons of up to five

ppm averaged over any 15 minute period. OSHA also exempted PVC
fsbrication plans from monitoring and record keeping if they could
show that VC levels wer lesw an 500 ppb-haif the allowable level

In the hearngs, industry had lobbied heavily to incise. the proposed

standard and to exempt fabriaton plants. In spits o( taemony by
the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NOSH)
and National Cancer Institute (NCI), in which expe a
t
that no
threshold level of VC safe for human expo
had been established

the industry activity had paid off. Although in the final standard, the

threshold limit value was at lower than industry would have liked,
some representatives of VC and PVC firms testified that a one ppm
stauderd could be achieved easily.
By April of 1976, the industry had generally complied with the final
stazvrds. In Table D.1, we show production figures for VC and PVC
for the period 1970 through 1976. The values show that production of
both substancca declined by some 30 percent between 1974 and 1975.
Although much of the decline may be attributable to the sricter standad, some authors have argued that the recee•ion and world oil crisis
had more influence. In any case, production levels of the two chemicals generally recovered by 1976.
Tbe Txie Sube"eae Contro Act (TSCA)
TSCA was debated for five years before it was enacted by Congress
in 1976. In 1975, the chemical industry accepted that such an wt
would be passed and acted to favorably influence its final form. At
that time, the Chemical Manufacturers Association, then known as the
Manufacturing Chemists Association, formed a committee to work
directly with Congress and to maks decisions on its own without consuting its wember firms. Its aim wee to ensure that the final form of

TSCA was as reasonabie as possible.

i
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Table D.1
HISTORICAL VC AND
PVC PRODUCTION
(Millions of pounda)
Year

VC

PVC

1970

4040

3115

197I1

4336

3437

1972

50W

4322

1973

5361

4504

1974

5621

4744

1975

4196

3806

1976

5677

4545

Industry particpaton was extensive. The committee had a aenre of
breakfast meetings with state and congressional delegations. The
industry proposed 20 amendments to the House bill and me. almost

daily with congressional staff (Chemical Week, 4/27/77). The National
Association of Manufacturers organized a group of small bisineues
that visited congressional offices.
In this came, too, the industry commissioned a study on the economic
impact of the proposed legislation. It projected compliance costs at
between $300 million and $1.3 billion and indicated that the number of
new producta would decline significantly (Brickman et al., 1986).
The bill as finally adopted addressed both new and existing chemicals, and in its final form, TSCA contained a number of concessions to
the chemical industry. First, EPA must seek a court injunction to ban
an existing chemicaL Second, the definition of a new chemical
exempted small volume chemical& used in research and developnent
from toxicity testing. Third, the definition also exempted mixtures
from testing when the components were known to be safe. Fourth, the
bill limited the list of potentially hazardous existing chemicals to 50
rather than 300 as originally proposed. Fifth, in new chemical
premanufacture notices (PMNs), the information requirements satisfied industry record keeping and onfldmetiality requirements (Brickman at ai., 1986; Busines W4k, 10/25/76).

Even efter the law was passed, the industry argued against EPA's
draft on the information nedo

for the infentory of existing chemicals.

When the final rule was issued, EPA made concehsons by devising
methods for minimizing the requirements on maull firms and protecting confidentiality.
The OSHIA Carcinogen Policy
In the late 1970s, OSHA began deve!oping a generic policy for regulating carcinogens in the workplace. in response, the industry
Promptly formed the American Industrial Health Council (AlHC)
whom purpose was to formulate industry scientific views The Council
recommended establishment of a pane to ientify muld smin the risks
of each substac. 7him would separate the science from the regulatory
process. The AIHC also maintained that a generi approach would
prevent testing flexibility and would mask corapisi ecientific questions.
The Council stressed that limited, societal raKMce could best be allocated if both costs and benefits were take into account. Once again,
the industry commissione a study thst estimated capital costs for
regulating more than 2000 chemicals at $88 billion--a number thought
to be far too high by both sides in the debte(Brika at al,
6).
In this cas, the industry succeeded in persuading OSHA to throw
Out the generic approach and to adopt instead a pririty relative risk
method- They also persuaded OSHA to examine regulatory stratgies
other than engineering controls, which industry considered too expensive.
CASK STUDIES WITHOUT INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION
Below, we describe amo cases-one where industry did not partici.
pdat early enough in the reguastory process, and another where industry did not lobby strongly enough against the statute. The first case
Involves the ban on chloroffuorocarbon use in aerosol propellant the
second case focuses on Congress' 1984 land disposal restrictions on solvents.

A

The Chiorofluorocambom (CFC) Amamio Ban
CM were fit Producedjust aftrWould WarU. By 1970, six
~firms manufatured the chemicala which had found wide use as refrigernts, foam blowing agents, solvents, vario-s miscellaneous products,
and aerosol propellants..
In 1974, two scientists proposed a theory suggesting that fi~y haloganated CFCs were stabl enough to reac-h the sftrto,,phsre (upper,
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atmospher)

intact

Once there, impinging radiation caused the

molecules to decompoee, liberating their chlorine. This chlorine, it was
hypothesized, was then available to react catalytically with ozone

shielding the earth from ultraviolet radiation (Molina and Roland,
1974). In September of that year, the New York Times pubLahed a
front page article on the ozone depletion theory. In December of 1974,
the first federal hearings were held on the extent of the hazard potential ozone depletion posed to the public welfare.
In February of 1975, the television arse All in the Family" implied

that CF•s posed a danger to burea

health. In March, Oregon

announced a ban on the sale of CFC aerosols that would become effective in Marma of 1977. In June, Johnson Wax ceased production of
CFC-propeiled products (Kavanaugh, 1964).

In November of 1976, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
proposed a labeling requirement for CFC propelled aerosol products
that are transported across state line., accounting for about 80 percent
of such products. By the end of that year, 30 states had held hearings
on banning CF•s in aerosols
In May of 1977, an interagency task force composed of the FDA, the
(CPS), and the EPA
Consmner Product Safety Comunissi
announced the CFC aerosol ban. By the end of that year, several
Gil e, Revlon, Alberto
major firms who marketed aerosol pr
Culver, and Britol-Mye--intreduced non-asrool or non-CFC aerosol
for the phaseout were
In March of 1978, the final rs
produc
promulgate& In December of that year, manufacturing of CFCs for
propellant use was banned and in April of 1979, interstate shipments
were halted
Industry had little opportunity to counter the view that CFCs were
bad for the environment. A 1979 National Academy of Sciences panel
predicted that significant ozone depletion-approximately
16
percent-would occur if emissions of CFCs continued (NRC, 1979).
The mood in the nation at the time was to ban CFCs in aerosols, and
until about 1978 the industry did not organize to fight the action. By
the time they did organize, there was talk of regulation of CFC nonaerosol use. Since then, the industry focmu has been on the other CFC
applications.
It is noted here that there is evidence that CFC propellants were losing their market share prior to the announced ban because they were
more expensive to use than the alternatives. If, at that time, there
actually was a movement away from CFCs, then the ban simply
accelerated it. In that event, the industry would have been less

inclined to organize to fight the retulation.
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Land Disposal Restrictions on Chlorinated Solvents
In 1984, Congress passed the H iArdous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

(RCRA). These amendments set forth a number of provisions requiring EPA to phase out the !and disposal of virtually all untreated wastes
by 1992 at the latest. The first set of substances to be addressed were
solvents and dioxins.

In January 1986, EPA issued the proposed rules, Although there
were s6veral ezemptions-for solvent dilute wustewater streams, for
instance-virtually none affected the chlorinated solvents. The proposed regulation would prohibit land disposal of wastes containing
more than one percent or 10,000 ppm by weight of chlorinated solvents. In the event that the generator opted to treat the solvent waste,
the lsgislatiou set stric treatment standards for the residues. By
November !988, the proposed regulations would exclude chlorinated
solvents fom ;and disposal altogether unless they met the stringent
treatment standards (FederalRegister, 1/14/86).

The industry response to the proposed regulations was minimal.
Many people in the industry did not really understand the proposal
and assumed that the exemptions applied to chlorinated solvents Furthrwmre, the prevailing view in the industry was that the EPA would
never promulgate final standards because they could not be met.
On November 7, EPA published the final rule that would go into
effect on November 8, 1986. The final rule differed from the proposed
rule in two respects. First, standards for treated waste were more
stringent than proposed Second, small quantity generators were
exempted from the regulations for two year Otherwise, the rule was
promulgated as proposed (FederalRegister, 11/7/86).
Various industry officials involved in the chlorinated solvents
industry--equipment manufacturers, reclaimers, transporters, incinerator operators, and landfill operator--met with an EPA official in California approxinately a week before the final rule went into effect.
They were shocked that the rules would be promulgated and protested
that incineration capacity for the waste solvents that were then
disposed of on land was insufficient. The EPA official replied that the
industry had had 10 months to supply EPA with data verifying the
shortage of incineration capacity by quantifying increased user
deman& He maintained that even after the final rule was issued, EPA
would allow an exemption if the data were forthcoming.
The idustry finally organized to deal with the land disposal restrictions. A committee was set up to gather data on user response and
incineration capacity, and the lalogenated Solvents Industry Alliance

I
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(HSIA) met with EPA to discuss the aituation. In many respects, however, it was too late. Generators were already faced with meeting the
new regulations, regulations that the industry felt would adversely
affect many businesses. In this instance, the industry did not organize
esaly in the rule-making, they had virtually no input into the process
and the finml regulation was not to their liking.

!I
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Appendix E
SAFEGUARDS IMPLEMENTATION IN THE
UNITED STATES

The U.S.-IAEA agreement identifies material accounting, containment, and surveillance as principal safegua-d measures. The United
States is required to establish and maintain a system 4•f accounting for
and control of all civilian materials subject to safeguards. The International Atomic Energy Agency is to verify the results of U.S. accounting
and control, and to notify the United States of its technical conclusions in termn3 of unaccounted material and the limits of accuray.
The funl U.S.-IAEA Safeguards treatment includes the designation
of eligible nonmilitary facilities by the NRC; the selection of facilities
for treatment by the IAEA; the gathering of data from the designated

fility by the NRC pertaining to design, material accounting, and
operating recokds the submission of such data to the IAFJ4 a negotiated agreement between the NRC and the IAEA for a fhcility attachmant' delineating the precise nature and location of safeguards and
verification procedures for a specific facility, the facility operator acting
as an advisor to NRC in this regard, and the on-site verification of
safeguards by IAEA inspectors who may be accompanied by NRC
representatives should the facility operator so desire. The results of
the safeguard process are to be made available to the United States and
the Director General of the iAEA. If the United States is required to
bring the facility into compliance, the Board of the IAEA calls upon
the United States to take the required action without delay. There is
to be no public disclosure of data that could identify a specific facility.
FACILITIES ELIGIBILITY
The United States submits a list of eligible nuclear facilities (excluding facilities with direct national security significance) to the IAEA.
This list is not static-it may change when new facilities go on-line
and old ones are retired or otherwise change status. Furthermore, the
United States may withdraw facilities at any time. The IAEA
'A ha-ity attachenwt Is the docment dohaentin the neamm hifonmijm #ar ohf-
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idsitifies facilities for safeguards from the eligible list. The protocol to
the U.S.-IAEA agreement stipulates that certain eligible facilities may
be asked to submit inventory and design information but are not to be

sbject to the full safeguards treatment. Thes focilities may also be
subject to limited inspections to verify design details. The United
States is obliged to avoid discriminatory treatment of commercial firms
on the eligible list, and the IAEA is expected to select facilities in
accordance with this obligation. Facilities selected for safeguards are
expected to remain in that status for at least two years, the minimum
period for performing adequate verification. IAEA is obliged to provide

its selection criteria if requested by the United States, and to meet
with U.S. officials if the United States believes that the inspection
selection is unfair. It was anticipated that two reactors and one fuel
fabrication facility per two-year cycle would enter into the safeguarda

process, up to a maximum of fifteen. In ,ddition to power, test, and
research reactors, and fabrication and processing facilities, the Portsmouth centrifuge enrichment facility was being prerrd for safeguards
prior to its cancellation.

DESIGN INFORMATION
The United States provides design information for each facility

selected by the IAEA, including descriptive information about the facil-
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ity and its operations, the characteristics of nuclear material within the
facility, and the nuclear material accounting and control procedures.
Design data are to be provided the IAEA within 45 days after selection,
and change in design information is to be noted at least 60 days before
the change is completed.
The design information is to be used for planning the implementation of safeguards at the facility. The CFR (10 CFR, Chi, pt75) specifies the information to be provided, including the determination of
IAEA material balance areas; key measurement points to determine the
flow and inventary of nuclear material; selection of containment and
surveillance methods and the strategic points at which they are to be
appliud, and detailed security measurea. In the mandate are specific
procedures for nuclear material accounting and control, establishment
of material balance areas, and physical inventory taking.
The NRC is obliged to balance the legitimate desires of operators to
protect their competitive position against the need to ;iwilitato the
implementation of the safeguards agreement. For commercially sensitiv process steps tho operator may establish a special material balance
area to restrict IAEA access, and information deemed sensitive
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(proprietary or trade secrets) may be treated in a special manner. The
operator may request that information not be transmitted physicaily to
the IAEA. If the rquest is denied, the operator must be notified
within ten days (sufficient time for Judicial review), at which time the
material will be physically transmitted to the Agency. If a request is
granted, the IAEA may examine the material without taking poiaeesion. In addition, the NRC may also determine, either alone or at the
request of the operator, that other information need not be physically
t.-*Annutted or made available for LAEA examination.
Proprietary design inform-ition would be exempt from inspection
and copying by the public if it constitutes trade serets or privileged or
confidential commercia information. The material may be requested
to be withheld from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act, and if much request is granted, would be exempt from
discovery in judicial proceedings but noit necessarily exempt from disckosRe to Congress
The NRC permits operators to be consulted in the negotiating of
facility "attachmentsg' doct-ments that describe the detailed safeguards
arrangement for a particular facility. Thes development of the facility
attachment thus involves a formal negotiation between IAEA and the
United States, with the facility operator acting na consult~ant. The
facilty operator has a purely advisory role and does not partiipate
directly in negotiations. If the operator'sviews. are not given due consideration by the NWC, the opertor is free to seek Judicial review.
MATERIAL ACCOUNTING AND OPERATING RECORDS
Onwe notified by the NRC, the operator should establish, mwait.:du
j&
and follow written material accounting and control proceduzwmva
cal inventory procedures: measurement systemse including nmesurenist
accuracy van uncertainties; and inventory chances, book inventorift,
and physical inventories relating to each material balance are&. Tt*
aim of the material accounting approach is to ds.-ne the material quasiMisis that awe received, produced, shipped, lost- or otherwise removed
from inventory. Operaing records are required for eech material balance area to provide operating data and to establish changes in the
quantity and composition of nuclear material. If losses or changes
exceed the quantities developed in each facility attachmenft, the United
States is to notify the Agency.
Since the United States already maintains an accounting and control system that duplicates the IAEA-required data, facilitiesi that are
for sabiguards and that must comply with JARA reporting
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goals bear little additional reporting burdlen. Furthermnore, the domestic safguards reporting system has been modified too~naure that lAEA
and corresponding US. information moeds ami satisfied by a single system of reports. Thus, the incremental cost of complying with IAEA
safeguards reporting raquirements vif low since the same accounting
data are already reported to the NRC. As noted earlier, eligible civilipa
facilities that are not selected for the ful safeguards treatment are
covered by the protocol to the US.-IARA Agreement, which reqmzires a
manes of reports similar to those described above but without the fill
on-site inspection process. In the United State. only power reactors
and fuel rod fabrication plants are now tinder lAEA jurisdirtion; in
nunnuclear weapons states, reprocessing plants and isotope sepeavation
facilities would also be covered.
INSPECTION AND VERIFICATION
~Oirm a facility is designated, it is subject to inspection by the hkAA
to verify that dssip ard other facility information is correct. At least
three days' notice from~ io NRC is required, but the facility operator

j

noodelay the exercise of LAEA activities.
As definied earlier, inspections ame of throe types:
and special. All inspections are classified ase routine
otherwiae notifies, the operator. Ad hoc inspections
verify inormation contained in the initial reports to

I
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ad hoc, routine,
unless the NRC
are intended to
IARA, including

inventories and the quantity and comiposition of nuclear imports and

p

exports. Theme inspections are to be carried out at locations deisignated
in the initial reports, or in the caft of imports and exports, places
whers, such material may be located. Excopt for exports, where only 24
hour.' notice is theoretically required, ad hoc inapections involve a
notice of at least a week.
Routine insapections are carried out at designated atratawi points
which are the key measuremen t points for determining the flow and
inventory of nuclear material, boaed on the concept of material balerica. They art to verify the mutual consistency of reports arnd records
~and to determine the source of error, or discrepancies in materhi
accounting. Specil inspections can be performed at the same locations
as the routine and ad hoc types, ov at other locations that the NRC, in
respones to IAEA request, finds aseeseary.
Inspectors are permitted to sexmine mnateorial accountitng end control
records. observe that material balance amcounting measurement& ane

J20

representative; verify the functioning and calibretion of instruments
and controls, observe that sample., including duplicates, are selected
suitably and monitor their treatm~ent and analysis, and to use IAEA
equipment for indepen&nt measurement and surveillance. 7he operator is expected to assist IAEA inspectors who may request that he ship
samples, enable IA.EA to install its measuring and surveillance equipment, enable IAEA to apply seals and tamper-indication devices to
containers; make additional measuremenrts, including more samples for
IAEA use; analyze IAEA's standard analytical sampls and carry out
needed calibrations.
ACCESS
The frequency and intensity of routine inspections are to be at the
minimum consistent with the goals of adequate treaty implementation
and are to be perfo-.med in a cost-effective way. The maximium total
duration -f such inspections ia, for amounts over 5 kg, one-sixth of a
ma. year for reactors and asaled storage insuallations. For facilities
that involve plutonium or artrchod uranumn, the maximum yearly total
of routine inspsct~oc is 30 x 9 m~an-days per year, where E is a measure of inventory or annual throughput in effective kg. The maxium
shall not be less than 1.5 man-year. of inspection. For other facilities,
the maximum total is a linear funiction of E. Theo actual number,
intensity, durattion, and mode of routie inspection are funictions of
the types of material, containment, and effectiveness of the U.S.
accounting and control sysenin including peast compliance record of U.S.
facilities, and technical advances in safeguard technology including statisti~cal technques and randomn sampling. The agency is supposed to
make full use of technology and to perform its activities with
'optimum' caoffoctiveness. Although the agency statute asmite that
inspctos aall have universal access at all times to all places, data,
and persoins, the agency has never tiled to eonfo* this potentially

intrusive policy. In both nuclear and inonnuclear weapons

I

states,

the

1AEA has not .:*mn fulfilled the routine inspection obligations that
corresxnid ta the ARIE (Actual Routine Inspection Effort) quantity
listed in facilities Agreements. Typical U.S. inspections take 60 mandays/your over a two-year Period.
Dofining what is meant by approprietate
os difficult, priu
Mary in plants that pmoeses weapon -usa"l material. Operators of
foreign reprocessing plant, hae, generally speed to no more than two
complete Inventorme a year Since Ohe characteristic times associated
~with the Pal o( tim*dey setlo in mach plants are shot, the KAZAI

IA
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verforms frequent but only partial inventories at them. In practice, the
IAEA has not invoked special inspection procedures that might be
applieJ to gain greater acceus. The concept of limited frequency unanrsounced access was recently developed for inspecting gas centrifuge
technology, but was never invoked because the Portsmouth gas centrifuge plant was cancelied.
DESIGNATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF INSPECTORS
Almost every government has invoked its right of veto on individuals or classes of inspectors. Countries have recently made it clear
that whole categorise of inspectors ar not acceptable. To a certain
extent, this simplifies the Director General's task of selecting inspecton. It may also avoid potential friction between inspectors and host
nations.
The Safeguards Agreement specifies a set of procedures pertaining
to the designation of inspectors. The Agency submits the name,
nation Jity. and other characteristics of the officials that it proposes
for inspection of U.S. facilities. The United States informs IAEA's
Director General within 30 days of the acceptance or nonacceptance of
the nominees. There is no limit on the numijer of vetoes, nor must the
United States (or any other signatory to the NPT) explain its veto.
Some common explanations (Fischer and Sxa, 1985) given by other
nations are that persone will be accepted only if they ar (1) nationale
oa countries that have accepted safeguards (since the Soviets only
rMcetly completed an ageement with iAEA, this effectively restricted
on-ste inspections by Soviet nationals); (2) inspectors who ar not
nationals of specified countries; (3) inspectors who speak the language
of the inspected nation; (4) inspectors who are nationals of countries
that hve diplomatic relations with the inspected country, and (5)
inspectors whose native countries already poesses certain types of
nuclear technology. (This has been invoked in the cas of some
enrichment plants a a means of limiting technology transfer.) Nearly
10 percent of inspection time is lost to refusals to accept inspectors
(Scheinman. seminar at RAND, 1988).
"71he Drector General is authorized to bring to the notice of the
IAEA's Board of Governors a state engaging in repeated veto. This is
not invoked in practice became states often reveal their acceptance criteria in advance and the IAF's preference is for a conciliatory rather
than a confrontational mode of o.erstion. To illustrate: the only
Ilaeli inspector employed by IAEA has not been involved in any
inspection taskm but rather is migrs to work in Vienna. under
WAsnwous frou the Board of Governors.
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